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Abstract 

 

 

Fuel Cell (FC) buses have been developed as a long term zero emission solution for 

city transportation and they have now reached levels of maturity to supplement the 

coming London 2020 Ultra Low Emission Zone implementation. A critical review of 

previous research in this field has highlighted promising potential for FC technologies 

applied to bus applications and also identified the associated challenges.  

 

This research analysed the current FC bus industry and addressed the most recent 

trend of applying FCs with hybrid technologies for city buses. This research developed 

a scaled laboratory Fuel Cell and Supercapacitor hybrid drivetrain model for 

investigating the design and performance of a low emission propulsion systems for city 

bus applications in its dynamic environment. The laboratory system has been used to 

validate a computer model to ensure it is suitably representative of practical and full 

sized FC bus power systems. A novel hybrid control strategy was developed for a FC 

hybrid system and evaluated with actual bus driving cycles. The power balancing 

strategy between multiple power sources in the FC hybrid system has been explored 

and investigated. 

 

The key finding of this research is that hybridising the FC with an energy storage 

medium showed superior performance over FC only system. Additionally, existing FC 

hybrid buses generally have an over-sized FC on-board which significantly increases 

the capital cost. A series of steps have been identified to determine the required FC / 

energy storage degree of hybridisation. An optimised degree of hybridisation for FC 

hybrid bus can potentially improve the system performance, reduce the size of the FC 

on-board and propulsion system costs. 
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Impact statement  

 

 

This research investigates the application of Fuel Cell (FC) hybrid city bus to deliver a 

potential zero emission solution for city bus. This research analyses the current FC 

bus industry and highlights the potentials and challenges associated with FCs. This 

research provides a depth analysis of the characteristics of the FC and investigates a 

suitable strategy to integrate FC hybrid technology for city bus use. The findings of this 

research can be used for FC bus design and development. 

 

The novel contribution of this research is the proposition of two FC / Supercapacitor 

hybrid operation strategies aimed at tackling the challenges addressed for the current 

FC bus industry. Both strategies have been compared and demonstrated with dynamic 

driving cycles collected from practical buses. Advantages and disadvantages of the 

two operation strategies have been summarised and the more appropriate strategy 

has been recommended. 

 

A computer model has been developed to determine the required degree of 

hybridisation between the FC and Supercapacitor with the aid of a laboratory test 

bench. Further optimisation strategy on the identified degree of hybridisation has also 

been considered as a list recommended steps. The optimised degree of hybridisation 

holds the promise of extending FC life, downsizing power systems and improving 

overall efficiency.  
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Chapter 1   Introduction 

1.1   Research motivation  

1.1.1   Background 

Air pollution, as one of the main causes of global warming and urban public health 

threats, has been raised as a global priority issue [1.1] [1.2]. The EU has restrictive 

rules on air pollution quality controls and Britain has been struggling to meet the EU 

air quality limit [1.3]. Britain failed to meet EU limits in 2010 and has admitted that 

London cannot achieve this limit until 2025 [1.4] [1.5]. The city of London has some of 

the worst air quality in the UK [1.5]. The UK Department for Environment Food & Rural 

Affairs air quality assessment 2013 showed that the London city area has exceeded 

the limit levels of all Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2), Particulate Matter 2.5 (PM2.5), and Carbon 

Dioxide (CO2) emissions [1.6]. Additionally, NO2 emissions exhibit the worst 

performance exceeding the EU standard by 50% in some parts of London [1.6]. The 

Transport for London (TfL) Transport Emission Roadmap Report 2014 indicated that 

London’s transport is a key contributor to several emission types [1.7] [1.8]. 21% of 

CO2 emissions, 63% of NOx emissions and 52% of PM emissions are from 

transportation activities in London as a result of large scale transportation demands 

[1.7] [1.8]. The Greater London Authority has been taking actions to mitigate these 

emissions and introduced the London Low Emission Zone (LEZ) in 2008 as part of 

their strategy [1.9]. The LEZ is a traffic pollution charge scheme to limit the tailpipe 

emissions of vehicles operating in London. Vehicles operating in the LEZ must pay 

charges if they fail to meet the emission standard in London, as Figure 1.1 shows, and 

is enforced at all times [1.3] [1.8]. One of the main purposes of the LEZ is to reduce 

the pollution of diesel powered vehicles in central London which is the main source of 

NOx emissions [1.8] [1.10].  

 

Figure 1.1 LEZ area in London (TfL, 2016) 
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Urban transportation in London can be divided into two main types: commercial/private 

vehicles and public transportation. This research will focus on the public transportation 

aspect. To meet the LEZ standards, TfL has taken emission control actions through 

different approaches from the public transportation perspective [1.3] [1.6] [1.11]. The 

public transportation network (bus, tube, rail, taxi) has been improved to be “greener” 

[1.11]. A detailed action report can be found in the TfL Transport Emissions Roadmap 

2014 [1.7]. Although the implementation of the LEZ has reduced emissions in London, 

London’s air quality is still below the EU standards [1.4] [1.5]. The mayor of London 

confirmed that a more restricted emission control zone known as the Ultra Low 

Emission Zone (ULEZ) is to be implemented in 2020 [1.12]. The ULEZ will be a much 

smaller area compared with the LEZ and it contains some of the areas in London with 

worst air quality as Figure 1.2 shows [1.10]. The full implementation of the ULEZ is 

expected to halve emissions of NOx and should allow 80% of Central London to meet 

the EU standard [1.12] [1.13] [1.14]. The ULEZ will be located in the transportation 

Zone 1 of Central London, where public transportation play an important role. 

Upgrading the public transportation bus fleet could therefore be particularly important 

for the ULEZ implementation.  

 

Figure 1.2 ULEZ area in central London (TfL, 2015)  

This research will focus on the impact of the bus fleets because London is one of the 

busiest cities in the world and has an extensive bus transportation network managed 

by TfL. There are around 7,500 buses providing a total of six million passenger 

journeys on different routes operating in London each weekday and a significant 

proportion operate in the ULEZ [1.15] [1.16]. The London Transport Committee Report 

2013 [1.15] showed that bus passenger journeys have grown by 64% from 2000 to 

2013 and the demand is expected to continue to rise. Currently the majority of buses 

operating in the Greater London area rely heavily on diesel engines, which produces 
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a significant amount of harmful emissions [1.17]. The current diesel powered bus fleet 

in London would be unable to meet the ULEZ requirement [1.18]. Therefore the 

transformation of the London’s diesel powered buses to buses using a cleaner power 

source would be a significant factor in realistically achieving the ULEZ requirements.  

 

TfL has implemented measures to improve the bus fleet with the key goal of reducing 

harmful emissions [1.4]. A major action is the London Hybrid Bus Programme which 

aims to transform the conventional London diesel bus fleet into a fleet of diesel electric 

hybrid buses. This transformation programme will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

The hybrid bus project was set up with the main goal being to cut harmful emissions 

in the city by 30% [1.19]. The hybrid bus solution has potential to help realise the 

implementation of the ULEZ. However, these buses will still rely on conventional diesel 

engine propulsion and as a result continue producing harmful emissions. TfL has also 

been looking at ultra-low emission buses as a long term solution which leads to the, 

so called, zero emission bus. Various clean energy bus projects have been carried out 

in London such as Fuel Cell (FC) buses, bio-fuel buses and wireless charging electric 

buses [1.19]. With respect to TfL’s ULEZ package, the key element for the ULEZ 

implementation on buses would be the replacement of all diesel only powered double 

decker buses with diesel electric hybrid buses and to replace all single decker buses 

with zero emission buses [1.20]. This research will discuss the role that FCs could play 

in providing a solution for city transportation emissions issues and supporting the ULEZ 

implementation. Hydrogen and FC applications have the potential to meet the ULEZ 

requirements and also opens the path to create a future “Zero Emission Zone” as a 

long term solution for city pollution [1.5].  

 

1.1.2   HyFCap project 

What is HyFCap project? 

FCs offer a number of advantages for transportation systems and hold the promise of 

high efficiency and zero harmful emissions. However, these are not yet economically 

competitive with conventional power systems [1.21] [1.22] [1.23]. The HyFCap project 

seeks to explore the next generation of FC hybrid vehicle technology with lower cost 

and higher efficiency as a more viable solution, potentially for the first-ever double 

decker FC bus [1.24]. The project title of HyFCap Project is Reducing the Cost and 

Prolonging the Durability of Hydrogen Fuel Cell Systems by in-situ Hydrogen 

purification and Technology Hybridisation. The HyFCap is a four year project funded 

by the EPSRC (Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council, grant number: 
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EP/K021192/1) and jointly carried out by University College London (UCL) and 

University of Sheffield. The project started in November 2013 and is expected to end 

in March 2018.  

 

The Project has been divided into four main Work Packages (WP). WP1 is the 

development of low cost in-situ hydrogen purification systems with high hydrogen flux 

for the anode and high oxygen flux for the cathode of a FC which will be carried out by 

the UCL’s Chemistry Department, led by Prof Z. Xiao Guo. WP2 is the development of 

a mixed ionic liquid based Supercapacitor (SC) to operate in the region of 60℃ to 80℃ 

specifically designed for FC vehicles which will be carried out by University of 

Sheffield’s Chemical and Biological Engineering Department, led by Prof Peter Hall. 

WP3 is the investigation of the optimum hybridisation integration of FC and SC in 

buses by developing models which will be carried out by UCL’s Mechanical 

Engineering Department, led by Prof Richard Bucknall. WP4 is the analysis and 

specification of a full set of system requirements that the FC/SC technology would 

have to meet for the application and integration with actual bus profiles which will be 

carried out by UCL’s Civil Engineering Department, led by Prof Nick Tyler [1.24]. Those 

four WPs work towards the same overall goal from four different but supporting 

perspectives: Hydrogen purification, energy storage optimisation, power hybridisation 

and bus system integration.  

 

The project seeks to address the next generation of FC bus systems by: 

1. Development of in-situ hydrogen purifiers using highly selective and high 

permittivity solid-sorbent membranes, to prolong the lifetime of the FC. 

2. Development of an improved pouch-style SC based on the optimal combination of 

ionic liquids specifically for FC bus operation. 

3. Investigation of the optimum hybridisation of the FC with SCs, to reduce the 

transient power demand for FC power capacity and increase efficiency. 

4. Specification of the requirements that this FC hybrid technology would have to 

meet for system integration and understand the viability of this technology [1.24] 

[1.25]. 

 

The expected outcome of the HyFCap Project is a novel FC hybrid bus system design 

with optimised hydrogen purification, improved energy storage and system 

hybridisation ready for integration into practical buses which will potentially lead to an 

efficient, low-cost and low-carbon footprint FC bus system. 
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Contribution of this research to the HyFCap 

This research has contributed to WP3 of the HyFCap Project which is to explore the 

potential of a more efficient and economic FC hybrid propulsion system. WP3 has been 

proposed to work as an interlinking package for the other three WPs. WP3 is 

investigating the integration of FC and SC from a power system perspective, which 

interlinks the work from WP1 (FC), WP2 (SC) and WP4 (driving cycle).  

 

WP3 has been divided into the following five sub-tasks [1.24]:  

1. Task 3.1 to collect and deliver demand profiling data sets and system design.  

2. Task 3.2 to deliver an integrated laboratory FC testing platform.  

3. Task 3.3 to deliver a software simulation of the integrated test platform.  

4. Task 3.4 to deliver an optimised hybrid propulsion control system design.  

5. Task 3.5 to carry out performance evaluation.  

 

As part of the HyFCap Project, this research will mainly focus on sub-task 3.2-3.5. The 

overall goal of tasks 3.2-3.5 is the development of a scaled FC hybrid test platform with 

both laboratory system and simulated model. The test platform can be used to 

investigate FC hybrid system performance and identify the method to select the 

optimised hybridisation and control strategy with potential benefits in terms of cost, 

efficiency and control. The developed scaled hybrid system allows exploration of the 

way in which the FC and other power packs can be combined to provide improved 

overall efficiency, specifically for city bus applications. 

 

A FC laboratory has been developed at UCL which includes a FC power unit and load 

banks. This research will enhance this FC facility with the addition of a hybrid 

propulsion system to enable the study of a scaled hybrid bus system configuration. 

The enhanced model can be used to study the characteristics of the FC hybrid system 

and test the energy storage to collaborate with WP2 and the model will eventually be 

evaluated using real bus data from WP4. Therefore, the focus of this research is to 

build, simulate, evaluate and optimise a FC hybrid propulsion system to allow the study 

of FC hybridisation for city bus applications.  
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1.2   Research aims 

This research aims to explore the potential of FCs for bus application by developing 

an optimised laboratory scaled FC hybrid propulsion platform. Hybridising the FC 

propulsion unit with an energy reservoir could potentially reduce transient power 

demand applied on the FC which allows efficiency optimisation. Energy storage can 

satisfy transient peak power demands and exploit regenerative braking energy 

recovery. This research will address the challenges that need to be solved within the 

two critical issues: To reduce the FC power requirement through hybrid configuration 

and to increase efficiency through an optimised control algorithm. The research aims 

are summarised as follows: 

 

1. Undertake a literature based investigation into available low emission bus 

technologies focusing on the role that FCs can play in public transport, specifically 

buses. Provide a critical review of existing literature on FC hybrid bus development 

to identify the key research challenges.  

 

2. Construct a laboratory scaled FC hybrid platform which is capable of examining FC 

and energy storage performance. The results obtained from the platform can be 

used to explore the characteristics of the FC operating as a city bus power source. 

 

3. Simulate the constructed laboratory FC hybrid system through computational 

modelling and use the laboratory obtained results to validate and verify the model 

such that the computer model can sufficiently represent the practical system in the 

laboratory.  

 

4. Evaluate the FC hybrid system model using actual drive cycle data provided by 

practical buses and investigate any implications and consequences resulting from 

a system with a downsized FC as the main power source. 

 

5. Identify the method to size the energy storage system for a hybrid system with 

downsized FC. Explore the method to optimise the FC/energy storage degree of 

hybridisation for a FC hybrid bus application and support the FC bus power system 

design through provision of power source integration recommendations for the 

HyFCap project.  
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1.3   Thesis outline  

This thesis is divided into the following 7 chapters: 

 

Chapter 1 Introduction  This chapter provides an introduction to the research project 

and the motivation behind the research undertaken. The contributions of this research 

have also been presented. 

 

Chapter 2 Literature review  This chapter provides a comprehensive review of related 

work and general background knowledge of low emission bus technologies and FC 

system development. A critical review focusing on FC hybrid bus development has 

been provided.  

 

Chapter 3 Problem formulation  This chapter addresses the main research question 

to be answered through this research. Analysis has been provided to explain how the 

system that will be developed can contribute to and justify the research question. 

 

Chapter 4 Laboratory system development  This chapter describes the construction 

of a laboratory based FC hybrid system representing the power system of a scaled FC 

hybrid bus. Experiments have been carried out to gain a better understanding of the 

characteristics of FCs. 

 

Chapter 5 Computer system modelling  This chapter develops a computer model 

based on the laboratory system. The laboratory obtained results will be used to validate 

and verify the computer model. Comparison studies between measured laboratory 

data and simulated data will be made to demonstrate the accuracy of the computer 

model. 

 

Chapter 6 System optimisation  This chapter evaluates the validated model with 

actual drive cycles to examine the operating strategy of the FC hybrid system for city 

bus applications. The chapter then investigates the potential for downsizing the FC 

and explores the method to optimise the degree of hybridisation in a FC hybrid bus. 

 

Chapter 7 Conclusion and further work  This chapter summarises the key research 

findings to the identified research question and presents a general conclusion. This 

chapter also details specific recommendations for the HyFCap project. Future work 

has also been discussed in this chapter. 
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1.4   Research contributions  

The author claims the following contributions throughout this research: 

 

1. Identification of current FC bus industry challenges and trends 

This research has identified the trend of the current FC bus industry and used 

laboratory systems to investigate the reasons behind the trends of replacing FC 

only powered buses with hybrids. 

2. Development of a model and method to identify the degree of hybridisation 

in a FC hybrid bus system 

This research developed and validated a computer model that is capable of 

identifying the degree of hybridisation in a FC hybrid bus system. The method to 

determine the FC size and energy storage size has been proposed and 

demonstrated with actual bus collected driving cycle.  

3. Recommendations on the proposed downsized FC operation 

This research demonstrated the potential for a downsized FC in a FC hybrid bus 

and showed promising results compared with existing FC hybrid bus systems. 

Recommendations have been made on sizing the FC for a certain driving cycle. 

4. Recommendations on selection and sizing of the energy storage system for 

a FC hybrid bus 

This research reviewed different energy storage systems and recommended the 

most appropriate option specifically for the FC bus application. The method to size 

the energy storage has also been presented and tested in the model.  

5. Proposition of two FC/energy storage operation strategies 

This research proposed two hybrid system operation strategies specifically for FC 

hybrid buses considering the unique characteristics of FCs. Both strategies have 

been compared and showed different performance for various driving cycles.  

6. Recommendations on the degree of hybridisation optimisation 

This research contributed a series of recommended steps to undertake in the 

identification and optimisation of the degree of hybridisation for any other route that 

could be used by the HyFCap project. The optimised degree of hybridisation holds 

the promise of extending FC life, downsizing power systems and improving overall 

efficiency. 
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1.5   Contributions to the literature  

During the course of this research the following academic papers have been published. 

 

Journal article: 

 

W Wu, J Partridge, R Bucknall, 2018, Stabilised fuel cell output control strategy of 

proton exchange membrane fuel cell and supercapacitor hybrid propulsion system for 

city bus application, International Journal of Hydrogen Energy. (submitted) 

 

Book chapter: 

 

J Partridge, W Wu, R Bucknall, 2017, Chapter 2: Development of bus drive technology 

towards zero emissions: a review. In Hybrid Electric Vehicles, Intech press, ISBN 978-

953-51-3298-1.  

 

Conference papers: 

 

W Wu, J Partridge, R Bucknall, 2016, Development and modelling of a lab scaled PEM 

Fuel Cell drive system for city driving application, International Universities Power 

Engineering Conference, Coimbra, Portugal, DOI: 10.1109/UPEC.2016.8114036.  

 

W Wu, R Bucknall, 2014, Downsizing Fuel Cell capacity in a hydrogen vehicle by 

regenerative energy capture with Super Capacitor, International Universities Power 

Engineering Conference, Cluj-napoca, Romania, DOI: 10.1109/UPEC.2014.6934621. 

 

W Wu, R Bucknall, 2013, Conceptual evaluation of a Fuel Cell hybrid powered bus, 

International Universities Power Engineering Conference, Dublin, Ireland, DOI: 

10.1109/UPEC.2013.6714968. 
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Chapter 2   Literature review  

2.1   Introduction 

This chapter provides a literature review to furnish the reader with background context 

of appropriate areas and undertakes an outline review of related aspects of the 

research. The literature review methodology is mainly based on a search-selection-

description strategy. Searches of relevant resources were mostly conducted using 

UCL’s Explore online including Web of science database in the area of mechanical 

and electrical engineering sciences. The database was searched focusing mainly on 

works from 2007 to 2017. The Google Scholar search engine was also used to carry 

out more general searches for peer-reviewed journal articles. Google’s search engine 

was also used, but mainly for industrial and project reports. The selection process 

included a detailed examination of search results and the selection criteria was mainly 

based on using journal articles, academic books, industrial reports and government 

publications. The exclusion criteria was mainly for the works that were insufficiently or 

ambiguously described or not clearly referenced. The selected works are described in 

this chapter. The review can be divided into two sections: 

1. The aim of the first section is to provide a review of the technologies used in 

this research and intended to develop an understanding of how and why FC 

systems can be used for bus applications. This section includes reviews of 

current London buses, low emission bus propulsion systems, FC systems and 

energy storage systems. Also included is a comprehensive review of relevant 

technologies focused on facts that have already been generally established. 

2. The aim of the second section is to provide a critical review specifically for the 

development of FC buses built upon the findings of previous experiments and 

investigations. This section reviews the methods, findings and conclusions of 

other research work carried out on FC vehicles. This section will focus on the 

variety of findings from research carried out in the field. 
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2.2   London buses 

2.2.1   Statistical review 

The first motor-powered London buses were introduced in the 1900s and began to be 

managed by The London General Omnibus Company in 1933 [2.2.1]. After nearly a 

century of operation, the red London buses have now become a famous iconic image 

of London as one of the most recognisable British designs in the world. The transport 

network of London must be analysed separately from the rest of England because it is 

large and complex enough to provide a basis for viable and representative analysis. 

Additionally, the transport regulations are also different between London and the rest 

of England. Transport for London is able to regulate buses in London while no other 

area has that authority [2.2.2]. 

 

The British Department for Transport has been carrying out studies on the London 

transport operation statistics. The annual bus statistics 2015 report [2.2.2] indicates 

that there are currently 9,600 buses operating in the Great London area and 26,200 

buses operating outside London in England. Although only 36% of buses operating in 

England are in the London area, London’s buses are actually providing over half of the 

total of England’s passenger bus use. A comparison of passenger bus journeys within 

London and the rest of England from 1983 to 2015 have been plotted in Figure 2.1. 

The plot shows that London bus use has increased from 1,041 to 2,364 million 

passenger journey on bus service since 1983 [2.2.2]. On the other hand, the bus use 

for England excluding London has dropped from 3,596 to 2,284 million passenger bus 

journey [2.2.2]. Since 2012 there are more bus passenger journeys in London than the 

rest of England combined including both metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas. The 

falling number passenger journeys on bus services in London since 2016 is due to 

more investment in walking and cycling facilities [2.2.2]. 
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Figure 2.1 Local bus passenger journeys in London and rest of England 

(Data from DfT public service vehicle survey, TfL 2017) [2.2.2] 

 

Figure 2.2 Proportion of bus and distance travelled between  

London and English metro/non-metro areas  

(Data from DfT public service vehicle survey, TfL 2017) [2.2.2] 

Figure 2.2 shows two pie charts of the number of buses and distance travelled 

comparing London and the rest of England. The number of buses in London are around 

30% of the total buses in England including both metropolitan and non-metropolitan 

areas. It can also be seen from Figure 2.2 that of the total metropolitan fleet over 50% 

operate in London. The TfL bus report 2016 [2.2.3] shows the buses in London had 

been scheduled to operate a total of 506.7 million km in 2015/16 and 97.2% of the 

scheduled operation was completed. The latest TfL study indicates London’s buses 

already account for more than half of all public transport use by London’s residents as 

Figure 2.3 shows. The London bus network has become the single largest road 

transportation network in the UK in terms of passenger numbers and plays an essential 

role for the residents of and visitors to London [2.2.4].  
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Figure 2.3 Public transportation usage by London residents 

(Figure from TfL 2016) [2.2.4] 

 

2.2.2   Environmental impact 

The harmful emissions from heavy traffic in a city not only contain greenhouse gases 

contributing to climate change, but can also affect human physical health and well-

being significantly in cities like London. The UK government has acknowledged the 

seriousness of the city pollution issue and have introduced several measurements to 

help mitigate the impact of road traffic on the environment for decades.  

 

TfL has set a target to reduce CO2 grams per passenger kilometre by 20% by 2017/18. 

Public transportation modes generally have a higher passenger capacity per vehicle 

and thus produce less CO2 emissions per passenger when compared with cars [2.2.5]. 

London underground and surface buses are two of the largest contributors of carbon 

emissions [2.2.5] in the public transport sector. Bus operation has a higher CO2 

emission per passenger due to the much smaller passenger carrying capacity per 

vehicle compared with underground trains. Although significant progress has been 

made in meeting overall CO2 emission reduction requirements through restrictive 

emission control rules and the low emission zones, the carbon emissions from 

London’s public transportation have been increasing each year over the past decade 

due to increasing demand [2.2.5-2.2.7]. The TfL health and environment report 2015 

summarised that the total CO2 emission associated with all public transport activities 

(TfL activities) are 2.2 million tonnes, which is a 2% increase when compared to the 

2.13 million tonnes in 2013/14 [2.2.5]. Figure 2.4 shows the total CO2 emissions from 

London’s public transport sector in the past decade. TfL’s surface public transport 

(excluding taxis and private hire vehicles) and underground produce nearly 90% of all 
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transport CO2 emissions. Therefore it can be concluded that London buses are the 

largest CO2 emissions contributor among all other London public transportation modes. 

 

Figure 2.4 Total CO2 emissions for London public transport from 2005 to 2015 

(Figure from TfL 2015) [2.2.5] 

In addition to carbon, there are other pollutants within the emissions from transport. 

The total volume of emissions in London have been reduced. The operation of 

London’s buses emits a number of harmful pollutants such as PM2.5, PM10 and NOx 

(Nitrogen oxide). The continuing introduction of Euro VI diesel buses, which have 

diesel particulate filters fitted as standard, has greatly reduced the PM emissions from 

buses. The PM emissions from TfL operations have been decreasing since 2010 

[2.2.5]. It must be noted that PM emissions are not just from vehicle exhausts. The 

biggest contributor to PM2.5 for London by far is road transport, however, these 

emissions are mainly related to tyre and brake wear [2.2.5] [2.2.6]. The implantation of 

the ULEZ in 2020 is also expected to drive further reduction in PM emissions from road 

transport [2.2.5]. 

 

London’s buses are the largest contributor of NOx emissions which accounts for 72% 

of all NOx emissions from TfL operations [2.2.5]. Figure 2.5 provides figures for the 

total amount of NOx emission associated with TfL operations along with the target line. 

TfL has set the target to reduce NOx from TfL operations by 40% by 2017/18 against 

2015/16 levels. The total emission of NOx from TfL operations has fallen by 

approximately 25% from 2005 to 2015.  
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Figure 2.5 Total NOx emissions from TfL operations (Figure from TfL 2015) 

[2.2.5] 

Although the total NOx emission in London has been generally decreasing each year, 

due to the heavy traffic concentration in city, the emission concentration in recent years 

has been broadly stable since 2008 [2.2.8]. Figure 2.6 shows the roadside NOx 

concentration in central London from 2008 to 2016. Each pollutant is calculated based 

on average values that are measured once per hour across the London air quality 

network. The non-linear and inconsistent measurement data in the figure is caused by 

strong seasonal effects and site based conditions [2.2.10] [2.2.11]. Carslaw [2.2.9] 

[2.2.10] has carried out a detailed study on NOx concentration trends and showed that 

there was a clear NOx concentration reduction around 2002 that then became stable 

from 2002 to 2008. As Figure 2.6 shows, the mean value of NOx concentration has 

remained generally the same from 2008 to 2016.  

     
Figure 2.6 London roadside NOx concentration from 2008 to 2016 

(Data from London Datastore 2016) [2.2.9] 
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Although TfL has taken many measures to control and reduce NOx emissions, the 

concentration level is still above the legal level. TfL provides an overview of NOx 

emission issues by showing the percentage of the population living in the areas with 

NO2 exceedances. As Figure 2.7 shows, there is a significant percentage of people in 

London exposed to excessive levels of NO2 emissions. Full implementation of the 

ULEZ is expected to halve the population exposed to poor air quality in 2020 [2.2.12]. 

Since London buses are the largest NOx emissions contributor within London’s public 

transports sector, it can be concluded that improving the London bus fleet is an 

important and essential step to improve air quality in London and supplement the 

implementation of the ULEZ in 2020. 

 

Figure 2.7 Number of people exposed to poor London air quality in 2015 

(Figure from TfL 2015) [2.2.12] 

 

The statistical review can be summarised into the following points:  

1. London has the largest bus network in the UK and its demand have been 

consistently increasing since 1990 and is expected to continue to grow. 

2. London’s buses produce the largest amount of carbon emissions among all 

other TfL operations in London. 

3. London’s buses are the largest contributor of nitrogen oxide emissions which 

is one of the main air quality issues for London. 

4. Improving the current London bus fleet is a key step to better air quality and full 

implementation of the London ULEZ. 
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2.3   Low emission propulsion bus systems 

The UK bus industry has been driving innovative technology in the quest for lower 

emissions and greater efficiency over the past two decades. Significant progress has 

been achieved regarding “greener” bus development and the technology is being 

distributed across the UK [2.3.1] [2.3.2]. Cenex, as the UK’s first centre of excellence 

for low carbon technologies, forecast the main technologies assisting the transition to 

low emission propulsion buses in the UK as Figure 2.8 shows [2.3.3]. Cenex 

summarised the UK low emission bus industry into two phases using 2020 as a key 

milestone. Before 2020, the mass implementation and distribution of well-developed 

hybrid propulsion buses will offer relatively rapid payback in terms of emission 

reductions. After 2020, other technologies that offer further emission reduction over 

typical hybrid buses will start to be deployed and evaluated as a longer term solution 

[2.3.3].  

 

Figure 2.8 Low emission bus technologies forecasting summary in the UK 

(Figure from Cenex 2015) [2.3.3] 

 

Current London bus technologies 

London has a well-developed strategy for improving air quality by 2025, including the 

implementation of the ULEZ, retrofitting of buses and investing in zero emission 

capability. There were 9,600 buses operating in the Greater London area in 2016 

where the majority of them are conventional diesel powered buses resulting in 

significant harmful emissions. TfL has set measures to reduce diesel powered buses 
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from two perspectives: to replace the current conventional technology and to 

investigate long term zero emission solutions. TfL has carried a review of the number 

of bus operating by type of buses in London in 2015 as Table 2.1 shows.  

Table 2.1 Number of buses by type of bus in London (data from TfL) [2.3.4] 

Bus type Drive train type 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

New Routemaster Hybrid 0 0 5 8 168 432 

Routemaster Diesel 18 18 19 20 19 19 

Artic Diesel 320 260 0 0 0 0 

 

 

Single decker 

Diesel 2,676 2,670 2,661 2,608 2,606 2,662 

Fuel Cell 0 5 5 5 8 8 

Hybrid 27 27 33 28 23 23 

Electric 0 0 0 0 2 8 

 

 

Double decker 

Diesel 5,554 5,487 5,787 5,696 5,296 5,026 

Hybrid 29 79 233 352 643 799 

Electric 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total  8,624 8,546 8,743 8,717 8,765 8,977 

From the drive train type aspect, the buses can be categorised into four types: 

conventional diesel bus, low emission hybrid bus, zero emission electric bus and zero 

emission Fuel Cell bus. Figure 2.9 shows the proportional change of diesel buses in 

London from 2010 to 2015 using data from Table 2.1.  

 
Figure 2.9 Proportional and number change of diesel bus in London  

[2.3.4] [2.3.5] 

As Figure 2.9 shows, London has been working towards reducing the proportion of 

conventional diesel buses operating in central London from at least 2010. Significant 

progress has been made in the past five years where 20% of conventional diesel buses 

in London have been replaced with lower emission technologies in 2016. The 

introduction of hybrid buses has played an important role in this accomplishment which 
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will be discussed in detail in the next section. Zero emission technologies such as the 

battery electric bus and the fuel cell bus have also been trialled for demonstration and 

evaluation purposes [2.3.6].  

 

2.3.1   Battery electric drive 

The battery electric buses, often described as pure electric buses, use an electric 

motor powered by batteries (lithium based mostly) for propulsion. Electric transit buses 

have been developed for years and the market share has featured steady growth in 

recent years. The electric bus market was 6% of global bus purchases in 2012 and it 

is forecasted to grow to 15% in 2020 [2.3.7]. The electric bus development is being 

carried out all over the world with the largest shares in China, Europe and North 

America [2.3.8]. A table summarising key information of some of the most active 

operating battery electric buses worldwide can be found in Appendix A. 

 

The configurations for electric buses are typically fairly straightforward since it is 

basically a battery powering an electric motor to propel the vehicle as Figure 2.10 

shows. Battery electric buses can normally operate in two different forms: opportunity 

and overnight. Opportunity e-buses have a smaller energy storage capacity that offers 

limited range but can be charged much quicker (5-10 min); while overnight e-buses 

have a much larger energy storage but at the cost of a longer charge time (2-4 hour) 

[2.3.9]. These two forms represent two different electric bus approaches for the urban 

environment. The opportunity e-bus minimises the weight of the battery pack through 

frequent fast recharge at passenger stopping points. This holds the promise of high 

efficiency and low projected capital cost but requires an effective recharge technology 

and network. The overnight e-bus uses large energy storage to extend range so that 

the bus can be in service for the entire route/day without recharge. This holds the 

promise of high flexibility and convenience but suffers from passenger space loss due 

to battery size, long recharge time and battery lifetime issues [2.3.10]. 
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Figure 2.10 Battery electric drive bus configuration 

Electric buses are zero emission at the point of use and therefore offers great emission 

savings particularly in terms of local air pollution. Additionally, the electricity used for 

charge the buses can be controlled in terms of distribution and renewable energy 

capability [2.3.6]. However the two approaches need to address the key challenges of 

expensive capital cost, limited range, long recharge times, infrastructure requirement 

and battery life issue [2.3.11]. Additionally, the required auxiliary loads such as heating 

and air conditioning also have a significant impact on the battery bus, particularly in 

winter time [2.3.11]. Since battery electric buses focus on a different approach 

compared with FC hybrid buses, this research will not look into details of battery 

electric systems. More details on battery electric bus development in London can be 

found in Appendix B.  

 

2.3.2   Hybrid drive 

Overview of hybrid bus technology 

The diesel engine has been the dominant public transport bus technology due to its 

fuel economy and efficiency for decades. However, as global pollution issue rise, the 

diesel engine’s harmful emissions have been considered as the biggest drawback of 

diesel powered buses. To overcome these pollution issues, hybrid systems have been 

brought into commercial use to seek a lower emission bus system using downsized 

diesel engines. 

 

An electric hybrid bus combines a conventional internal combustion engine with an 

electric propulsion system. The overall goal of the hybrid propulsion system is to have 

the bus providing the same power and range capability as conventional buses with 

lower fuel consumption and lower emissions [2.3.12]. These types of buses are 

propelled by an electric motor powered by a combination of a conventional engine and 

an energy storage system. The energy storage serves two main purposes: to provide 

power during bus starting and power peaks and to enable energy to be recovered 
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through regenerative braking [2.3.13] [2.3.14].  

 

The main benefits of hybrid systems for buses can be summarised into the following 

five points. 

a) Enable regenerative braking: Significant amounts of energy is lost and 

dissipated as heat during conventional braking. The electric motor can be 

operated as a generator to charge the energy storage which can greatly reduce 

the energy lost in conventional braking, particularly for city buses.  

b) Engine downsizing: The inclusion of an energy storage system has the additional 

advantage that the diesel engine can be decreased in size as it will not be required 

to meet the highest transient peak demands by itself which directly reduces the 

emissions from the engine. 

c) Engine efficiency optimisation: Diesel engines function at their lowest efficiency 

during low load and low speed operations. Energy storage can be used to drive 

the motor to power the bus during low load and start-up to avoid the diesel engine 

operating at low efficiency.  

d) Idle off: The average vehicle idles for around 15% of urban driving time and even 

more for a bus due to frequent stops [2.3.15]. Since the energy storage in the 

hybrid bus can be used to power the auxiliaries and provide start up power for the 

bus, the main engine can be switched off when the bus is stopped to prevent idling 

[2.3.16] [2.3.17].  

e) Simplify electrical accessories: The electrical accessories (air conditioning, 

pump, door, CCTV, light etc.) can be directly powered by electricity and therefore 

eliminate the need for an extra alternator found in conventional buses [2.3.18]. 

 

Classification of electric hybrid drivetrains 

Most types of electric hybrid buses share the benefits discussed and they can be 

further categorised into three major types: series, parallel and series-parallel. Each 

configuration uses similar main components but differ in drivetrain topology, engine 

size, electric motor size, transmission technology, control system and applications. 

Different hybrid configurations also have additional different pros and cons based upon 

their characteristics, configurations and applications. 
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In a series electric hybrid drivetrain, as Figure 2.11 shows, the mechanical output 

from the engine has been converted to electrical power via a generator. The electrical 

power from the generator will be supplemented with a battery to power the electric 

motor, which drives the wheels.  

 

 Figure 2.11 Simplified architecture of a series hybrid drivetrain [2.3.19] 

Advantages 

1. The complete decoupling between engine and wheels means the engine control is 

not dependent on vehicle speed and brings additional flexibility [2.3.20]. This 

creates one of the major advantages of series hybrid drivetrain in that the engine 

can operate at any point on its speed-torque map which is not easily practicable 

for conventional vehicle drivetrains. Therefore, the engine can be operated at near 

optimum efficiency which minimises fuel consumption and emissions [2.3.19].  

2. The electric motor is the only means of driving the wheels which means series 

hybrid drivetrains contain the simplest hybrid configuration in terms of mechanical 

structure and control strategy.  

3. The electric motor can operate at very high speed which could eliminate the need 

for complicated muti-speed transmission and clutch systems i.e. simple gearbox 

[2.3.19].  

Disadvantages 

1. Energy from the engine output needs to be transformed from mechanical to 

electrical and then back to mechanical which causes extra losses during the 

process [2.3.19]. 

2. The requirement of an additional generator/motor adds extra cost and weight. 

3. Series hybrid buses require a powerful motor as it is the only powerplant directly 

propelling the vehicle.  
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In a parallel electric hybrid drivetrain, as Figure 2.12 shows, the mechanical output 

from the engine and motor output powered by battery are connected in parallel to the 

transmission and directly drive the wheels. This drivetrain can be considered as a 

conventional diesel bus drivetrain with an additional battery/motor system.  

 

 Figure 2.12 Simplified architecture of a parallel hybrid drivetrain [2.3.19] 

Advantages 

1. The mechanical power from the engine is utilised directly without additional 

conversions making the parallel hybrid system generally cheaper and higher 

transmission efficiency than the series hybrid system [2.3.13]. 

2. The electric motor can be selected to be less powerful than that for the series hybrid 

drivetrain as the battery powered motor can simply be used to supplement peak 

load and be used as a generator to recharge the battery via the engine output.  

3. Does not require additional generator because of the mechanical coupling. 

Disadvantages 

1. Like conventional engines, engine speed is dependent on vehicle speed which 

resulting the engine being unable to operate in a narrow or constant speed range, 

thus efficiency reduces at low rotation speed [2.3.21]. 

2. Computer control is required to coordinate the balance between engine and motor 

and this depends upon the load power demand. 

3. The battery can only be charged during regenerative braking or cruising, and is 

therefore unable to be charged at standstill when the bus is stationary [2.3.21]. 

4. The mechanical system is more complicated because of the two axle torque 

coupling design [2.3.18]. 
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In a series-parallel electric hybrid drivetrain, as Figure 2.13 shows, which is also 

called power split drivetrain. This kind of system, a combination of the series and 

parallel hybrid drivetrains, has both mechanical and electrical coupling working either 

individually or simultaneously. The mechanical power from the engine is divided into 

two power flows which are used to directly drive the wheels through transmissions and 

to electrically power the electric motor with the battery.  

 

Figure 2.13 Simplified architecture of a series-parallel hybrid drivetrain [2.3.19] 

Advantages 

1. Series-parallel hybrid drivetrain can work as either a series hybrid system or a 

parallel hybrid system so it has most of the advantages of both the series and 

parallel systems. This type of drivetrain uses a controller to select the more efficient 

operation mode, dependent upon the power allowing the overall system to operate 

at near optimum efficiency more often than either the series or parallel system 

alone [2.3.22]. 

2. High flexibility to switch between engine power and electrical power. 

 

Disadvantages 

1. Merging the series and parallel drivetrains can gain both of their advantages but at 

the same time it also greatly increases the system complexity in terms of both 

configuration and control.  

2. The need for an additional generator, a large electric motor and complicated control 

system makes the cost increase significantly. 

 

The three main hybrid drivetrains have their own characteristics which results in 

additional pros and cons. There is no clear answer as to which drivetrain is better than 

the others, but it can be determined which system would be more suited for certain 

applications. This research will only consider city bus driving applications where a 

typical city bus environment, such as London, has a start-stop traffic pattern with 

generally low speed operation. As discussed before, one of the major drawbacks of 
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parallel hybrid systems is low efficiency at low speed operations and series-parallel 

hybrid systems are still not a viable solution for public transport due to high capital cost 

and engineering complexity [2.3.23]. Muncrief and Ehasani [2.3.24] [2.3.25] have 

provided detailed comparisons between series hybrid and parallel hybrid drivetrains 

and concluded that series hybrid is generally more efficient for low speed applications 

over short distances while parallel hybrid is more efficient at higher speed and longer 

distance. Hence, it can be concluded that a series hybrid drivetrain would be more 

suitable for city transport bus applications because it is more efficient during low speed 

operations and can also exploit the benefit from frequent regenerative braking in city 

driving conditions due to the direct battery electrical connection. For these reasons this 

research will only consider series hybrid propulsion systems. Please note all hybrid 

systems discussed hereafter are referring to electric hybrid systems. 

 

London hybrid bus programme 

Through worldwide ongoing hybrid bus trial programmes, London has implemented 

the London hybrid bus programme that aims to set a positive example of a green public 

transport [2.3.26]. The London Hybrid Bus programme first introduced in 2005, aims 

to transform part of the conventional diesel powered buses into diesel electric hybrid 

buses with the main benefits of reducing both fuel consumption and harmful emissions. 

The hybrid buses utilise series hybrid configuration powered by a combination of a 

conventional diesel engine/generator and lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery pack. The first trial 

bus fleet had eight buses operating on different routes in 2007 and the follow up 

customer interviews showed 96% of customers supported hybrid bus technology 

[2.3.27]. After investigation and analysis of the first trial bus fleet, hybrid buses started 

to be officially deployed in Central London from 2010. The hybrid bus deployment 

timeline is shown in Figure 2.14 using the TfL bus data from Table 2.1.  

 

Figure 2.14 Proportional and number change of diesel hybrid bus in London 

[2.3.4]  
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As Figure 2.14 shows, the total number of diesel hybrid buses has increased from 56 

in 2010 to 1700 in 2016 which is 20% of all London’s entire bus fleet making London 

buses the largest hybrid bus fleet in the world [2.3.28]. This leads the bus fleet to the 

ultimate objective by 2020 which is to make sure every double-decker bus (~3000) 

entering the ULEZ are low emission diesel hybrid buses and every single-decker (~300) 

to be zero emission buses [2.3.29-2.3.31].  

 

The double-decker hybrid buses in London currently cost approximately £300,000 

each, while a conventional diesel bus costs £190,000 which is approximately 50% less 

expensive [2.3.32-2.3.35]. Therefore the overall hybrid bus investment to reduce 

emission and fuel consumption is 50% more expensive [2.3.32]. Compared to a 

conventional double-decker diesel bus, the TfL test hybrid bus revealed reductions of 

80% in nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide; and 30% in carbon dioxide and fuel 

consumption [2.3.36]. TfL has provided a study on the London bus emission reduction 

roadmap trend as Figure 2.15 shows.  

Figure 2.15 London annual bus emission trends (Figure from TfL)  

[2.3.36-2.3.38] 

The mass production and distribution of hybrid buses have played a key role in the 

carbon and nitrogen oxide reduction roadmap. The hybrid bus programme showed 

significant payback in terms of fuel economy and environmental impact from 2013. The 

latest total bus target and emission reduction in 2016 have shown the trend generally 

matching the forecast [2.3.39] [2.3.40].  
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Considering fuel economy and emission reduction, hybrid buses operating in London 

have shown promising results and have been widely accepted by the travelling public. 

It can be concluded that hybrid drivetrain technology, when applied in city driving buses, 

can effectively bring environmental benefits. However the hybrid buses will eventually 

reach an emission reduction threshold because they are still diesel-based. TfL has also 

been looking at another long term solution and that is the Fuel Cell technology. 

 

2.3.3   Fuel Cell drive 

Overview of Fuel Cell bus technology 

The Fuel Cell (FC) is a clean energy source with the main benefits of zero harmful 

emissions and relatively high efficiency. The FC uses hydrogen as a fuel and 

generates electricity with water as a waste product through electrochemical processes. 

By replacing the internal combustion engine of conventional buses, FCs can be used 

to power the buses using electrical energy only, therefore achieving zero operating 

emissions [2.3.41]. The drivetrain of FC buses is similar to that of the battery electric 

bus with the batteries replaced by a FC because they are both electrically driven as 

Figure 2.16 shows. FC buses can be configured in series hybrid propulsion systems 

with some form of energy storage to reduce the size of the FC stack [2.3.41]. Currently, 

most FC buses have pure FC drivetrains or series hybrid drivetrains.  

 

 Figure 2.16 Simplified architecture of a FC drivetrain 

Both FC and battery electric buses have been developed as long term solutions to zero 

emission bus systems. The Fuel Cells and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH JU), 

which is one of the largest FC research, technological development and demonstration 

organisations in Europe, has done a comparison study between these two future zero 

emission bus concepts and the study concluded both systems hold promising futures 

based on their demonstration performance but have their own challenges to overcome. 

A summary of some of the key comparison conclusions between the two technologies 

can be found in Appendix C. 
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There have been a number of hydrogen bus projects in the last 17 years in Europe to 

demonstrate FC technology performance in practice. Details of the FC bus 

demonstration projects in Europe from 2001 to 2019 can be found in Appendix D. An 

up to date summary of the majority of active fuel cell bus demonstration projects 

worldwide can be found in Appendix E.  

 

The FC bus technology has significantly improved through demonstration projects from 

2001 to 2017. Some of the key achievements by 2017 throughout the FC bus 

demonstration projects can be summarised as follows [2.3.42-2.3.44]. 

1. Bus daily range extended from 60 km to up to 450 km. 

2. Fuel economy improved from 25 kg H2/100 km (3,550 MJ/100 km) to 9 kg 

H2/100 km (1278 MJ/100 km).  

3. Refuelling time reduced from an average 25 min to below 10 min. 

4. Purchase cost reduced by 76% compared to the first deployment in 1990s. 

5. Achieved an equivalent energy consumption performance to diesel vehicles 

(Typical diesel vehicle: 62 miles per gallon [2.3.45]; FC vehicle: 67 miles per 

gallon equivalent [2.3.46]). 

 

Significant progress have also been made for commercial FC vehicles e.g. cars, vans 

and trucks. Large companies such as Toyota, Honda and Hyundai have also shown 

growing interest in FC vehicles for commercial use [2.3.42]. The main challenge for 

commercial FC vehicles is the requirement of an infrastructure network for hydrogen 

fuelling; for FC buses this can be centralised and thus does not need to be as 

comprehensive [2.3.43]. Owing to differences in the application between buses and 

commercial vehicles, this research will not look into details of commercial FC vehicles 

but instead focus on FC buses. 
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London FC bus development 

TfL has been working in FC bus demonstration projects since the first major European 

FC bus project in 2001. The first FC bus fleet consisting of five FC buses were in 

service from 2004 to 2009 and then the fleet was extended to eight FC buses from 

2010 to 2017. All the FC bus activity in London has been carried out on route number 

RV1, which is a 9.7 km route travelling in Zone 1 of London. Details of the development 

history of the London RV1 FC bus can be found in Appendix F. 

 

Figure 2.17 shows an elevated view of the FC bus, and Figure 2.18 shows a 3D 

drawing with the main components of the bus labelled. Table 2.2 summarises some 

key specifications and information for the London RV1 buses. 

 

 Figure 2.17 RV1 FC bus operating in London (Photo from zaplog.nl, 2012) 

 

 Figure 2.18 London FC bus design and main components  

(Figure from Bluways, 2011) [2.3.47] 
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Table 2.2 Specifications of London FC bus RV1  

[2.3.47-2.3.49] 

RV1 bus mechanical design specification 

Body Wrightbus Pulsar  Chassis 12m VDL Chassis 

Information of Route RV1 

Length 9.7 km Journal time 24-33 min 

Total stops 19 Road condition Mainly flat* 

Daily duty 16-18 hours Average speed 12 km/h 

FC hydrogen bus specification 

Max range 300 km with 4 cylinder Weight 11 ton (unloaded) 

Top speed 56 km/h Approx. cost 
4-5 times of a diesel 

conventional bus 

Bus electrical information 

FC stack Ballard 75 kW FC output voltage 350 V 

Bus electrical voltage 700 V Hybrid drive  Siemens series ELFA 

Energy storage 
Maxwell supercapacitor 

0.5 kWh 
Energy storage unit BCAP3000P 

Hydrogen information 

Hydrogen supplier Air product Refuelling time < 10 m 

Cylinder bottle number 4-6 adjustable Cylinder bottle type 3 

Cylinder bottle weight 32 kg with 4 cylinder Cylinder condition 350 bar, 15℃ 

*RV1 route information has been recorded with GPS from Google maps and gradient 

along the route has been calculated from elevation data and plotted in Figure 2.19. 

Figure 2.19 London RV1 route elevation and gradient  

(Elevation data from Google map and Maplorer, 2016) 
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The London RV1 FC buses have been in daily service since 2011. The buses leave 

the depot at 06:00 and return for hydrogen refuelling around 01:00. The buses are 

capable of covering a full day’s service with no requirement to refuel. After service, the 

buses then return to the depot for refuelling, which takes less than 10 minutes. The 

depot, where routine maintenance and hydrogen management is carried out as Figure 

2.20 shows, was specifically designed and built for hydrogen FC buses and is located 

next to the main depot for conventional diesel buses. The route of RV1 is a specialised 

route selected for FC bus demonstrations. The route is a mainly flat route without 

significant gradient changes along the river as Figure 2.19 shows.  

                      Fuelling station                                   Maintenance workshop 

     

Figure 2.20 RV1 FC bus depot located in London  

(Photos taken from London FC bus workshop site visit at 17/12/2014) 

Over the past five years of daily operation in London, the RV1 FC buses have covered 

more than a combined 1.1 million kilometres operation [2.3.50]. Additionally, a number 

of the buses have achieved the important milestone of 20,000 hours of continuous 

operation without replacement or major repairs by 2016 [2.3.51]. The eight FC buses 

were operating under the CHIC (Clean Hydrogen in European Cities, 2010-2016) 

project which is one of the largest European FC bus demonstration projects. One of 

the most significant results of the CHIC project in London is the improvement in fuel 

economy.  
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 Figure 2.21 Average fuel consumption of FC buses in the CHIC project 

(Figure from FCH JU, 2016) [2.3.52] 

As Figure 2.21 shows, fuel economy of the CHIC FC buses has improved markedly 

compared with the FC buses in the CUTE (Clean Urban Transport for Europe, 2001-

2009) project. The blue line representing the 12m FC buses fuel consumption, which 

is the RV1 FC buses in London, shows nearly 50% fuel economy improvement over 

the CHIC target line and average of other CHIC FC buses across Europe [2.3.52].  

 

However, the main barrier to FC powered buses is still the high capital cost [2.3.53] 

[2.3.54]. A FC powered bus costs approximately five times that a conventional diesel 

bus with similar power output [2.3.53] [2.3.54]. The cost issue is mainly a consequence 

of the expensive FC stack unit along with the small amount of component production 

for FC systems impacting economies of scale. The current FC bus system still needs 

improvement both technically and economically to overcome this barrier.  

 

The low emission bus section of the literature review can be summarised as follows: 

1. London has focused on low emission bus development. London’s buses have 

been developed from two perspectives: low emission buses as a transition 

solution and zero emission buses as a long term solution. 

2. Diesel-electric hybrid buses are at the mass deployment period in London. The 

initial payback, which is emission and fuel consumption reduction, has been 

noted indicating hybrid propulsion buses are a viable low emission transit 

solution. 

3. Fuel Cell electric buses have been developed and tested in the past decade. 

The trial buses have shown great improvement over time in terms of fuel 
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economy. FC buses have been proven to be capable of providing a potential 

long term zero emission bus system. The system, however, still needs to be 

further improved both technically and economically. 

 

2.4   Fuel Cell technology 

2.4.1   Fuel Cell overview 

A Fuel Cell (FC) is an electrochemical energy converter producing DC electricity 

directly through a chemical reaction. The FC is a clean and efficient power unit that 

has undergone substantial development and is now commercially available offering a 

potential clean power source solution. The FC circumvents all the combustion and 

mechanical processes of a conventional internal combustion engine into a single 

chemical step to generate electricity. The electrochemical reaction can be simplified 

into one step which is to supply fuel and oxygen to the FC and generating DC electricity 

and water as Figure 2.22 shows. The FC can use different kinds of fuels when using a 

reformer but the reaction of importance is between hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) to 

form water and free electrons used for electrical power, hence compressed H2, as a 

fuel, is usually preferred [2.4.1].  

 

Figure 2.22 Simplified generic FC operation configuration [2.4.2] 

Compared with the typical internal combustion engine (ICE) the FC offers benefits of 

high efficiency and zero greenhouse gas emissions. The FC also offers additional 

benefits such as simplicity, flexible modular construction, low noise, small size and 

small weight as a consequence of the simple chemical process. On the other hand, 

the FC has drawbacks such as low power density, is still a developing technology, slow 

reaction rate, short lifetimes and expensive purchase cost [2.4.3].  
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2.4.2   Types of Fuel Cells 

Various fuel cell technologies exist, where each technology has its own specific 

advantages, disadvantages and applications. The different fuel cell types are usually 

distinguished by the electrolyte used and six of the most commonly used FC types 

have been selected and summarised in Table 2.3.  

Table 2.3 Comparison among six common FCs [2.4.2, 2.4.4, 2.4.5] 

 PEMFC DMFC AFC PAFC SOFC MCFC 

Main Fuel H2 CH3OH, H2 H2 H2 CO, H2 CO, H2 

Electrolyte 
Polymer 

membrane 

Polymer 

membrane 

Potassium 

hydroxide 

Phosphoric 

acid 

Nonporous 

metal 

oxide 

Alkali 

carbonate 

Temp(℃) 30-100 20-90 50-200 ~220 800-1000 ~650 

Oxidiser Air/O2 Air/O2 O2 Air Air Air 

Catalyser Pt Pt Pt, Ni Pt Ni Ni 

Efficiency 50-70 % 20-30 % 60-70 % 55 % 60-65 % 55 % 

Estimated 

cost 

£ 2000 / 

kW 

£ 8,000 / 

kW 

£ 5,000 / 

kW 

£ 3,000 / 

kW 

£ 1,000 / 

kW 

£ 2,000 / 

kW 

Lifetime 

(h) 
100,000 100,000 10,000 15,000 7,000 12,000 

Start-up 

time 
≤5 minutes ≤5 minutes ≤5 minutes 1~4 hour ≥10 hour ≥10 hour 

Target 

power 

10 W- 

100 kW 

1 W- 

100W 

1 kW- 

100 kW 

100 kW- 

10 MW 

1 kW- 

100MW 

1 MW- 

100 MW 

Promising 

application 

Portable, 

transport 

Portable, 

stationary, 

transport 

Stationary, 

transport 

 

Stationary Stationary Stationary 

PEMFC: Proton exchange membrane fuel cell 

AFC: Alkaline fuel cell 

PAFC: Phosphoric acid fuel cell 

MCFC: Molten carbonate fuel cell 

SOFC: Solid oxide fuel cell 

DMFC: Direct methanol fuel cell 

O2: Oxygen 

CH3OH: Methanol 

CO: Carbon oxygen 

H2: Hydrogen 

Pt: Platinum 

Ni: Nickel 
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Figure 2.23 Power scale targets for different FC applications [2.4.5] 

Antig [2.4.5] provided a graphic demonstration of the applications for the six types of 

fuel cells in terms of general power range as Figure 2.23 shows. All the FCs discussed 

above have their own specific optimum applications. More description of these six FC 

types in terms of operation, theory, advantages and disadvantages can be found in 

Appendix G. This study will only consider the FC for transportation applications, more 

specifically, for buses. The DMFC has a very obvious benefit that it can use cheap 

liquid methanol as fuel, however, it has the lowest efficiency among other FC types. 

The AFC has the problem of leakage risk of highly corrosive electrolyte material which 

is not ideal for public transportation. The PAFC stack needs to be kept above 42 °C at 

all time to prevent freezing which makes it more beneficial for larger scale power plant. 

The SOFC and the MCFC have very high operating temperatures and extremely long 

start-up time which makes them unsuitable for transportation applications. That leaves 

the most appropriate FC option for city transportation application to be PEMFC which 

is why the majority of FC buses discussed before are PEMFC based. The PEMFC has 

relatively high power density and low weight; it can achieve high efficiency and 

operates at low temperature, which makes it ideal for transportation applications [2.4.2]. 

However, certain barriers need to be overcome as regards of PEMFC such as high 

cost and slow response rate. This research will only consider PEMFC for bus 

application, hence all description of the FC afterwards would be the PEMFC.  

 

2.4.3   PEMFC operation principle 

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell, also known as polymer electrolyte 

membrane fuel cell, was first developed by General Electric in the 1960s for their first 

manned space vehicle. Despite the aerospace applications, the PEMFC was not a 

practicable option for wider applications until the early 1990s because of the extremely 

expensive materials. Important advances for the PEMFC have been achieved such as 

reducing the platinum catalyst loading from 25 mg/cm2 to 0.05 mg/cm2 [2.4.6]. The cost 
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of the PEMFC has dropped significantly since 2000 which makes the PEMFC a viable 

solution for other applications apart from space programs [2.4.7]. The primary 

conceptual difference between the PEMFC and conventional engines is that 

conventional engines involve mainly combustion and mechanical processes while the 

PEMFC involves mainly chemical and electrical processes [2.4.8].  

 

A PEMFC typically consists of a series of elementary fuel cells; and individual cells can 

be stacked together to provide a higher output owing to the simple concept of the FC 

[2.4.9]. A single FC can be divided into two main parts: bipolar plates (collector plates) 

and membrane electrode assembly as Figure 2.24 shows [2.4.10]. The operation 

process of PEMFC can be simplified into four steps.  

a) The H2 is fed to the electrode and the reaction, shown on the left (“H2 → 2H+ + 2e-

“) will occur by catalyser.  

b) The protons (2H+) created will travel through the membrane to the other electrode 

of the membrane. 

c) The electrons (2e-) created will travel via a conductive path, via the external load, 

to the other collector plate, thus providing power to the external load.  

d) Oxygen is fed to the other electrode reacting with the protons and electrons 

through the following reaction “0.5O2 + 2H+ + 2e- → H2O” to produce water [2.4.7] 

[2.4.11]. 

 

Figure 2.24 Simplified chemical principle of PEMFC operation 

The plates uniformly distribute air and fuel to supply each individual cell, allowing the 

reaction to occur simultaneously in each cell. The actual chemical reactions within the 

membrane are much more complicated than the basic principle and involves power 

conditioning, water management, heat transfer, gas diffusion and material selection. 

This research will not discuss the details of PEMFC chemical characteristics (further 

reading can be found in [2.4.12]), however, it is important to understand the electrical 

characteristics of PEMFC outputs. 
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Theoretical PEMFC efficiency 

The PEMFC holds the promise of very high theoretical efficiency. To calculate the 

efficiency of the PEMFC, the higher heating value (HHV) and lower heating value (LHV) 

need to be introduced. The difference between the two heating values depends on the 

chemical composition of the fuels. The HHV is defined as the LHV plus the addition of 

the vaporisation heat of water content in the fuel [2.4.13]. The two heating values are 

almost identical for certain fuels such as carbon, but more significant for hydrogen 

because of the water product temperature is between 100 and 150 °C. It is important 

to clarify which heating value is used when calculating the efficiency. A look-up table 

of LHV/HHV for different gaseous/liquid/solid fuels can be found in [2.4.14]. The 

heating values of hydrogen can be represented with the absolute value of the reaction 

enthalpy which has been calculated as [2.4.15]:  

𝐻2 +
1

2
𝑂2 → 𝐻2𝑂 (steam form) (2-1) 

∆𝐻𝐿𝐻𝑉 = −241.82
𝑘𝑗

𝑚𝑜𝑙
  

𝐻2 +
1

2
𝑂2 → 𝐻2𝑂 (liquid form) (2-2) 

∆𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑉 = −285.83
𝑘𝑗

𝑚𝑜𝑙
  

To calculate the efficiency, the FC theoretical potential needs to be deduced. Barbir 

[2.4.16] provides a detailed derivation of PEMFC potential as shown below. The 

general electrical work is a product of charge and potential which is: 

𝑊 = 𝑞𝐸  (2-3) 

where:  

 W is electrical work in Jmol-1 

 q is charge in coulombs mol-1 

 E is potential in Volts 

The total charge transferred in a PEMFC reaction can be calculated as: 

𝑞 = 𝑛𝑁𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑞𝑒1  (2-4) 

where:  

 n is the number of electrons per molecule of hydrogen (which is 2 for H2) 

 Navg is the number of molecules per mole which is Avogadros’ number 

(6.022×1023 molecules/mol) 

 qe1 is the charge of 1 electron which is 1.602×10-19 Coulombs/electron 

where the product of Navg and qe1 is the Faraday’s constant, F=96,485 

Coulombs/electron-mol. 
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Hence the equation (2-3) becomes:  

𝑊 = 𝑛𝐹𝐸  (2-5) 

To determine the electrical work of the PEMFC, another thermodynamic term, Gibbs 

free energy (ΔG), needs to be introduced. Gibbs free energy is defined as the energy 

associated with a chemical reaction that can be used to do work, in other words, the 

energy that can be converted into useful work – electricity [2.4.17]. Therefore the Gibbs 

free energy equations in terms of electrical work of PEMFC can be calculated as: 

𝑊 = ∆𝐺 = ∆𝐻 − 𝑇∆𝑆  (2-6) 

where:  

 ΔH is the change of heat content (enthalpy) in joule/kilogram 

 T is the absolute temperature in Kelvin 

 ΔS is the change of entropy in joule/Kelvin 

The Gibbs free energy for water (H2O) can be calculated from the thermodynamic 

properties of selected substances look up table available in [2.4.18]. 

∆𝐺𝐻2𝑜 = −228.57
𝑘𝑗

𝑚𝑜𝑙
 (steam form, LHV)  

∆𝐺𝐻2𝑜 = −237.13
𝑘𝑗

𝑚𝑜𝑙
  (liquid form, HHV)  

Therefore equation (2-5) can be substituted into (2-7) providing the theoretical FC 

potential for LHV and HHV.  

𝐸 =
−∆𝐺

𝑛𝐹
 (2-7) 

𝐸 =
228.57

2×96.48
= 1.185 𝑉 (steam form, LHV)  

𝐸 =
237.13

2×96.48
= 1.229 𝑉  (liquid form, HHV)  

Considering the thermodynamic properties for water entropy under different conditions 

where ΔHsteam = − 241.83 kj/mol and ΔHliquid = − 285.83 kj/mol, the FC theoretical 

efficiency can be calculated as: 

η =
−∆𝐺

𝑛𝐹
−∆𝐻

𝑛𝐹

=
1.185

1.253
= 94.5% (steam form, LHV) 

 

η =
−∆𝐺

𝑛𝐹
−∆𝐻

𝑛𝐹

=
1.229

1.482
= 83.1%  (liquid form, HHV) 

 

The voltages 1.253V and 1.482V correspond to hydrogen’s LHV and HHV, which are 

also called thermoneutral potential. Those two potential values can be used to 

calculate the actual electrical efficiency because they only correspond to hydrogen fuel 

conditions.  
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Therefore the actual FC electrical efficiency can be calculated as:  

𝜂 =
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

1.253
 (steam form, LHV) (2-8) 

𝜂 =
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

1.482
 (liquid form, HHV) (2-9) 

[2.4.16] [2.4.19] 

Although using both heating values to express the efficiency is appropriate, the use of 

LHV/HHV can be confusing. Since LHV does not account for the latent heat of 

condensation of the water produced, it is thermodynamically more accurate to use the 

HHV expressing PEMFC efficiencies [2.4.16] [2.4.20]. Therefore the efficiency will be 

calculated using HHV in this research as it accounts for all the energy available. 

 

PEMFC voltage losses 

As the efficiency calculation indicates, the PEMFC has a very high theoretical efficiency. 

However, this theoretical efficiency can be achieved only if all the Gibbs free energy 

(electrical work) has been fully utilised, which is scientifically impossible. There will 

always be energy losses during the process, in this case, voltage losses of the 

electrical work. There are three types of main voltage losses for PEMFC: Activation 

loss, Ohmic loss and Concentration loss [2.4.21]. Figure 2.25 provides graphical 

representations of the three major voltage losses. Please note the three plots are not 

on the same scale in Figure 2.25 and they will be plotted on the same scale in Figure 

2.26 later. 

 

Figure 2.25 Graphical representation of three major voltage losses for PEMFC 

(Figure edited from NPTEL, 2012) [2.4.22] 

A certain amount of energy is needed to start the chemical reaction and sustain the 

reaction which produces a non-linear potential drop called activation polarisation 

[2.4.22]. Activation losses occur at both anode and cathode and are associated with 

electrode kinetics [2.4.23]. This type of loss causes a voltage loss as soon as the FC 

is turned on to initiate and maintain the reaction. The activation polarisation effect on 

an individual cell has been plotted in Figure 2.25 (a).  
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The Ohmic losses are due to the resistance of membrane ionic conductivity and flow 

of electrons through the fuel cell components. Although the internal resistance is 

subject to change dependent on water concentration and membrane temperature, the 

resistance change is usually negligible due to the small temperature range of PEMFC 

[2.4.16] [2.4.24] [2.4.25]. This type of loss obeys Ohm’s Law providing a generally 

linear relationship curve as Figure 2.25 (b) shows.  

 

The concentration losses occur if a reactant is rapidly consumed and the reactant 

cannot be delivered at constant pressure due to flow resistance [2.4.26]. This type of 

loss usually associated with mass transport of reactant and occurs by both the 

processes of convection and diffusion [2.4.27]. The concentration losses generally 

have a very small effect until the current density reaches a certain higher threshold 

and then starts to increase rapidly as Figure 2.25 (c) shows. This also determines the 

maximum output limit that a FC stack can achieve. If a FC stack is requested to provide 

a higher power (hence high current density is required) than the stack can provide, the 

concentration loss would be a significant contributor to the FC voltage loss. This would 

cause the FC to fail. (Detail deductions and calculations of all three losses can be 

found in [2.4.16]) 

 

The actual FC potential can be calculated as: 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 × 𝑉𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 = 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚 − 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 (2-10) 

The result of equation (2-10) would then produce the actual FC output voltage which 

is the actual FC curve shown in Figure 2.26. Figure 2.26 shows an idealised and actual 

performance of a fuel cell with respect to the potential current response at 25 °C and 

1 atm (101 kPa). This actual PEMFC voltage curve represents a generic voltage 

characteristic of FC output voltage under all three losses. This would be the PEMFC 

output voltage from an individual cell which can be multiplied to form a larger power 

source with the same voltage curve [2.4.28].  
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Figure 2.26 Generic theoretical and actual FC voltage curves 

(Figure from Pilatowsky, 2011) [2.4.21]  

 

 

2.4.4   PEMFC for bus application  

PEMFCs have been developed and trialled in a wide range of applications since 2002. 

Because of their applicable properties, PEMFCs have been used mainly in three 

application fields: transportation (automobiles, scooter/bicycles, boat and airplane), 

stationary (power plant) and portable (backup power, uninterrupted power supply and 

portable devices power supply) [2.4.29]. Depending on the application requirements, 

various PEMFC applications have been developed for different uses requiring a wide 

power range (1 kW – 300 kW) [2.4.30]. This research will focus on the field of 

transportation applications for PEMFCs, in particular, bus applications. PEMFC 

technologies for bus applications have been developed since the 1980s and the first 

demonstration fleet entered the public domain in the early 2000s. After 17 years of 

research, development and demonstration (RD&D), PEMFC technologies have been 

greatly improved since the first aerospace applications and have become a much more 

commercially viable solution for automobiles [2.4.16] [2.4.31]. The improvement over 

time and efficient performance have made FC buses a promising potential zero 

emission bus solution. A summary of the main advantages and key challenges of 

PEMFC for bus application has been provided as follows. 
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Advantages for FC bus 

1. Environmentally, as the most desirable option. FC buses produce no harmful 

operating emissions and hold the potential of total zero harmful emissions as the 

clean hydrogen production industry grows. 

2. High efficiency. The overall efficiency is much higher than that for conventional 

internal combustion engines because FCs are free of associated enthalpy and 

frictional losses. The superior theoretical efficiency of PEMFCs also has the 

potential for improved performance efficiency as the technology becomes more 

mature [2.4.16].  

3. Fast start up. Unlike other FCs, PEMFC can be quick start and meet the 

requirements of bus applications with respect to start-up time [2.4.32]. 

4. Low operating temperature. The operating temperature of PEMFC is around 80℃ 

which makes it more suitable for transportation usage compared with alternative 

FCs. 

5. Fast refuelling time. Hydrogen fuel can be refuelled much quicker compared with 

battery electric powered vehicles because the fuel is usually stored in highly 

compressed gas. 

6. Simplicity. PEMFCs have a very simple working concept because they are made 

in layers of identical cells [2.4.16]. This modular system configuration gives PEMFC 

buses extra flexibility in terms of bus design, system change and maintenance. 

7. Quiet and less vibration. The FC stack itself does not have moving parts and is 

completely based on the chemical reaction to provide electrical transmission. 

Therefore, they make much less noise and vibration when compared with 

conventional buses. 

8. Less size and weight. PEMFCs can be made in a variety of sizes, depending on 

the application requirement. The small size and weight of PEMFCs not only offers 

more flexibility but also provides additional benefit when competing with other zero 

emission buses such as battery electric buses [2.4.16]. 

 

Challenges for FC bus 

1. Expensive. Although the cost of the PEMFC has reduced throughout the 

development, PEMFC buses currently still cannot compete economically with 

conventional technologies. This is an issue for most new technologies and they are 

expected to continually diminish with the development and maturing of the 

technology itself [2.4.33]. 

2. Slow response rate. FC power output is limited by an inability to react quickly to 

sharp power demand transients because of the low power density characteristics 
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and the hydrogen fuel control system.  

3. Hydrogen issues. First, hydrogen, which is the most common fuel for FCs is not a 

primary fuel, is usually produced from hydrocarbon reforming or water electrolysis. 

Therefore, in order to accomplish true zero emissions, the hydrogen fuel has to be 

produced from clean energy instead of fossil fuels [2.4.34]. Hence the FC bus 

technology would also need to be based on the clean hydrogen production 

development. Second, the most common way to store hydrogen on-board a vehicle 

is by using compressed gas cylinders, which creates extra cost and space-demand.  

4. Infrastructure required. Widespread use of hydrogen vehicles would require the 

establishment of new hydrogen infrastructure. However, this problem can be 

lessened for bus applications because buses are generally centrally managed and 

distributed [2.4.35]. 

5. Water management required. Although water produced during FC bus operation is 

usually emitted as vapour, managing the waste water produced in the PEMFC is 

also essential as moisture can be an important factor in chemical reactions [2.4.36].  

 

The PEMFC section of the literature review can be summarised into the following 

points: 

1. PEMFCs stand up as the most suitable for applications to buses because of their 

high efficiency, short start-up time and relatively low operational temperature range 

compared to other FCs. 

2. The working principle of the PEMFC is relatively simple and is based on a chemical 

reaction to provide electrical output.  

3. The PEMFC has superior theoretical efficiency. Additionally PEMFC applications still 

have potentials for improvement. 

4. The PEMFC has many unique advantages that are especially beneficial for bus 

applications, but there are also challenges to address and barriers to overcome such 

as expense, slow response and hydrogen infrastructure.  
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2.5   Energy storage options 

2.5.1   Energy storage overview 

An energy storage device is a device with the ability to store energy in one form or 

another. Electrical energy can be stored directly in electrical form or converted to other 

forms depending on the type of storage medium [2.5.1]. The current energy storage 

technologies are generally divided into three main groups: electrostatic, mechanical 

and electrochemical storage [2.5.2]. The three groups represent three major storage 

processes with different technologies as Figure 2.27 shows. 

 

Figure 2.27 Three main groups of energy storage technologies and devices 

(Figure edited from Grbovic, 2013) [2.5.1] 

 The electro-magnetic storage group represents a direct electrical energy storage 

where energy will be stored and used in electrical form directly. The two most 

commonly used direct electrical energy storage method are capacitors, which store 

energy in electrostatic field, and inductors, which store energy in magnetic field 

[2.5.1]. These means of storage are commonly used in supercapacitors and super-

conducting magnetic energy storage (SMES). 

 The mechanical storage group represents indirect electrical energy storage where 

energy will be stored and converted between electrical form and mechanical form. 

In the mechanical energy storage format the energy is normally stored as kinetic 

energy using flywheels or potential energy using CAES (compressed air energy 

storage) and HPES (hydro pumped energy storage).  

 The electrochemical storage group represents another indirect electrical energy 

storage where energy will be stored and converted between electrical form and 

chemical form. This type of technology is being commonly used in batteries [2.5.1].  
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2.5.2   Energy storage for transportation applications 

Energy storage is being widely used in transportation applications at present. The aim 

of this section is not to present in detail the electrochemistry of different energy storage 

technologies, but to focus on the general characteristics and performances of the types 

used on buses. The energy storage system in hybrid buses generally serves two 

purposes: to deliver energy to supplement the engine and to absorb energy from 

regenerative braking. The energy storage specification requirement for hybrid buses 

differ from those for pure electric buses where energy storage is the only power source. 

Pistoia [2.5.3] summarised some key general requirements for energy storage used in 

hybrid buses as follows.  

1. Designed to maximise total power delivered and recapture regenerative energy. 

2. Must deliver high power in repetitive shallow charge/discharge. 

3. Need to be light weight, safe and having extensive life cycle. 

4. Need to avoid reaching full discharge or full charge during bus operation. 

5. Need for a controller to interface with overall vehicle energy management. 

6. Can have a smaller operating range in terms of state of charge (SoC) while 

energy storage for pure electric bus must be capable of regular deep 

charge/discharge [2.5.3]. 

The power/energy capacity of storage depends on the specific application requirement. 

Energy storage for transportation applications can be loosely divided into two primary 

categories: high power/fast discharge and high energy/extended discharge [2.5.4].  

Those two categories represent two important parameters: power density and energy 

density. Power density indicates how fast energy can be delivered or absorbed while 

energy density describes how much energy can be held in storage. A Ragone plot can 

be used to explain the relationship between power density and energy density. Figure 

2.28 shows a Ragone plot summarising some of the more commonly used energy 

storage technologies used in transportation.  
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Figure 2.28 Ragone plot of main energy storage devices for transportation 

applications [2.5.5] 

 Fuel Cell: FCs have a very high energy density but very low power density 

meaning it can store a lot of energy but are not designed to release the energy 

quickly. As discussed before, FCs can and do work as the sole source to drive a 

bus but the FC has to be high power or hybridised with different sources allowing 

a smaller FC.  

 Lead Acid: The Lead-acid battery is the oldest type of rechargeable battery and is 

also one of the cheapest and most widely used battery systems due to wide use in 

the automotive industry [2.5.6]. Although there are hybrid buses using lead acid 

batteries for energy storage, they are generally not considered in the model [2.5.7]. 

The relative low specific energy of lead-acid batteries make them unsuitable for 

bus applications due to the weight requirement (e.g. It would require approximately 

9,000 kg of lead acid batteries to meet a busy city’s transit authority performance 

and range requirement in an electric bus) [2.5.8] [2.5.9]. 

 Flywheel: The flywheel is a device that stores energy in mechanical form through 

kinetic energy in a rotating inertial mass. It is environmental friendly and has both 

reasonably high energy density and power density. However flywheels are not 

suitable for city transit bus system as a mass energy store due to their large space 

demand and complicated technology requirement.  

 ICE: The internal combustion engine, has the highest power density and energy 

density among the energy storage technologies shown in the figure. The superiority 

of this mature technology is the reason why ICEs have dominated the heavy 
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vehicle industries. However, ICEs will need to be greatly improved or completely 

replaced due to them being heavy polluters. 

 Li-ion: Ehsani [2.3.33] provides a detailed characteristic comparison of fifteen 

types of electrochemical battery. The environmental impact of batteries is an 

important concern that needs to be addressed even though the primary objective 

of green transport technology is to reduce hydrocarbon use. Beliveau [2.5.10] 

carried out a study showing that the Lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery and Nickel-metal 

hydride (Ni-MH) battery are comparatively environmental friendly against other 

types by evaluating the material, mass, emission of batteries. Li-ion batteries have 

good energy density and reasonably good power density makes them one of the 

most commonly used technologies for hybrid bus applications.  

 Capacitor: The capacitor is a passive two-terminal electrical component used to 

store electrical energy in the form of static charge. They have high power density 

but very low energy density. Standard capacitors are generally not considered for 

large scale energy storage for vehicles because of their energy capacity and weight 

limitation. 

 SC: The supercapacitor is a derivative of standard capacitors with increased 

energy density. The SC works by separating charge between electrode and 

electrolyte to store the electrical energy in double-layer capacitance [2.5.11] 

[2.5.12]. SC have very high power density and a reasonably high energy density 

which makes them a good option for hybrid bus applications [2.5.13]. 

 

Based on the comparisons and discussions, although there are recent studies that 

addressed the potential of SCs, the most dominant type of energy storage for hybrid 

bus applications is still the Li-ion batteries [2.5.14] [2.5.15]. From the Ragone plot, both 

Li-ion and SC had relatively good energy density and power density. The largest 

difference in terms of electrical output is that Li-ion batteries generally have more 

specific energy while SCs generally have more specific power [2.5.15] [2.5.16]. Both 

technologies are relatively mature and are widely used in the automotive industry. 

Their different energy storage methods provide different characteristics and 

performances in hybrid bus applications. They are both considered as suitable 

solutions for energy storage in hybrid buses. Details of Li-ion battery and SC as energy 

storage in this research will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.  

The energy storage section of the literature review can be summarised as follows: 

1. FCs have very high energy density and relatively low power density compared 

to other energy storages. 
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2. Energy storage by electrostatic and chemical means are better suited for 

portable applications that can be used in transport applications. 

3. Li-ion battery and SC are considered as two of the better energy storage 

options for hybrid bus applications. 

 

This research will follow up the recent FC bus developments by carrying out a critical 

review of FC buses in the next section to help further understand the role of FCs for 

public transportation.  

 

2.6   Critical review of FC hybrid bus development 

This section provides a methodological review of past literature mainly focusing on FC 

hybridisation technology in the transportation industry.  

 

2.6.1   Drivetrain configurations 

As discussed before, the series hybrid configuration is more advantageous for city bus 

applications. For a FC bus, the electrical output from the FC can be directly supplied 

to the propulsion motor and supplemented from an energy source, which eliminates 

the need for an additional generator and conversion process for diesel electric series 

hybrid buses [2.6.1] [2.6.2]. For this reason the majority of FC hybrid buses use series 

hybrid propulsion configuration [2.6.2] [2.6.3]. Initial feasibility assessments of 

integrating series hybrid technology with FCs have been presented since 2005. 

Research on the types of series hybrid configuration have been detailed in a number 

of researches. Figure 2.29 summarised some of the more representative 

configurations suggested in the researches. 
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Figure 2.29 FC bus alternative system configurations  

[2.6.2] [2.6.3] [2.6.4] 

The first three types (a, b, c) are direct FC configuration, series hybrid configuration 

and series hybrid with converter configurations respectively. These were assessed and 

compared experimentally in Wang’s (2006) work [2.6.2]. These three configurations 

were integrated to prototype buses and were road tested for performance evaluation. 

Results from the Type a and Type b were compared. Apart from the propulsion systems 

the buses were otherwise identical. The result of the Type a configuration bus showed 

slightly higher fuel consumption rates and much higher FC power variation rates which 

could be detrimental to FC stack life and performance. The result of the Type b 

configuration showed approximately 20% less power variation in FC output and slightly 

higher efficiency. The second experiment was carried out by comparing the 

performance of integrating Type b and Type c configurations on the same bus 

respectively. The results showed Type c configuration had higher fuel consumption and 

a reduction in FC power variation rate than Type b. The authors also stated the DC/DC 

converter can be used to adjust the SoC of the battery and control the power 

distribution between FC and battery. The authors concluded that series hybrid 

configuration with FC would perform better than the FC direct driven system and the 

hybrid system with DC/DC converter would enable easier control of power flow. 
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Although this piece of work is relatively dated and the buses were not operated for long 

distance or duration, it still produced useful results for FC hybrid bus development and 

has been considered in this research. The FC direct driven prototype bus had higher 

and quicker power variations since the FC, as the only power source in the bus system, 

needs to manage all the power demand. The lower efficiency of the Type a bus is 

because all the braking energy had gone to waste when some of this energy could be 

recovered with recovery and storage. The reduced efficiency of Type c bus when 

compared to Type b was due to the additional losses within the DC/DC converter. 

However, the converter plays an important role in both controlling FC output and 

battery SoC.  

 

The Type c and Type d configurations were also analysed and compared in Li’s (2014) 

work [2.6.3]. The main difference between Type c and Type d is the location of the 

DC/DC converter. The authors carried out a comparison study on advantages and 

disadvantages of the two configurations and concluded Type c could better match the 

power demand of a bus. Although there were no simulation or experimental results 

supporting the authors’ argument, the theoretical analysis still provides an 

understanding of converters for FC buses. The locations of the DC/DC converter in the 

FC bus system serve different functions. The FC output converter is needed in the 

system to control output power and voltage, which also reflects Wang’s work discussed 

before. On the other hand, the requirement of a Battery output converter would depend 

upon the type of energy storage and the hybrid system control strategy. For example, 

as Figure 2.30 shows, a converter might not be needed for lithium batteries if it can 

match the output voltage of FC because it can keep the variation in voltage relatively 

small until it exceeds 80% of the discharge capacity [2.6.4]. On the other hand, a 

converter is needed for supercapacitors to boost the voltage because the voltage of 

supercapacitor is direct proportional to the SoC [2.6.4].  

    

Figure 2.30 Typical battery and SC discharge curve  
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The hybrid configuration section of the critical review can be summarised as follows:  

1. FC series hybrid drivetrain can achieve higher efficiency and better fuel economy 

than a FC only drive train system because of better control and enabling 

regenerative braking.  

2. In a FC hybrid drivetrain, a DC/DC converter is required for the FC to boost and 

control the FC output voltage and power. However whether a converter is needed 

for energy storage would depend on the energy storage type and requirement for 

power conditioning. 

 

2.6.2   Hybrid control system 

An energy management system is normally required to control, balance and optimise 

the output of each power source in a hybrid system. A significant amount of research 

has been carried out on hybrid system control whereas the majority of researches were 

for diesel electric hybrid systems. Control system development for FC hybrid buses 

has been carried out more recently. Although the control system of FC hybrid systems 

were originally applied to other non-FC hybrid bus systems, these control systems are 

worth investigation due to the different characteristics of FCs.  

 

Panday et al (2014) [2.6.5] provided a comprehensive review of most of the existing 

hybrid vehicle energy management strategies and provided a classification method as 

Figure 2.31 shows. In Panday’s work, energy management strategies for hybrid 

electric vehicles (HEV) has been divided into two main categories: rule-based strategy, 

where control schemes are based on operation modes, and optimisation-based 

strategy, where control schemes prioritised in terms of system optimisation. Each 

category can be further sub-divided into different classes of types having different 

methodologies. The authors did a conceptual review of all types of control strategies 

in the Figure and compared them in terms of complexity, computation time and 

optimisation type. The authors concluded that each control strategy has its own 

advantages and disadvantages depend upon the applications. Additionally, Panday et 

al also suggested that rule-based controllers are generally easily implementable but 

less optimal in terms of fuel economy and efficiency while optimisation-based 

controllers generally produces better result but are more complex.   
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Figure 2.31 Hybrid electric vehicle energy management strategies [2.6.5] 

There has also been recent research focusing on energy management specifically for 

FC hybrid applications. In Garcia’s (2012 and 2013) [2.6.6-2.6.8] works, five of the 

more promising control systems have been investigated for FC hybrid vehicle 

application. The five control strategies are operation mode control, cascade control, 

equivalent consumption minimisation strategy control, fuzzy logic based control and 

predictive control. Operational mode control determines the operation mode of the 

vehicle by generating a reference value for power or SoC to control the power flow and 

this is also called deterministic rule-based control in Panday’s work. Cascade control, 

which is one of the real time optimisation strategies, works by controlling two cascade 

control loops where the outer loop uses a simple proportional controller to generate a 

reference battery current and the inner loop to adjust the current to match the outer 

loop defined current.  

 

Equivalent consumption minimisation strategy (ECMS) control focuses on obtaining 

the minimum hydrogen consumption for the FC based on power demand and energy 

storage SoC in real time. Fuzzy logic based control is one of the most widely used 

control strategies for different applications which is a rule-based control that 

determines reference power values depending on the vehicle specification. Predictive 

control focuses on obtaining a global optimum solution if there is prior knowledge of 

the route and the route is planned in advance. The authors applied all five control 

strategies on actual FC hybrid tramways to evaluate and compare their performances. 

The results showed that all five control strategies showed similar outcomes, with the 

following exceptions. ECMS achieving the lowest hydrogen consumption, as expected, 
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while fuzzy logic and predictive controls require much longer computation time and 

require a more complex control system. The operation mode control and fuzzy logic 

control are the simplest rule-based control strategies to design and implement, but 

suffers from lower accuracy and more variation where similar arguments were also 

conducted in other works [2.6.9] [2.6.10] [2.6.11]. The authors concluded that ECMS 

control to be the most suitable control strategy for FC hybrid electric vehicles.  

 

Similar conclusions regarding ECMS control have also been drawn in works from Xu 

(2009 and 2015) [2.6.12], [2.6.13] and Zhang (2013) [2.6.14]. Xu (2009) applied ECMS 

controls on several actual FC hybrid buses and put them in daily service during the 

2008 Beijing Olympic Games. The recorded data indicated a 17.8% reduction in fuel 

consumption using ECMS when compared with a rule-based strategy. It was found the 

fuel cell system efficiency was improved from 48.3 % to 49.5 % and the total hydrogen 

energy consumption was reduced from 67 MJ to 50 MJ with the ECMS control. The 

authors provided an energy flow Sankey diagram showing this 17.8% reduction 

consisted of 2.5% from ECMS control and 15.3% from the braking energy regeneration 

strategy brought about by ECMS control. In Xu’s (2015) work, the authors developed 

an optimal energy management strategy based on mean value calculation and showed 

it can achieve longer driving mileage than conventional controllers. Xu’s conclusions 

were also verified in Zhang’s (2013) work showing that effective regenerative braking 

control can significantly reduce the hydrogen consumption. The authors also 

concluded that regenerative braking can work independently without affecting the anti-

locking braking system.  

 

The hybrid controller section of the critical review can be summarised as follows:  

1. Some aspects of the diesel electric hybrid energy management system can also 

be used for FC hybrid systems. However, due to the different characteristics of FC, 

an optimised FC hybrid controller needs to be designed.  

2. Five types of common hybrid control systems have been tested in FC hybrid 

systems. The equivalent consumption minimisation strategy showed best fuel 

economy while also reasonably meeting the performance of the other four control 

strategies.  
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2.6.3   FC/battery degree of hybridisation 

The degree of hybridisation between engine and energy storage has an important role 

in component sizing and system optimisation in terms of configuration and 

performance [2.6.15]. Significant research has been carried out on diesel engine 

hybrid technologies but a very limited amount of literature work has been found on how 

the FC/battery degree of hybridisation would affect the system performance. Since FCs 

have a different characteristic curve from conventional engines, it is important to 

specifically investigate the effect of varying FC/battery degree of hybridisation.  

 

In Zheng’s (2014) [2.6.16] work, the authors presented a power source sizing 

methodology for FC hybrid vehicles. The authors presented a generic FC/battery 

combination plot as Figure 2.32 shows. For a FC hybrid vehicle, they suggested there 

is a minimum FC and battery size in the hybrid configuration to be determined by the 

maximum vehicle speed and acceleration requirement. The authors simulated 72 

power source sizing combinations of FC (20 – 100 kW) and battery (7 – 56 battery 

module, 6.5 Ah each) and modelled the hydrogen consumption and system cost under 

each circumstance. After applying all 72 combinations to two different driving cycles, 

the authors filtered out 51 ineffective combinations and selected the two best 

combinations out of the 19 combinations for optimum fuel consumption and cost 

respectively. The authors concluded that an optimum degree of hybridisation range 

can be found for FC hybrid vehicles depending on the application requirements and 

the size of FC stacks plays a vital role in cost optimisation. However the authors did 

not specify how the hydrogen consumption calculations were made and how the power 

combinations were going to be varied with driving cycles.  

 

Figure 2.32 Generic FC hybrid vehicle power source sizing combination [2.6.16] 
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In Xu’s (2013) [2.6.17] work, the authors presented a theoretical model describing the 

relationship between power source size and vehicle performance. The authors 

suggested the optimal sizing between power sources needs to be evaluated from five 

main factors: maximum speed, acceleration rate, maximum climbing angle, maximum 

mileage and hydrogen consumption. The authors demonstrated two prototype buses 

with different FC/battery power source size combinations using both theoretical 

calculation and on-road experiments. The two prototype buses are Bus 1 (40 kW FC, 

180 A.h battery and 330 V battery voltage) and Bus 2 (80 kW FC, 100 A.h battery and 

280 V battery voltage). The results showed Bus 1 achieving 23% higher maximum 

speed, 37% shorter time to accelerate to 50 km/hour, 18% greater mileage and 2% 

less hydrogen consumption and exactly the same maximum climbing angle as Bus 2. 

Although the authors did mathematically formulate an optimal power source ratio for 

FC/battery hybrid, this ratio can only be considered as an optimal solution when it is 

used for this specific bus on the specific driving cycle selected. However, the 

comparison study between Bus 1 and Bus 2 showed some very interesting results in 

that the Bus 1, with a smaller FC and larger battery, actually surpassed Bus 2 for most 

of the degree of hybridisation optimising factors.  

 

In Hosseinzadeh’s (2013) [2.6.18] work, the authors simulated a FC/battery hybrid 

forklift truck and focusing on the effect of FC and battery size on vehicle hydrogen 

consumptions. The authors compared different sets of power source combinations and 

reached similar conclusions to Xu’s (2013) work. The authors also compared two 

different control strategies for power balancing between the FC and battery, first using 

average hydrogen consumption based on previous driving cycles, and second 

focusing on keeping FC output constant at its peak efficiency point. The result showed 

the second strategy reduced hydrogen consumption by 22% when compared with the 

first strategy. However, the authors did not specify clearly how the battery SoC was 

affected by the two strategies. 

  

Melo et al (2014) [2.6.19] and Ribau et al (2014) [2.6.20] [2.6.21] conducted a similar 

approach on FC hybrid vehicle hybridisation degree study by investigating the effect 

of driving cycle on FC hybrid systems. The authors analysed two cases. One case 

focussed on a cost-optimised system. The other case focussed on a hydrogen 

consumption optimised system. Both optimised systems have been simulated each 

using two different driving cycles: Porto metropolitan area and ETC (European transit 

cycle) for heavy duty vehicles. The Porto cycle represents a typical busy city driving 

environment which has a low average speed, high average acceleration and longer 
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idling time due to frequent start-stop. The ETC cycle represents a heavy duty driving 

cycle outside the city which has a higher average speed and reduced idling time and 

accelerations. The comparison results presented by the authors have been 

summarised in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 Comparison between cost-optimised and fuel-optimised models  

[2.6.19-2.6.21] 

Driving 

cycle 

Optimised 

by 

FC 

(kW) 

BAT 

(kWh) 

Bus 

mass 

(kg) 

Cost 

(1000$) 

H2 cons. 

(MJ/km) 

Max. 

speed 

(km/h) 

Time (s) 

0-

50km/h 

Porto 
Min Cost 82 9 12730 39.3 17.2 99.6 12.0 

Min fuel 25 306 17140 298.9 11.2 155.0 8.4 

ETC 
Min Cost 125 36 13883 84.9 8.2 148.6 7.1 

Min Fuel 83 267 16742 271.9 7.5 161.0 7.2 

In the Porto metropolitan driving cycle, the fuel-optimised model showed 65% less fuel 

consumption and was 87% more expensive than the cost-optimised model. The 

degree of hybridisation between FC and battery output varies significantly for the two 

optimisation methods which affect the fuel economy and cost directly. In the ETC 

driving cycle, the fuel-optimised model showed 9% less fuel consumption and was 69% 

more expensive than the cost-optimised model. The authors concluded two points from 

these comparison studies. The optimised system has to find the balance between cost-

optimisation and hydrogen consumption-optimisation. Secondly, the system 

optimisation is heavily dependent on driving cycles.  

 

Similar arguments regarding the driving cycles have also been verified in Cipollone’s 

(2014) [2.6.22] and Xu’s (2015) [2.6.23] work. Cipollone (2014) presented a 

mathematical model of a fuel cell hybrid vehicle and tested it on different driving cycles. 

The authors selected the fuel cell and battery capacity by finding an optimum balance 

between designed energy flows and power required for a specific driving cycle. The 

authors pointed out that the power source balance of other FC vehicles are usually 

carried out by simply considering the power requirement throughout the bus operation 

which could over-size the power sources. Over-sized FC/battery capacity could cause 

the FC to regularly turn on and off because of the generally high SoC in the battery. In 

Xu’s (2015) work, the authors proposed a dynamic programming strategy for power 

source optimisation problems and suggested it is very important to define the driving 

cycle in advance. The authors concluded that the degree of hybridisation optimisation 

between FC and energy storage is not only about power source capacity and control 

strategies, but is also closely related to the specific driving cycle.  
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The previously discussed work and most of literature on FC degree of hybridisation 

studies are for FC/battery hybrids. There are a few papers presenting work on FC with 

Supercapacitor (SC) degree of hybridisation research. In Lachhab’s (2014) [2.6.24] 

work, the authors used MATLAB to simulate two kinds of hybrid strategy between the 

FC and SC. The first one is full sizing where the SC is expected to supply all the power 

for maximum acceleration while the second one is optimal sizing where SC and FC 

will work together to supply the acceleration power. Although the authors suggested 

using the full sizing SC design because optimal sizing has slightly more FC output 

power variation and higher hydrogen consumption, it is clear that the full sizing FC 

vehicle would require a much larger SC on-board.  

 

In Bubna’s (2012) [2.6.25] work, the authors decided to combine SCs with batteries in 

a fuel cell hybrid transit bus to make use of the high specific power of SCs. The authors 

pointed out batteries typically lose their effectiveness after a few thousand charge-

discharge cycles while SCs can maintain performance for about one million cycles. 

This drives the thought of applying SCs on FC hybrid buses as frequent charge-

discharge cycles are expected to occur. The authors compared six combinations of 

battery and SC as the energy storage of the FC hybrid bus system. The authors have 

compared the effect of this hybrid energy storage mathematically. The results showed 

that the more SCs were integrated in the energy storage, the less current load, energy 

throughput and heat generation there were. The authors suggested SCs are much 

more effective in shielding batteries from high current load, reducing energy throughput 

and prevent heat generation which thereby reduces battery stress and extends battery 

lifetime. However the more SCs were used in the system, the more cost and weight 

would be added to the energy storage system. The authors concluded integrating SC 

with battery in FC hybrid buses is an effective solution to improve the energy storage 

system for FC applications.  
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Figure 2.33 Direct parallel FC/BAT/SC structure [2.6.25] [2.6.26] 

Similar arguments have also been presented in Xie’s (2015) [2.6.26] and Odeim’s 

(2015) [2.6.27] works where the authors built up a direct parallel connected structure 

test platform of FC, SC and batteries as Figure 2.33 shows. The authors focused on 

investigating how the three power sources react to dynamic power changes. The 

results indicated FC has the narrowest power distribution during dynamic cycle to 

satisfy the slow dynamic power variations. The response of the battery pack power 

output to dynamic loads is also relatively slow. The SC bank met the fast dynamic load 

requirements well. Owing to the different charge/discharge characteristics of batteries 

and SCs (as showed in Figure 2.30 before), the batteries and SCs have been used to 

meet different demands in this direct parallel structure. The authors also suggested 

that using DC/DC converters for the three sources can not only effectively control the 

energy flow but also protect the FC and energy storage system.  

 

The degree of hybridisation section of the critical review can be summarised as follows:  

1. An optimal balancing range between FC size and battery size can be found after 

evaluating five factors: maximum speed, acceleration time, maximum climbing 

angle, maximum mileage and hydrogen consumption.  

2. The optimised system has to find the balance between cost-optimise and hydrogen 

consumption-optimise and system optimisation is heavily depending on driving 

cycles.  

3. SCs are more effective than batteries in hybrid systems in terms of shielding high 

current load, reducing energy throughput and preventing overheat.  

4. SCs have a quicker response to dynamic load than batteries, but would also add 

extra cost to the vehicle. 
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2.6.4   Experimental FC hybrid vehicles 

This section will focus on reviewing past research carried with FC experimental test 

vehicles and real bus systems since most of the existing work is based on theoretical 

analysis and simulation. Developing an experimental prototype FC system is an 

important approach to evaluate the performance of a FC system in realistic conditions 

which can be different from conceptual analysis. Owing to the fact that building a full 

size FC vehicle is costly, there is not a large amount of research literature available. 

 

In Wu’s (2014) [2.6.28] work, the authors built a 9.5 kW FC, 1500 F SC hybrid prototype 

scaled test vehicle to investigate the FC response under dynamic loads. The authors 

integrated the FC and SC on a test vehicle equipped with corresponding conditioning 

systems. The integrated test vehicle has then been tested under step load to evaluate 

the performance of FC/SC hybrid systems and the results are shown in Figure 2.34. 

The results showed the FC (red line) requires more time to adjust to the power demand 

while the SC (dash line) showed much quicker response and compensates for the FC, 

which takes longer to respond to changing power demands. The authors concluded 

rapid load cycling is one of the main causes of FC inefficiency and passively coupling 

SCs with the FC allows hybrid systems to satisfy quick dynamic load adjustment easily. 

The authors also suggested the size of the SC in a FC hybrid vehicle should be kept 

at a balance point between large enough to cover maximum acceleration power 

demand and small enough to ensure the FC does not overcharge the SC under low 

loads.  

 

Figure 2.34 Response of FC/SC hybrid test vehicle under pulse load [2.6.28] 

Similar points were also addressed in Li’s (2016) [2.6.29] work where a FC/energy 

storage hybrid system was applied on a tramway under actual driving cycle. The hybrid 

tramway used two 150 kW FC as the main power source and had an energy storage 
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system consisting of two batteries and two SCs. The power balance between power 

sources and energy storage system have been controlled through two unidirectional 

DC/DC boost converters for the FCs and two bi-directional DC/DC boost/buck 

converters for the energy stores. The authors proposed a control approach where a 

reference power and voltage command is determined to match the load requested 

according to the tramway driving cycle. In the actual driving cycle test, the FC showed 

relatively stable output as the main power source while the energy stores showed more 

dynamic change response both discharge during acceleration and charge during low 

load. The authors also determined that it is important for the strategy to be able to 

maintain stable operation of the FC. Although the authors did not mention it in the study, 

there is another interesting point that can be observed from the results. The 

charge/discharge power and current of the SC are much larger than those for the 

batteries meaning the SCs are reacting to dynamic power demand changes much 

quicker than the batteries. This can be explained from the energy storage review 

section carried out previously, that the power density of SCs is much higher than 

batteries.  

 

There is also research on applying FC hybrid systems on real bus systems. In Bubna’s 

(2010) [2.6.30] work, the authors presented the operation experience of one of the 

earliest FC hybrid bus in daily services. The FC/battery hybrid bus was designed in 

2005, delivered to University of Delaware in 2007 and officially entered daily service. 

The bus itself was more like a battery electric bus with the FC acting as a range 

extender as the FC will only be turned on when the battery SoC reaches 0.65 if its 

threshold as Figure 2.35 shows.  
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Figure 2.35 Correlation between FC power and battery SoC [2.6.30] 

On a typical run of the bus, the FC stack was only used as a secondary power source 

that only works with the battery as a series hybrid system on the second half of the 

journey. The bus had been in service for two years and provided valuable operating 

experience for FC and battery buses. The authors suggested the average efficiency 

over all days weighted by the hours of operation per day was 32.4% which gives an 

average 10 kW net power. There were some low efficiency periods which were 

suggested to be caused by the lingering effect of freeze damage sustained during 

shipment. The authors pointed out that the FC efficiency plot has shown a generally 

rising trend because more FC issues have been tracked and more fault diagnosis 

experiences. The other important metric the authors presented is the regenerative 

energy ratio which varies from 0.2 to 0.4 in a busy city driving environment. The authors 

suggested the reason for variations in the regenerative ratio is because of the changes 

in ridership and road conditions. The authors suggested the vehicle problem 

occurrence reduced markedly as more operating experience was gained. The authors 

concluded that regenerative energy is an important contributor to improve efficiency in 

city driving for FC hybrid buses and the operating issues can be reduced greatly as 

more FC bus problem-solving experience is gained.  

 

In Sergi’s (2013) [2.6.31] work, a pure battery electric city bus was retrofitted as a 

FC/battery hybrid bus and tested on road. The hybrid system used a series hybrid 

configuration where both FC and battery pack power the bus. This bus design tried to 

keep the FC as a constant power source which will be used both propel the bus with 
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the aid of the battery and increase the battery SoC while the bus is stationary. In this 

design, instead of using the FC to supplement dynamic load change, the FC output 

power was controlled by DC/DC converters to only provide three outputs: 1.5 kW 

(when the battery is overcharged), 2.5 kW (during FC warm up) and 5 kW (all other 

cases). The authors pointed out that this type of operation can eliminate the issue of 

FC slow response rate and enables easier control of FC output. Although this test bus 

was a battery-heavy hybrid system, this type of control strategy has the potential to 

solve the FC dynamic load problem and keep the FC at near optimum operation.  

 

The experimental FC vehicle section of the critical review can be summarised as 

follows:  

1. FC could have slow response to step loads. SCs have been suggested to be 

integrated with the FC to compensate for any potential power gaps from dynamic 

loads. The size of SC in a FC hybrid vehicle should be kept at a balanced range 

between large enough to cover maximum acceleration power demand and small 

enough to ensure the FC does not overcharge the SC under low loads.  

2. Regenerative braking control plays a vital part in optimising fuel economy and 

system efficiency of the vehicle, particularly for the city driving environment.  

3. Keeping the FC as a constant power source while using the battery to cover any 

transient power demand in a FC hybrid bus can compensate for the FC slow 

response issue and potentially extend the FC stack life.  

 

2.7   Summary 

In a large city like London, air pollution is one of the most significant environmental and 

public health issues. Research and studies have been carried out for tackling the air 

pollution crisis and found one of the largest contributors to air pollution in London is 

from public transport buses. The government has introduced several measures to help 

mitigate the impact of bus transportation on the environment. Among all the low 

emission technologies, FC technology shows great potential to become a long term 

clean energy solution for city transportation. The FC technology itself has evolved 

significantly and demonstrated great improvement over time. This research will further 

explore the role FCs could play in terms of mitigating the impact of pollution from buses. 

 

Lastly, a summary timeline of London low emission bus development milestones of the 

literature review is presented in Figure 2.36.  
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Figure 2.36 Timeline of London low emission bus development milestones 
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Chapter 3   Problem formulation 

3.1   Introduction  

This chapter provides a conceptual analysis of how the research problems have been 

formulated through literature reviews and research gaps identified. The FC bus 

industry has been in development for nearly 15 years. After analysing the current FC 

bus industry and the issues addressed from critical reviews in Chapter 2, a number of 

gaps can be identified which lead to the research questions of this work.  

 

The problem formulation can be presented in three distinct sections. 

1. The first section aims to identify the gaps of the FC bus industry and technology 

development.  

2. The second section aims to formulate the research questions this work intends 

to investigate in order to bridge the gaps. 

3. The third section explains the proposed justification method for the identified 

research questions and also explains how this work could contribute to the 

research motivations and FC bus industry. 

 

3.2   Gap analysis  

Current state of FC buses 

FC buses have shown great potential for providing a zero emission bus solution for 

city public transport. However, unlike battery electric buses, FC buses are still under 

trial and nearly all commercially operating FC buses are within demonstration projects. 

The FC bus technologies under trial have been evolving since the first trial FC bus 

from the CUTE project in 2000. Different system configurations have been integrated 

and investigated to seek the optimum FC powered bus over the past 16 years. The 

fuel economy of FC buses has shown a generally improving trend over time with 

system developments from both academia and industry. Table 3.1 shows some of the 

more commonly used, commercially available FC bus models worldwide used under 

different demonstration projects. All these buses have been in passenger service in 

commercial use for a relatively long period of time. These bus models represent the 

majority of commercially available FC buses where a significant amount of them are 

retrofitted from conventional single-decker buses. The operation and evaluation of 

those FC demonstration buses have provided valuable experience and information for 

FC bus development. 
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Table 3.1 Comparison between FC bus models specification and configuration 

Bus 
model 

Year 
FC 

power 
(kW) 

Energy 
storage 
capacity 
(kWh) 

Energy 
storage 

peak power 
(kW) 

Energy 
storage 

type 

Fuel 
consumption 
(kg/100km) 

Ref 

Citaro 
Fuel Cell 

bus 

2000-
2009 

250 n/a n/a n/a 20~24 
[3.2.1] 
[3.2.2] 
[3.2.3] 

TriHyBus 
2009-
2012 

48 27.4 200 Li-ion 8.5~12 
[3.2.4] 
[3.2.5] 

TX 
Proterra 

2009-
2012 

32 54 
not 

available 
Li-ion 

8.43 
(plug in) 

[3.2.6] 
[3.2.7] 

Citaro 
Fuel Cell 
Hybrid 

2010-
present 

120 26.9 180 Li-ion 10-14 
[3.2.1] 
[3.2.8] 

Sunline 
AT FCB 

2010-
2012 

150 47 
not 

available 
Phosphate 

Li-ion 
11.55 

[3.2.9] 
[3.2.10] 
[3.2.11] 

Van Hool 
A300L 

2011-
present 

120 17.4 250 Li-ion 9.7 
[3.2.12] 
[3.2.13] 
[3.2.14] 

Bluways/ 
Wrightbus 

2011-
present 

75 0.5 240 SC 
8~9 

 

[3.2.15] 
[3.2.16] 
[3.2.17] 
[3.2.18] 

Van Hool 
A330 

2012-
present 

150 17.8 
not 

available 
Phosphate 

Li-ion 
8 (claimed) 

[3.2.19] 
[3.2.20] 

EIDorado 
National 

2012-
2015 

150 11 200 Li-ion 10.46 
[3.2.9] 
[3.2.21] 
[3.2.22] 

 

Identifying the gaps 

As Table 3.1 shows, various FC bus system configurations have been developed and 

demonstrated in practical buses. Although the fuel economy has generally seen 

improvement since 2000, fuel economy cannot be the sole factor in determining an 

optimum FC system. It also depends on factors such as driving cycle, system control, 

mechanical framework, capital/operating cost etc. It is therefore hard to determine 

which type of FC bus configuration is the “future generation of FC buses” as different 

manufacturers all make different claims. However, there are some points that can be 

addressed after analysing the table. 

 

It can be seen from Table 3.1 that all FC buses after 2009/2010 were hybridised with 

some means of energy storage (ES). One of the earliest commercially available FC 

buses was the Citaro Fuel Cell bus in the CUTE project where a 250 kW FC was the 

only power source in the vehicle. The fuel consumption of this FC only bus was around 

20~24 kg/100km which is nearly double that of the more recent FC hybrid buses. 

Comparing the Citaro FC bus with FC hybrid buses, FC hybrid drivetrains can enable 

regenerative braking which significantly improves system efficiency, but at the cost of 
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extra energy storage and control systems. The FC technology was under initial 

assessment with immature design and limited operational experience in the early 

2000s which could be the reason for poor fuel economy. The majority of FC powered 

buses today are FC hybrids. This was also reflected in the critical reviews of FC 

drivetrains in section 2.6.2 where arguments of FC hybrid drivetrain can potentially 

achieve higher efficiency and fuel economy than FC only powered drivetrain were 

presented.  

 

The other point that can be noted from Table 3.1 is the large variation in the FC/energy 

storage hybridisation ratio of different FC buses. It can be seen that the size of the FC 

and energy storage varies from different bus models. The fuel economy of the FC 

hybrid buses presented in the table varies from 8 to 12 kg/100km due to different 

component configuration and driving cycles. The FC/ES hybrid ratio determines the 

system configuration and control strategy which plays an important role in the bus 

performance [3.2.23]. As the table shows, the peak power ratio varies from 0.5 to 0.8 

showing the ES is capable of contributing a significant amount of power to the hybrid 

system. However, the ES capacity varies in a much wider range for the current FC bus 

industry. It is clear that a smaller capacity ES can only be used to cover peak power 

demand for a very short time. It can be seen that the current FC hybrid bus industry 

has a lot of variation in terms of FC/ES hybrid ratio. Although they have different fuel 

economy, that does not necessarily determine which type of hybridisation is better as 

each bus used different systems and operated under different driving cycles. Since the 

driving cycle plays a vital role in fuel economy, which was also supported in critical 

reviews of hybridisation degree research, it is difficult to determine which hybrid 

concept achieves the best performance among others in a given scenario.  

 

The demonstrated FC buses also showed very different performance. Taking London 

as an example, two different types of FC buses have operated on the same route with 

a third FC bus type joining the fleet in 2017. The first FC bus fleet operated in London 

from 2004 to 2009 was the old RV1 which is the Citaro Fuel Cell bus in the table, and 

the second FC bus fleet that replaced the old RV1 was the current RV1 bus fleet 

operated from 2010 to present which is the Bluways/Wrightbus in the table. The two 

extra Van Hool A330 buses will use a different FC hybrid configuration and will also 

join the current RV1 fleet for demonstration purposes. Since all three FC bus types 

used different FC configurations and operated on the same route RV1, these buses 

could reasonably demonstrate the effect of degree of hybridisation on FC bus 

performance. Since the details of the two new Van Hool FC buses have not yet been 
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unveiled, this research will only focus on the present FC bus fleet. 

 

The old RV1 fleet as the first generation used a 250 kW FC to directly power an electric 

motor. The current RV1 fleet uses a 75 kW FC and a 0.5 kWh ES series hybrid 

configuration and significantly reduced the fuel consumption on the same route (The 

driving cycle was assumed to be the same between present route RV1 and old RV1 

fleet). The current RV1 FC bus fleet is one of the bus fleets in the CHIC project. This 

fleet also achieved one of the best fuel economies when compared with other FC 

hybrid buses. Unlike other FC/battery buses, the ES system in the current RV1 bus is 

a 0.5 kWh SC and has the smallest ES capacity among other operational FC hybrid 

buses, but is capable of providing high peak power due to the high power density 

characteristic of SCs. The current RV1 FC buses have already achieved nearly 50% 

better fuel economy than the target values of the CHIC project which is significantly 

better than any other CHIC FC buses (Figure 2.21). The current RV1 fleet uses a 

relatively small FC stack and the smallest energy storage capacity and achieved one 

of the best fuel economies. This suggested the combination of a FC hybridised with a 

high power density SC could potentially provide a more efficient FC bus solution. Also, 

a smaller FC stack, compared with other current FC buses, could be sufficient to cover 

certain city driving requirements. Ballard, which is one of the largest FC companies in 

the world, has announced they are developing two smaller sized FC stacks (30 kW 

and 60 kW) to meet the largest FC bus order to date from China which is a planned 

deployment of 300 FC buses in 2017 [3.2.24] and further proves the promising future 

of smaller FC stacks for city buses.  

 

Following the discussion of current FC bus developments, the question this research 

aimed to answer can be formulated. To bridge the identified gap this research will: 

 

Explore the potential of integrating a SC with a downsized FC for a FC hybrid 

bus application and investigate the method to identify an appropriate degree of 

hybridisation between the constituent power sources.  
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3.3   Justification for research question 

3.3.1   Justification method 

Following the identified research question, this section will explain the proposed 

methods to answer the questions and justify the work of this research. The purpose of 

this research is to investigate the performance of FC powered bus systems with the 

ultimate goal being to design the next generation of FC buses from the power system 

engineering point of view. The initial validation of the design concept has been 

proposed to be carried out by computer simulation to use the advantage of time and 

cost provided by modelling. However, as discussed in critical reviews, simulation only, 

although a powerful tool in itself, would allow rigorous evaluation of the concepts, but 

to gather empirical performance data a practical test rig would need to be constructed, 

the design of which would be based on the output from the simulation results. 

 

It is difficult to build a full sized FC bus system in the laboratory. This is not only due to 

the power, scale and mechanical size demand of a bus system, but also constraints 

imposed by the HyFCap project requirements and scopes. This research will therefore 

be carried out using a scaled FC system to investigate the drivetrains. The scaling 

factor has been selected to be an approximately 10% of the power systems in London 

RV1 FC bus. The RV1 was selected as the template to develop the models for this 

research. The scaled FC bus system means all the components will need to be scaled 

to simulate a completely down-sized FC bus power system in the laboratory. All 

components would need to be designed, purchased and assembled in a laboratory 

space where they can be changed relatively easily in a simulation model afterwards. 

Hence this scaled FC bus system development will follow the “design-build/simulation-

optimisation” process for different systems. The computer model can be scaled up to 

a full sized FC bus level for optimisation once the scaled model has been validated to 

be representative of the laboratory test bench. 
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3.3.2   Justification of FC basic drivetrain 

A FC only powered bus system has one of the simplest bus drivetrain configurations, 

consisting of a power conditioned FC driving an electrical motor. The first step has 

been proposed to build and simulate a basic drivetrain as Figure 3.1 shows. The FC 

only driving system will be denoted as the FC basic drivetrain in this work.  

 

 Figure 3.1 Top level block diagram of the FC basic drivetrain 

The FC basic drivetrain system will be built in the UCL electrical laboratory and 

simulated with computer models. Simulating and building this FC basic drivetrain will 

serve the following purposes: 

1. Test the FC stack to better understand the specific characteristics of PEMFCs. 

2. Develop the power conditioning system for FCs. 

3. Apply an electrical load system to the FC to simulate different power demand 

conditions and evaluate the performance of the FC under different power 

profiles. 

4. To investigate the reaction of the FC under worst case scenarios when 

subjected to fast transient and large step changes in power demand. 

 

3.3.3   Justification of FC hybrid drivetrain 

A FC hybrid bus consists of a FC system as the main power source and an energy 

storage system. In order to build and simulate a FC hybrid bus system, an energy 

storage system is required to be integrated with the FC system. The next step aimed 

to enhance the developed FC basic drivetrain into a hybrid drivetrain to investigate the 

drivetrain of a FC hybrid bus. This section has been divided into two sections: to 

develop a load system and to develop an energy storage system.  

 

Load system development 

In the FC basic drivetrain, only simple electrical loads will be applied on the FC stacks 

mainly to investigate the reaction and performance of the FC. In this section, in order 

to simulate an actual bus driving environment, representative static and dynamic loads 

needs to be integrated in the system to simulate a FC bus more accurately. In an actual 

driving conditions, the FC bus would have to overcome various loads (windage, friction, 

inertia and change of gradient) while in operation. It is necessary to develop a load 

system to be applied on the FC drivetrain to enable simulating actual driving conditions 
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in a laboratory. The first step in the upgrade of the FC basic drivetrain will be the 

integration of a driving motor and a load system for the motor as Figure 3.2 shows. 

 

 Figure 3.2 Top level block diagram of the FC load system 

The load system will be built in the laboratory and also simulated with computer models. 

Simulating and building this load system can serve the following purposes: 

1. Analyse the FC performance when it is directly driving a motor to simulate more 

realistic FC bus performance.  

2. Enable load control (power, speed and torque) on the motor so that different 

realistic driving conditions (acceleration, braking, uphill, overloaded etc.) can 

be applied to the FC via the motor. 

 

Energy storage development 

The second step will be the integration of an energy storage system to the FC hybrid 

drivetrain. As discussed in the literature review, the series hybrid propulsion system 

has been determined to be the most suitable solution for FC bus applications. The 

parallel hybrid propulsion system will not be considered for FC bus application in this 

research, hence all discussion on the FC hybrid system will relate to the series hybrid 

propulsion systems hereafter. A series hybrid system as Figure 3.3 shows has been 

proposed for the computer simulation and laboratory model FC powered drivetrain. As 

discussed in literature reviews, supercapacitor and lithium battery technology have 

been recommended as the two most promising energy storage options for hybrid 

buses. One of these options will be selected as the energy storage for this FC bus 

application. The two energy storage options will be analysed in detail in Chapter 4.  

 

 Figure 3.3 Top level block diagram of the FC hybrid drivetrain 

Again, the energy storage system for the FC hybrid drivetrain will be built in the 

laboratory and also simulated with computer models. Simulation and building this 

energy storage system will complete the FC hybrid drivetrain which can serve the 

following purposes: 
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1. Identify the appropriate ES system for this FC hybrid drivetrain application and 

explain why it is more appropriate than other ES options. 

2. Design the control system and conditioning system for the ES for better 

integration with the FC hybrid drivetrain.  

3. Investigate the performance of the FC hybridised with the energy storage under 

different load conditions.  

 

3.3.4   Justification of FC control optimisation 

The controller will be responsible for managing the power between the FC and the ES 

in response to the load power demand from the motor. The controller will first be 

designed as a computer simulation model which can be validated with the completed 

laboratory FC hybrid drivetrain. In this section, the proposed design concept will be 

evaluated with actual driving cycle and identify the method to find the optimum degree 

of hybridisation for FC hybrid buses for this specific configuration.  

 

 Figure 3.4 Top level block diagram of the FC hybrid drivetrain control system 

Simulating and building this control system for the developed FC hybrid drivetrain can 

finalise the simulation of the scaled FC hybrid bus which can serve the following 

purposes: 

1. Scale up the computer model to represent the power levels of a full scale 

practical bus. 

2. Investigate the effect of degree of hybridisation between the FC and the ES in 

this hybrid drivetrain and identify the strategies to determine an appropriate 

hybrid ratio for a FC hybrid bus.  

3. Understand how the control strategy would influence the FC hybrid drivetrain. 

4. Evaluate performance of the FC hybrid drivetrain under different FC/ES degree 

of hybridisation and test the viability of a FC hybrid configuration with a 

downsized FC and identify the optimum control strategy for this design. 

5. Evaluate the feasibility of this downsized FC hybrid system design and 
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compare this design with existing FC hybrid bus systems.  

 

3.4   Summary 

This chapter provided analytical analysis into the problem posed by the FC bus 

development and applications. A gap analysis of the current FC bus industry was 

presented and gaps have been identified after analysing the commercially available 

FC buses over the past 16 years. Three points have been observed from the existing 

FC buses. The first is FC only powered buses have started to be replaced by hybrid 

ones. The second is FC hybrid buses have large variation in terms of degree of 

hybridisation. The third is the size of FC stacks shown a downsizing trend. The gaps 

lead to the research questions which are intended to bridge the gaps by developing a 

scaled FC hybrid system by both building a laboratory system and computer simulation 

model.  

 

The justification method has been proposed to both build and simulate a FC hybrid 

drivetrain to investigate the research question. The justification process has been 

divided into three steps: to develop a FC basic drivetrain, to develop a FC hybrid 

drivetrain and to develop the controller. The purposes of each step have been identified 

which leads to the investigation into the feasibility of the FC hybrid bus design concept. 

The final expected outcome of this study would be an optimised FC hybrid system 

validated with both laboratory and computer models and evaluated with different duty 

cycles. This system can help in understanding the design and development factors 

specifically for FC hybrid bus applications from a power system point of view and hence 

support the FC bus development for the HyFCap project.  
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Chapter 4   Laboratory system development 

4.1   Introduction 

This chapter describes the design and construction of the proposed FC laboratory test 

bench. The laboratory system will be a test bench of the power system of a FC hybrid 

bus. The development of the laboratory system has been divided into two main 

activities: the development of a FC basic drivetrain and a FC hybrid drivetrain.  

 

First, a basic drivetrain consisting of a FC, a boost converter and an electrical load 

system will be developed and constructed. After the system is assembled, a number 

of experiments will be carried out to analyse the system’s performance. Second, the 

basic FC drivetrain will then be integrated with an energy storage system, motor and 

load system to build up the proposed hybrid drivetrain. The development of the basic 

and hybrid drivetrains will be described in stages.  

 

4.2   PEM Fuel Cell stack  

4.2.1   FC system design 

The main component, which is also the most important part of a FC bus, is the PEMFC 

as the primary energy source. The proposed FC hybrid system is intended to be an 

approximately 10% scaled model of a FC bus power system using the current London 

RV1 as the template. The FC stack power utilised for the RV1 bus is a 75 kW PEMFC 

from Ballard which makes the required power of the scaled FC unit to be 7.5 kW. There 

are only a limited number of options that satisfy this power requirement and application. 

After comparing the FC products from some of the largest FC companies (Ballard, 

Hydrogenics and Intelligent Energy), a 8.5 kW PEMFC unit from Hydrogenics was 

selected as the closest option to meet the 7.5 kW power requirement.  
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FC specification  

The Hydrogenics 8.5 kW PEMFC selected is a HyPM HD 8 FC which has been 

designed for high durability and mobile power applications [4.2.1]. This FC system 

uses gaseous hydrogen as the fuel and generates electricity with water as a waste 

product. Table 4.1 summarises the key specifications from the product manual and 

datasheet for the HyPM FC. Figure 4.1 is a schematic of the HyPM HD 8 FC with the 

main components and interface connections. As it can be seen from the Figure, certain 

conditioning systems such as regulator, pump, valve, blower etc. are also required to 

control the reactions within the stack. 

Table 4.1 FC and hydrogen supply specifications (@ 21℃ 101.3kPa) 

Model  HyPM HD 8 Rated power (kW) 8.5 

Dimensions (mm) 785x446x301 Operating current (A) 0-380 

Mass (kg) 78 Operating voltage (V) 20-40 

Volume (L) 105 Peak efficiency (%) 51 

Coolant temperature (℃) 50-60 Consumption (L/min) ≤130 

Maximum air flow rate (L/min) 800 Start-up electrical input (V) 12-13 dc 

 

 Figure 4.1 HyPM HD 8 FC drawing  

(Drawing from HyPM HD 8 FC installation and operation manual) 

Further information of this FC can be found in Appendix H including a full technical 

specification table, physical dimensions information and more drawings of the stack. 
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FC operation  

As discussed in the literature reviews, FCs generate electricity by electrochemical 

reactions. Figure 4.2 shows the general operating process of the HyPM HD 8 FC. As 

Figure 4.2 shows, the FC requires the input of hydrogen supply, ambient air, coolant 

and start-up power and produces the output of exhaust from anode/cathode and 

electricity. The generated electricity will be supplied to the load system through the 

load bus bars. The H2X PEM Fuel Cell Stack box in the centre of Figure 4.2 represents 

the FC stack itself while the other components represent the internal conditioning 

systems for the stack which are also presented in Figure 4.1. The solid box in Figure 

4.2 indicates the components that have been included in the HyPM HD 8 FC while the 

dashed boxes indicate the ones that needs to be externally supplied by the user.  

 

 Figure 4.2 Simplified representation of HyPM HD 8 FC flows and interfaces  

(Figure from HyPM HD 8 FC installation and operation manual) 
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FC sub-systems  

Figure 4.3 provides an upgraded version of the simplified FC representation shown 

previously. This Figure better illustrates the external sub-systems that are required for 

the HyPM HD 8 FC.  

 
 Figure 4.3 Typical balance of system component for HyPM HD 8 FC  

(Figure from HyPM HD 8 FC installation and operation manual) 

From Figure 4.2 and 4.3 the subsystems are as follows. 

 A 12-13 Vdc start-up power source. This power is required to start up the FC unit 

by using external batteries. 

 Hydrogen supply control. This is required to safely control the fuel flow to the FC 

stack using hydrogen regulators and control valves. 

 Overall system controller. This is required to control the operation mode of the FC 

stack using the manufacturer-supplied FC control software. The software not only 

controls the FC but also enables real time monitoring of the FC unit. 

 Ventilation system. This is required to ventilate the exhaust gas and dust safely by 

integrating an external blower.  

 Cooling system. This is required to keep the FC under safe and optimum operating 

temperature using a combination of air-cooled radiators and water-cooled coolant.  

 An external emergency stop (e-stop) digital input. This is required for safety 

reasons. A manually controlled emergency button to the controller was used for 

this function. 

 Hydrogen sensor. It is a very important safety measure to detect any hydrogen 

leaks. This was done by installing hydrogen detectors in the laboratory.  

This summarises the main sub-systems for the HyPM HD 8 FC which would also be 

required for most FC applications.  
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4.2.2   FC system installation 

FC installation 

The HyPM HD 8 delivered by Hydrogencis comes as a complete unit as shown in the 

drawing from Figure 4.1. Since the FC installation is static, the FC unit was simply 

screwed on a standard table as Figure 4.4 shows. The FC was placed adjacent to the 

hydrogen cabinet and laboratory wall to enable easier connection to the fuel supply 

and ventilation systems. All the connections are on the same side of the FC via a 

connector interface as shown in Figure 4.5. 

                

 Figure 4.4 The HyPM HD 8 FC and placement  

                  

 Figure 4.5 Connection interface of the HyPM FC  

(Drawing from HyPM HD 8 FC installation and operation manual) 

The “Hydrogen in” connection is for the fuel flow controls. The “coolant in/out”, 

“hydrogen out (anode)” and “cathode out” connections are for the FC cooling and air 

flow controls. The “Interface connector P301” connection is for the FC overall controls 

and start-up power. The “load bus bar (+/-)” connections are for the external load which 

are basically the positive and negative connections of the electrical output of the FC.  
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Hydrogen supply system installation 

The hydrogen supply and delivery system for this study was designed and built in 

association with external industrial companies (BOC for the hydrogen controls and 

Asecos for the hydrogen cabinet). The hydrogen fuel will be delivered to the “hydrogen 

in” connection. The hydrogen fuel supplied to the FC stack needs to be regulated and 

controlled at the required pressure for the FC. Table 4.2 shows the fuel system 

requirements as provided by the FC manufacturer.  

Table 4.2 FC hydrogen fuel system requirement and design 

Fuel system requirement 

Gaseous hydrogen % ≥99.99 

Supply pressure (absolute) kPa 515-690 (5.15 -6.90 bar) 

Stack operating pressure (absolute) kPa ≤120 (1.2 bar) 

Hydrogen temperature ℃ 2-40 

Due to the laboratory height limit (2.15 m height), the hydrogen cylinders for the FC 

have been selected as standard size K (1.46 m height) at 175 bar pressure at 15 °C. 

For safety and monitoring purposes, cylinder cabinet and flow control valves were 

installed with the hydrogen supply system. The hydrogen supply system design is 

shown in Figure 4.6 and a photo of the actual hydrogen supply system is shown in 

Figure 4.7. 
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 Figure 4.6 Hydrogen fuel supply system design for HyPM FC [4.2.2] 
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 Figure 4.7 Actual hydrogen fuel supply system inside cylinder cabinet 

 

Ventilation system installation 

The ventilation system consists of a set of pipeline connections and an exhaust blower 

to vent the anode and cathode exhausts. The anode exhaust consists of warm 

hydrogen and water expelled via the “hydrogen out” connection. The cathode exhaust 

consists of warm, oxygen-depleted air and water which is expelled via the “cathode 

out” connection. The ventilation system has been designed to use a dilution blower 

system to vent both exhausts.  

 

Cooling system installation 

The cooling system consists of a set of pipeline connections and a coolant flow system. 

The FC temperature is estimated based on the FC output current to determine the 

cooling requirement. A current-temperature correlation look up table has been 

provided by the manufacturer as Table 4.3 shows. 

Table 4.3 General current-temperature correlation look up table  

Current Temperature (℃)  

>125 65 (±2) 

75-125 60 (±2) 

55-75 55 (±2) 

<55 50 (±2) 

The cooling system for the FC keeps the FC inner temperature within the range 

indicated by the look up table. Deionised water (DI water) is used as the coolant for 

the FC and is stored in a coolant reservoir. The coolant will be delivered to the “coolant 

in” connection on the FC connector interface through a DI polisher. The warm coolant 

will be recycled to the coolant reservoir and cooled with a PWM-controlled external 
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radiator to ensure the continuous delivery of cold coolant. The cooling system has been 

set to turn on simultaneously with the exhaust blower so that both ventilation system 

and cooling system are on whenever the FC is operating. The ventilation and cooling 

systems are shown in Figure 4.8.  

 

Figure 4.8 Ventilation and cooling system for the FC  

 

4.2.3   FC evaluation test 

After the components and safety measures for the FC are installed and tested, the 

next step is to carry out a set of evaluation tests for the FC. The evaluation tests test 

the performance of the FC and sub-systems and can be used to provide comparison 

with the performance stated in the manufacturer’s data sheet. The factory acceptance 

test results of the HyPM HD 8 FC have been presented in Figure 4.9 and will be the 

benchmark for the laboratory FC.  
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 Figure 4.9 HyPM HD 8 factory acceptance test performance curve 

(Figure from HyPM HD 8 FC installation and operation manual) 

 

FC resistive load design 

In order to evaluate the FC unit with different power ranges, a load system needs to 

be applied on the FC. The simplest method to apply a load on the FC is to apply a 

controlled DC electrical resistive load system because the output from the FC is DC. 

The resistive load for the FC evaluation test has been selected as ten parallel 

connected variable resistors (0-1 Ω). Based on the performance graphs provided by 

the manufacturer, the resistance required can be calculated for different power levels. 

Each resistor is controlled by a separate switch, therefore the total load resistance can 

be easily controlled by changing the number of resistors parallel-connected in the 

circuit. The resistance values were computed based on the FC performance graph. 

The power distribution and resistance requirements have been shown in Table 4.4.  
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Table 4.4 Power distribution of the resistive load banks for FC evaluation test 

No of Parallel R 

Connected 

FC output 

voltage (V) 

Ideal resistance 

(Ω) 

Ideal power 

(W) 

Percentage of 

full power 

1 34 0.858 1347 16% 

2 33 0.429 2538 30% 

3 32 0.286 3580 42% 

4 31 0.214 4490 53% 

5 30.5 0.172 5408 64% 

6 30 0.143 6294 74% 

7 29 0.123 6837 80% 

8 28.5 0.107 7591 89% 

9 28 0.0953 8227 96% 

10 27 0.0858 8497 100% 

The actual resistive load system has been shown in Figure 4.10. 

 

 Figure 4.10 Electrical resistive load for FC evaluation test 

 

FC performance test 

To evaluate the performance of the FC against the factory acceptance test, similar 

tests were carried out. The FC output power is increased from no load to full load in 

steps. Although step responses of the FC are expected to be observed instead of ramp 

responses, it can be used to evaluate the voltage/current/power/efficiency 

performance of the FC. The general method for this evaluation test is to switch on one 

more resistor to be connected in parallel every 210 s to take the FC from no load to 

full load to allow the FC to settle down between steps. The comparison results between 

FC test and factory acceptance test have been plotted in Figure 4.11.  
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 Figure 4.11 FC performance comparison for current and voltage 

As Figure 4.11 shows, the FC output terminal voltage drops as the output current 

increases. Although the FC test was carried out with step change, it can be seen that 

the performance reasonably matches the results of the factory acceptance test. The 

other main performance parameter that was measured for this FC was efficiency. As 

described in section 2.4.3, the method to calculate the FC electrical efficiency is 

formulated as: 

𝜂 =
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

1.482
 (corresponding to HHV) (4-1) 

The actual FC efficiency can be determined by the real time cell potential. The 

monitoring software for the FC is capable of real time monitoring of individual cell 

potentials. Hence the FC efficiency can be calculated and is plotted in Figure 4.12. 

 

 Figure 4.12 FC performance comparison for power and efficiency 
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As Figure 4.12 shows, the efficiency drops as the FC power increases and both 

parameters reasonably match the factory test curves. The efficiency curve can be 

explained by the FC voltage curves discussed in 2.4.3. For a FC, as the output current 

increases the output terminal voltage decreases as a consequence of losses (Figure 

2.25 and 2.26). The efficiency of PEMFCs generally decreases as the power 

requirement increases. It can be seen that FCs have better efficiency performance 

under lower loads which is completely different from the parabolic efficiency curve of 

a conventional diesel engine. This unique efficiency characteristic brings additional 

opportunities for FC bus applications which will be explained later. 

 

Another point that can be observed from the efficiency curve is that there is a small 

efficiency change after the load is changed. This is particularly obvious for the first four 

resistor number changes. This can be observed in Figure 4.11 as well where the FC 

voltage increases slightly over time after the resistance is changed. This trend was 

caused by the temperature change of the FC. In order to investigate the effect of 

temperature on efficiency, efficiency and real time temperature of FC have been 

plotted in Figure 4.13.  

 

 Figure 4.13 FC efficiency change affected by temperature in increasing load 

As Figure 4.13 shows, in the first four zones (R=1~4), the efficiency is proportional to 

the coolant temperature. In the next six zones (R=5~10), the coolant temperature 

varies around 60 degrees so that the efficiency became more stable. Two points can 

be addressed from this plot. First, the FC stack is required to warm up to a certain 

temperature to achieve optimised efficiency. Second, the cooling system will keep the 

FC temperature around 60 Celsius to prevent over-heating.  
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The decreasing load tests were also carried out and showed similarly reversed results 

as the increasing load tests. The efficiency and temperature results of the decreasing 

load test are plotted in Figure 4.14. The main difference observed was the decreasing 

load tests had generally higher efficiency. The efficiency also became more stable in 

each zone for the decreasing load test. This is because the FC started from a higher 

temperature which also verified the points regarding temperature. 

 

 Figure 4.14 FC efficiency change affected by temperature in decreasing load 

Please note the results from these evaluation tests were used to inform the design of 

the FC computer simulation. From this point the computer simulation and laboratory 

system were developed in parallel and validated against each other. The computer 

simulation will be discussed in Chapter 5.  

 

4.3   Boost converter for FC 

As the FC characteristic curve shows, the FC output voltage drops as the power output 

increases. This reduction in terminal voltage may not be an issue for purely resistive 

loads, but could be a problem for motor loads. Motor controllers and motors are 

normally designed to operate within a reasonably specific supply voltage range. 

Operation of a motor outside its design voltage supply range could lead to motor and/or 

controller damage or the safety devices could cause the motor to trip. For FC bus 

applications, the motor will be powered by the FC output. This is the reason why many 

FC bus designs have a DC/DC converter to adjust the voltage level to within the motor 

operating voltage range. This argument was also presented in many works discussed 

in the critical review in section 2.6.1 where they emphasised the importance of DC/DC 

converters for FCs.  
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4.3.1   Boost converter design 

Boost converter theory 

Since the FC output voltage drops as the power increases, there is a need to maintain 

a near steady output voltage at the bus bar. The DC/DC converter used for FC 

applications is normally a boost converter. A boost converter consists of two 

semiconductors (a diode and a switch), an inductor and a capacitor as Figure 4.15 

shows. 

Load

Inductor Diode

SwitchVdc

Capacitor

 

 Figure 4.15 Typical boost converter configuration and operation 

a) When the switch is closed, the current flows via the red loop. The inductor will be 

charged by the voltage source. The capacitor also discharges to the load 

simultaneously [4.3.1]. 

b) When the switch is open, the current flows via the blue loop. The inductor 

discharges to the capacitor and the load. The inductor discharge potential is in 

series with the voltage source and works as a temporary second source. As a 

consequence of the inductor discharge the load terminal voltage will be greater 

than the source terminal voltage [4.3.1]. The level to which the load voltage needs 

to be boosted can be controlled by adjusting the switching duty cycle of the switch 

[4.3.2].  

 

Boost converter design for FC  

The HyPM FC shows the output performance to be 0-380 A, 40-20 V and 0-8.5 kW. 

The University and the HyFCAP project required the laboratory DC voltage to be no 

more than 50 Vdc for safety reasons. Therefore the maximum system voltage level for 

the laboratory FC system was set at 48 Vdc (all voltages stated hereafter are dc unless 

specified). The boost converter would then need to regulate the 20-40 V FC output 

voltage to 48 V. 

 

Since most low voltage boost converters available in the industry are for relatively low 

current applications, several converters need to be connected in parallel to split the 

high currents delivered by the laboratory FC. Three companies were approached who 
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may be able to provide a custom design. These were CTP Power Automation, Traco 

Electronic and Custom Power Design Ltd. Custom Power Design Ltd provided a 

solution with the least number of required converter units.  

 

 Figure 4.16 Boost converter for HyPM FC design 

Figure 4.16 presents the design of the boost converter for the FC. The FC output power 

will be equally divided into three paths to three identical converter units. Each unit will 

boost the varying input voltage to a fixed 48 V output. The conversion efficiency of the 

boost converter varies with the magnitude of power output and amount of regulation. 

A manufacturer datasheet for the converter unit and a detailed schematic drawing can 

be found in appendix I. 

 

4.3.2   Boost converter installation 

The installation of the boost converter for the FC is relatively straight-forward as it 

simply requires an input and an output connection as Figure 4.17 shows. The three 

converter units have been assembled as one complete rack mount with corresponding 

input and output connections. The three converter unit input/output connections have 

been assembled on bus bars for easier connection from the FC or to the load. A toggle 

switch has been installed to control the on-and-off of the boost converter.  

 

 Figure 4.17 Boost converter unit configuration and connections 
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4.3.3   Boost converter test 

Load design for boost converter test 

The boost converter test aims to evaluate the performance of voltage boosting and 

investigate the conversion efficiencies. The same resistors as used in the earlier FC 

performance test have been connected at the output of the converter as the load. 

However, the resistors would have to be rewired to account for constant 48 V output. 

A resistive load with a combination of series and parallel connected resistors has been 

designed as Figure 4.18 shows. Each variable resistor has been adjusted to match the 

total resistance calculation as summarised in Table 4.5. The total resistances are 

calculated to ensure the power to be dissipated does not go beyond the power rating 

of the resistors. Only four levels of load conditions can be produced for this boost 

converter test because of the limit of resistors available in the laboratory.  

Boost ConverterFC

SW1

SW2

SW3

SW4

 

 Figure 4.18 Resistive load configuration for boost converter test 

Table 4.5 Look up table of resistive load design for boost converter test 

Load condition Switch closed Number of resistors used Total resistance (Ω) 

open circuit none 0 n/a 

1 sw1 2 2.05 

2 sw1, sw2 4 0.9669 

3 sw1, sw2, sw3 6 0.6253 

4 sw1, sw2, sw3, sw4 8 0.4681 

 

Boost converter test result 

The proposed system set up has been tested for a 20 minutes run with 5 minute 

intervals between each switch being closed (load condition open circuit to 4). The input 

and output voltage and current have been plotted in Figure 4.19 against the load 

conditions presented in Table 4.5. 
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 Figure 4.19 Output current and voltage of FC with and without boost converter 

The FC stack voltage/current indicates the input voltage/current to the boost converter 

in Figure 4.19. As the voltage plot shows, the boost converter has functioned as 

expected to regulate the output voltage at a near constant 48 V (47.6-48.2 V) as the 

FC output voltage decreases with increasing load. It can also be observed that the 

amount of current drop increased significantly as the voltage boosting requirement 

increases. The input and output power can be calculated to test the conversion 

efficiency. The power and conversion efficiency plots have been plotted in Figure 4.20. 

  

 Figure 4.20 Input and output of boost converter for power and efficiency 

As Figure 20 shows, the average efficiency varies from 85% to 92% and the efficiency 

drops as the power increases. This can be explained by the boost converter theory 

discussed before. The more voltage required to be boosted, the boost converter would 

have to further adjust the duty cycle by increasing the switching frequency and thus 
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creates more switching losses. Based on the obtained efficiency of the FC and boost 

converter, it can be calculated that the overall combined efficiency of the FC and the 

boost converter would be vary from 46 % to 36 % dependent on power output. It can 

be seen that FCs hold slightly better performance when compared with a diesel engine 

(30%-45%). Although the FC produced only 6 kW in this test which is less than the full 

power of 8.5 kW due to the limit of resistors, this test still sufficiently demonstrated the 

operation of the boost converter.  

 

4.4   FC under transient peak load 

Start and stop frequently occurs in a typical city bus driving cycle, which leads to 

constant changes in the power demand. It is important to investigate how the FC 

responds to changes in power demand, which was also highlighted in the critical review 

section 2.6.4 where a number of past works suggested FCs struggled to handle peak 

loads quickly.  

 

A set of step changing load tests (0%-10%-20%-30%-40%-50%-60%-70%-80%-90%-

100%) have been carried out in the FC evaluation test described and showed the FC 

functioned as expected. This section aims to observe the reactions of FC under more 

transient load changes. The boost converter was temporally disabled for this set of 

experiments because of the lack of resistive loads. The same resistive load used for 

the FC evaluation test was used for the transient peak experiments.  

 

The first set of experiments were carried out when the power demand from the FC had 

step increases from: 0-25%, 25-50%, 50-75% and 75-100% to observe the transient 

response of the FC. The FC was allowed to settle for approximately 10 minutes after 

each test before switching to the next load test. A large amount of data was logged 

during the experiments such as hydrogen flow, stack current/voltage, output power, 

efficiency, air flow, coolant temperature etc. Two of the more important parameters, 

which are hydrogen fuel flow rate and FC stack output power, have been selected and 

plotted in Figure 4.21.  
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 Figure 4.21 FC transient response to 25% step change load 

As it can be seen from the figures, the FC power and hydrogen flow rate both respond 

to the resistive load change to meet the new power demand. It takes approximately 2 

to 3 s for the FC output power to become relatively stable. It can also be seen that the 

hydrogen consumption always slightly lags the FC power in terms of response. It can 

also be observed the transient response to load change becomes smoother as the FC 

warms up and reaches the higher power level. 

 

It can be seen that the FC can respond to 25% power change reasonably quickly. The 

next set of experiments have been carried out to investigate the FC response under 

much larger power changes to simulate worst case scenarios. The experiments have 

been carried out with load change from 0-25%, 0-50%, 0-75% and 0-100%. The results 

have been plotted in Figure 4.22.  
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Figure 4.22 FC transient response to large step change load 

When the step load occurs, the FC current demand is high. Since the FC is a passive 

energy source that just reacts, the only control source is the hydrogen flow valve. The 

valve opens but the hydrogen flow is greater than the FC can absorb as the FC itself 

does not respond instantaneously. As a result the hydrogen flow valve then throttles 

back. The oscillations seen in the waveforms reflect the degree of damping that the 

controller is set at.  

 

The 0 to 25% step load is such that the hydrogen valve control provides a critically 

damped response. The hydrogen flow and stack power both respond to the load 

change reasonably quickly. The 0 to 50% step load is such that the valve control 

provides a quarter amplitude damping. Hydrogen flow rate takes approximately 8 s to 

become stable at the required flow rate because of the controller tuning. The FC output 

power reacts immediately after the load demand has been changed, however, it soon 

dropped because there is not sufficient hydrogen being delivered to match the power 

demand. The 0 to 75% step load is such that the valve control provides an 

underdamped response. Hydrogen flow rate takes approximately 20 s to become 

stable. The FC stack power also has a power drop and then rises to the required power. 

During this process, the HyPM FC reported the ‘Hard Recovery Alarm’ but recovered 

to produce power. The hard recovery alarm has been defined as a transitional state 

when the stack becomes unstable during running and the system attempted to recover 

the stack. This type of operation is suggested to be avoided to prolong the FC stack 

life. In the 0 to 100% step load the hydrogen flow rate and stack power both attempted 
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to increase but failed and drop to zero. HyPM system reported ‘Cell Low Voltage Alarm’ 

and ‘Hard Recovery Alarm’; the system recovery failed and tripped.    

 

It can be seen from the results that the FC was unable to respond quickly and even 

failed to reach the required power should very large load changes occur. There are two 

main reasons for this slow response issue: one is the small power density of FCs as 

addressed previously, the other one is that the hydrogen fuel flow controller would be 

unable to adjust fast enough if the change in demand is too large. It has been 

determined that the FC unit has a slow response issue when large transient peak load 

change occurs. This type of large step change should be avoided for FC operation.  

 

Step unload tests (25-0%, 50-0%, 75-0% and 100-0%) in reverse of the loading tests 

have also been carried out. It was found unloading the FC from full load to no load can 

be achieved reasonably fast (<1 s). It can be seen step unloading is not a significant 

factor for FCs. 

 

More plots (hydrogen flow rate, stack current, stack voltage, stack power, FC efficiency, 

air flow and coolant temperature) of the FC under large step transient loads for both 

loading tests and unloading tests can be found in Appendix J. 

 

4.5   Discussion on FC basic drivetrain justification 

As identified in section 3.3.2, the justification purpose of the FC basic drivetrain was:  

1. Test the FC stack to better understand the specific characteristics of PEMFCs. 

2. Develop the power conditioning system for FCs. 

3. Apply an electrical load system to the FC to simulate different power demand 

conditions and evaluate the performance of the FC under different power profiles. 

4. To investigate the reaction of the FC under worst case scenarios when subjected 

to fast transient and large step changes in power demand. 

The FC evaluation tests detailed in this chapter showed the unique efficiency 

characteristics of the FC where the efficiency generally drops as the power 

requirement increases. The FC bus will operate at a lower efficiency during higher 

power operations such as high speed operation and bus acceleration. This would 

reduce the overall efficiency of the FC bus. Additionally, the FC as the only power 

source in this configuration, has to be able to satisfy all power demands. Hence, the 

FC in this drivetrain would have to be powerful enough to cover the vehicle under the 

highest power demands where it actually has the lowest efficiency. This would 
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significantly increase the size of the FC on-board the bus.   

 

The FC tests showed slow response under step transient loads. This slow response 

would affect the dynamic performance of the vehicle such as acceleration rate and hill 

climbing ability. Additionally, in the worst case scenario, such as a fully loaded bus 

trying to accelerate to top speed while climbing a hill, the FC could cut out in the middle 

of the road. Although the slow response here is seen for step changes, for a real bus 

drive this is more likely to be a ramp change, this is still a potential risk to be noted.  

 

The single drivetrain configuration is simply a FC-motor-wheel connection. The 

unidirectional drivetrain means the regenerative braking energy cannot be reused and 

would be dissipated as waste heat. This would reduce the system efficiency, 

particularly in city driving. 

 

Therefore the results gathered highlight the main drawbacks of this FC basic drivetrain 

as summarised as bellow: 

1. Low efficiency under high load operations. 

2. Require an oversized FC stack. 

3. Slow response under step change. 

4. Lack of ability to recover braking energy. 

 

By utilising hybridised technology, the system can potentially take advantage of the FC 

characteristics while eliminating or mitigating the problems identified for the FC-only 

systems.  

 

1. Low efficiency under higher load operations issue. 

- Energy storage can supplement the FC under higher loads to eliminate FC 

operation at lower efficiency.  

2. Large FC stack requirement issue. 

- The FC does not have to be able to cover the worst case scenario (highest 

power demand) on its own, reducing the maximum FC size requirement.  

3. Slow response under step changes issue. 

- Ability to use energy storage to satisfy any transient peak demands to eliminate 

the FC slow response limitation under large varying loads.  

- Reducing the amount of variation in terms of the FC output power can 

potentially extend the FC lifetime as well. 

4. Lack of ability to reuse wasted energy limitation. 
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- The hybrid configuration can enable regenerative energy harvesting to charge 

the energy storage which is a significant benefit for city buses. 

 

4.6   Hybrid drivetrain integration steps 

Step 1: FC basic drivetrain 

 

Figure 4.23 FC basic drivetrain block diagram 

The previously developed basic drivetrain as Figure 4.23 shows has been used as the 

fundamental structure of the proposed hybrid system. The FC along with its 

conditioning system and boost converter will remain as the primary power source of 

the system. However, the resistive load needs to be replaced with a load system more 

representative of a practical bus load model.  

 

Step 2: FC drivetrain using traction motor load 

 

Figure 4.24 FC drivetrain using traction motor load block diagram 

The second step, as Figure 4.24 shows, is to replace the resistive load with a motor 

system to enable a more realistic simulation of driving cycles. An AC motor system and 

the inverter (motor controller) has been used to simulate the driving motor of a bus. In 

an actual operating FC bus, the motor driving the wheels (via the transmission) will be 

loaded by forces generated by gradient, windage, friction and passenger loads which 

are difficulty to generate in a laboratory environment. Therefore, an additional load 

system would have to be designed to be able to apply a controlled load to the drive 

motor.  
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Step 3: FC drivetrain with motor/generator load system 

 

Figure 4.25 Motor/generator load design block diagram 

As Figure 4.25 shows, the designed load system for the FC drivetrain consists of two 

main parts: a motor/generator set and the controlled load system for the set. The drive 

motor for the FC drivetrain will first be mechanically coupled with another identical 

motor which works as a load motor. The load motor will be controlled to work as a 

motor or a generator through the logic controller. The logic controller controls the load 

that will be used to determine how much power is to be dissipated or delivered from/to 

the load motor to enable the simulation of different driving conditions.  

 

Step 4: FC hybrid drivetrain with energy storage and load system 

 

Figure 4.26 Complete FC hybrid drivetrain block diagram 

As Figure 4.26 shows, an energy storage system along with its conditioning system 

will be integrated to form the series hybrid configuration. Both FC and energy storage 

will be connected through power conditioning systems which have been used to control 

the corresponding sources. The components on the left of the coupling shaft directly 

mimic the real bus power systems. The components on the right of the shaft form the 

laboratory model which does not exist in a real bus system but they do mimic the load 

without the inertial component.  
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4.7   Motor/generator load system 

4.7.1   Motor selection 

The drive motor will be directly powered by the FC through the boost converter which 

is designed to provide a near stable 48 V output voltage. The controller selected would 

need to be a model that can operate at 48 V as well. After a number of motor 

comparisons and company negotiations, the motor for this FC drivetrain was selected 

to be the AC-9 motor kit manufactured by HPEV. The AC-9 motor kit consists of a drive 

motor and a 48 V motor controller which also works as an inverter. The peak power 

graph of AC-9 motor has been shown in Figure 4.27. The peak power of the motor has 

been sized to be of greater magnitude than the 8.5 kW FC can provide because the 

motor is expected to be powered by both the FC and energy storage device during 

peak load operation.   

 

Figure 4.27 HPEV AC-9 motor kit peak power graphs  

(Figure from HPEV manufacturer datasheet) 

The motor parameters can be monitored in real time and controlled via computer 

software (1314 PC Programming Station). The motor itself can be operated in speed 

control mode or torque control mode. The user control is carried out via two 

potentiometers where one represents the motor throttle and the other represents the 

motor electrical brake (regenerative brake). These potentiometers were initially 

manually controlled wire wound potentiometers which can be replaced with digital 

potentiometers later for more accurate speed/torque control. 
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4.7.2   Motor/generator set installation 

An identical AC motor (and controller) have been selected for this motor/generator set. 

Using two identical motors to develop a back-to-back system can greatly simplify the 

dynamic calculations between the two motors. Since the motor manufacturer does not 

supply the motor holder with the motor kit, the mount to hold the motor would have to 

be designed and built in the laboratory. The motor holder and the coupling components 

design are shown in Figure 4.28.  

 

Figure 4.28 Motor/generator set coupling structure design 

 Steel plates (for L bracket): heavy duty plates to be screwed on table and motor 

front panel.  

 Angle: steel heavy duty 90 degree angle to secure the steel plates. 

 Coupling: both couplings (one spider coupling and one metal bellow coupling) have 

been sized based on motor specifications for mechanical coupling between motors 

and shaft (iron bar).  

 Bearing and studding: used to hold the shaft (iron bar). 

 Torque sensor: used to measure the torque in real time while the motors are 

operating. 

The designed structure was built with the assistance of the UCL mechanical 

engineering main workshop and the completed structure is shown in Figure 4.29. This 

motor/generator set system was placed on a solid table between the boost converter 

for FC (left motor) and the load system for the load motor (right motor).  

 

Figure 4.29 Photo of the completed motor/generator set structure 
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4.7.3   Laboratory motor load system 

The concept of load design considers practical driving loads for buses applying a 

specific positive or negative torque on the drive motor. The load motor could work as 

a generator to apply a negative torque on the shaft if the bus is going uphill or flat road 

(for windage and friction). On the other hand, the load motor could work as a motor to 

apply a positive torque if the bus is going downhill. The amount of torque applied on 

the shaft can be determined based on the bus/road conditions such as road gradient, 

bus load, vehicle speed etc. The load system design has been shown in Figure 4.30.  

 

Figure 4.30 Motor/generator set load system power flows 

The red line path in the figure indicates the power flow when the load motor is working 

as a generator for a negative torque on the shaft. The blue line path indicates the power 

flow when the motor is operating in motor mode to apply a positive torque. A 

negative/positive torque applied on the load motor has been used to simulate the 

forces applied on the bus depending on the bus speed and conditions. This force can 

be simulated by controlling the amount of power flow from/to the motor. The method to 

control the power flow has been proposed to use contactors controlled by a logic 

controller. The logic controller controls resistors on and off based on how much power 

it needs to dissipate. 

 

Simulating bus operations by logic controller 

The force applied on the bus determines how much power has been applied on the 

drive motor of the bus based on the equation: 

𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 × 𝑏𝑢𝑠 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 (4-2) 

The bus velocity is determined by the drive motor throttle (throttle potentiometer) and 

the power is determined by the brake command (brake potentiometer). The motor 

loading system has two main control functions: to dissipate the required amount of 

power through resistors and to feed power back to the motor through batteries. The 
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load system configuration consists of a set of logic controlled contactors as Figure 4. 

31 shows. 

Bi-inverter

M

Resistor bank

48V Battery pack

Load motor

Contactor 1

Contactor 2

Contactor 3

Contactor 5

Contactor 4

Battery contactor

 

Figure 4.31 Logic controller and contactor configurations for the load system 

The switching control of the contactors has been carried out with a logic controller. The 

voltage and current applied to the load motor has been used to calculate the power in 

real time. This real time power is used to control the contactors depending on a pre-

defined minimum and maximum power range. The minimum power and maximum 

power on the resistors have been determined by the minimum and maximum operating 

voltage of the load motor which are 42 V and 58 V respectively (40 V will trigger motor 

low voltage protection while 60 V will trigger over voltage protection). The operation 

strategy of the logic controller has been summarised in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 Logic controller control strategy for motor load system 

Operation mode R (Ω) Vmin (V) Vmax (V) Pmin (W) Pmax (W) Contactor closed 

Motor 7 42 58 252 480 1 

Motor 6 42 58 294 560 not used 

Motor 5 42 58 353 672 2 

Motor 4 42 58 441 841 3 

Motor 3 42 58 588 1121 4 

Motor 2 42 58 882 1682 5 

Generator n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Battery contactor 

The load system can automatically adjust the contactors for the resistor bank or battery 

pack to meet the load motor power demands. The number of resistors and contactors 

can be adjusted to extend the power range if required. To test the motor load response, 

the same configuration as Figure 4.32 has been installed in the laboratory as Figure 

4.32 shows.  
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Figure 4.32 Motor load and contactor set up on a rack 

After the logic controller system has been integrated with the motor generator set, the 

load system has been tested with the FC system. The test has been carried out by 

slowly increasing both the drive motor throttle (hence speed up) and load motor brake 

(hence increase power dissipated on the load side). The results have been plotted in 

Figure 4.33.  

 

Figure 4.33 Contactor controlled load system responding to varying power  

As the brake command increases, more regenerative power has been generated and 

required to be dissipated through the resistor bank. Hence the resistor contactors will 

be closed depending on the real time power. As the results showed, most of the power 

generated by the load motor has been dissipated through the resistors automatically 

(step changes in orange line). The battery power (blue line) will cover any difference 

caused by the step change to ensure the right amount of power being dissipated by 

the resistors. The results showed the loading system automatically adjusting the 

resistance to meet the power dissipation requirement. 
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The generator mode (external battery powering load motor) was not tested at this stage 

because the SC was not integrated, but the battery should simply supply the required 

power depending on the load motor commands.  

 

4.8   Energy storage system 

4.8.1   Energy storage selection 

As discussed in the literature review (section 2.5.2), li-ion based batteries and 

supercapacitors (SC) are two of the more promising energy storage options for 

transportation applications. A detailed comparison between SCs and li-based batteries 

can be found in [4.8.1, 4.8.2] whereas the authors concluded the preference of those 

technologies would be highly dependent on the application types.  

 

From the Ragone plot shown previously (Figure 2.28), it can be seen that Li-based 

batteries generally have a higher energy density but lower power density than the SCs. 

Comparing these two technologies, batteries are still much more commonly used, 

particularly dominating the energy storage for hybrid vehicle industry. The Li-based 

batteries can provide a better compromise between specific energy and power density 

than other batteries [4.8.3]. On the other hand, SCs have very high power density, but 

very poor energy density. The low energy density of SCs means the amount of energy 

SCs can store per unit weight is relatively small. This is the reason why Li-based 

batteries were believed to be a more appropriate option in a number of literature 

studies when comparing both li-on and SCs for diesel electric hybrid vehicle 

applications [4.8.4-4.8.6]. However, none of the literature considered hybridised 

energy storage with a FC unit. As discussed before, one of the most important 

advantages of FCs is their superior energy density but one of their main weaknesses 

is their slow response because of low power density. It can be seen that SCs are the 

opposite of FCs in terms of power/energy density performance which actually makes 

them complement each other when they work together.  

 

The high energy density of FCs makes them more suitable to work as a near constant 

energy supplier while the high power density of SCs makes them suitable for fast 

charge/discharge operations. Considering the characteristics identified for the FC in 

this laboratory drivetrain, the determining factor to select the energy storage option for 

the FC is the power density, which makes SCs more suitable in this case. Similar 

conclusions were also addressed by other literature that concentrated on FC hybrid 

systems specifically [4.8.7-4.8.9] and in hybridisation degree studies from the critical 
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reviews (section 2.6.3).  

 

Some recent research has concentrated on the potential of SCs in transportation 

applications and showed that SCs had a much better ability to absorb and release 

energy during regenerative braking and acceleration [4.8.10] which provides the 

potential for higher fuel economy in city driving conditions [4.8.11]. Additionally, unlike 

batteries, the SC does not involve chemical reactions which makes them able to 

sustain millions of charge/discharge cycles without degrading their energy storage 

capability [4.8.12, 4.8.13]. This is not possible for most types of batteries because of 

their slow reaction process and peak charge/discharge which can degrade the 

chemical compounds in the battery over thousands of cycles [4.8.14, 4.8.15].  

 

Additionally, the London RV1, (as discussed in section 2.3.3) which is the only 

operational FC/SC hybrid bus fleet, offers a comparison case study for this drivetrain 

development. Therefore, for the above reasons, SCs have been selected as the energy 

storage technology for this FC hybrid drivetrain development research.  

 

4.8.2   Supercapacitor design 

Supercapacitor theory 

A SC normally consists of two electrodes that are isolated by a separator in an 

electrolyte [4.8.16]. The SC works by the absorption of the ions from the electrolyte to 

the interfaces between the activated carbon and the electrolyte. This direct electrical 

process does not involve a redox reaction which consequently means the process is 

quick, reversible and offers very high mass power densities and lifetime [4.8.17, 4.8.18]. 

This research will not look into the detailed reaction processes within the SC, but focus 

more on the electrical performance of the SC.  

 

The SC has the ability to store charge (q) and this charge is proportional to the applied 

voltage (V). This relationship has been formulated as: 

𝑞 = 𝐶 × 𝑉 (4-3) 

The “C” in the equation represents the capacitance of this SC which is defined as the 

ability to store an electrical charge. The capacitance of a SC is affected by the plate 

area, plate spacing and dielectric material which means the capacitance is 

independent of charge and potential while the SC is operating. If the voltage applied 

on the SC is increased, then the charge will also increase consequently to keep the 

charge/voltage ratio constant. Hence the amount of charge in the SC can be calculated 
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by measuring the voltage applied.  

 

After calculating the charge in the SC, the work done to carry charge q from the 

negative to the positive plate is simply: 

𝑑𝑊 = 𝑉 × 𝑑𝑞 (4-4) 

Substituting the equation 4-3 into 4-4 gives: 

𝑑𝑊 =
𝑞𝑑𝑞

𝐶
 (4-5) 

Then through integration this and rearranging this yield: 

𝑊(𝑞) = ∫
𝑞𝑑𝑞

𝐶

𝑞

0

=
𝑞2

2𝐶
 (4-6) 

The work done W in charge/discharge is basically the energy stored/released from the 

SC. Therefore, by substituting equation 4-3 into 4-6, the equation to calculate energy 

stored in a SC can be formulated as: 

𝑊 =
𝑞2

2𝐶
=

𝐶2 × 𝑉2

2𝐶
=

1

2
𝐶𝑉2 (4-7) 

Since capacitance can be considered as a constant value, the energy stored can also 

be calculated by measuring the voltage. Since the state of charge (SoC) represents 

how much energy is left (equivalent to a fuel gauge), so the SoC can also be calculated 

as:  

𝑆𝑂𝐶 =
𝑊𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑊𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
=

1

2
𝐶𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

2

1

2
𝐶𝑉𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙

2
=

𝑉𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
2

𝑉𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
2  (4-8) 

Since the full voltage (rated voltage) is usually provided as part of the SC datasheet, 

therefore the SoC of the SC can be calculated as a square function of the applied 

voltage. By measuring the voltage, the charge, energy stored and SoC can all be 

calculated [4.8.20]. The other important parameter that needs to be identified is the 

charge/discharge current, which is given by the change of charge in a certain time and 

is formulated as: 

𝐼 =
𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑡
 (4-9) 

Substituting equation 4-3 into 4-9 gives: 

𝐼 = 𝐶
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
 (4-10) 

This equation shows that the SC charge/discharge current would be dependent on 

how fast the voltage change occurs.  
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Supercapacitor sizing 

Based on the SC fundamental equations identified, the two most important parameters 

to size the SC are the rated voltage and capacitance. In the FC hybrid system, a 

parallel connection with the FC (after boost converter) meaning the voltage from the 

SC and buck/boost converter will also be the same. The first step to size the SC for 

this FC hybrid system is to select one that can work with the 48 Vdc bus bar voltage. 

After product and company evaluations, a SC option has been selected from Maxwell 

which is not only one of the largest SC manufacturers worldwide but also the SC 

supplier for the energy storage system on the London FC bus RV1. This Maxwell SC 

option is an off shelf unit rated at 48 V and Table 4.7 summarised some of the key 

specifications from the product datasheet. 

Table 4.7 Key specifications of the proposed SC for the FC hybrid system 

Model P48 B01 

Rated voltage 48 V 

Rated capacitance 83 F 

Maximum ESRdc 10 mΩ 

Absolute maximum current 1,150 A 

Absolute maximum voltage 51 V 

Stored energy, individual cell 1.5 Wh 

Number of cells 18 

Stored energy, total 27 Wh 

Cooling Natural convection 

Projected cycle life at 25 ℃ 1,000,000 cycles 

Since the London RV1 used a 75 kW FC as primary power source and a 0.5 kWh 

Maxwell SC as energy storage, selecting the 0.027 kWh SC for this 8.5 kW FC system 

would also be a similar and appropriate selection for the FC hybrid bus system based 

on this scaling. The stored energy, which was identified before, can be calculated with 

equation 4-7 based on voltage and capacitance. The 27 Wh means that the SC is 

capable of releasing 27 W of output power for one hour from full SoC and vice versa 

for storing energy. A power against time plot has been plotted in Figure 4.34 showing 

how long this SC can last supplying different power outputs. 

 

Figure 4.34 SC discharge power capability against time 
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As Figure 4.34 shows, the more output power the SC releases, the shorter the 

discharge time becomes. Since the energy storage in this FC hybrid system will be 

used to supplement power peaks and absorb regenerative energy, the amount of 

energy required from the SC would depend on the driving cycle, hybrid control strategy 

and scaled power profile which will be analysed in Chapter 6.  

 

SC evaluation test 

The 48 V Maxwell SC was ordered and delivered to the laboratory as Figure 4.35 

shows. The installation of the SC unit is also very simple because it is one-unit-module. 

Since the monitor cable (in the middle) is only used to monitor the real time status of 

the SC, the only electrical connections for this SC are the main positive/negative 

connections.  

 

Figure 4.35 Photo of the selected 48 V Maxwell SC  

In order to evaluate the performance of the SC unit, a discharge test has been carried 

out with this SC. The SC was connected to a 2 Ohm resistor and the discharge curves 

have been plotted in Figure 4.36.  

   

Figure 4.36 48 V Maxwell SC discharge curve under 2 Ohm load  

As Figure 4.36 shows, the discharge voltage reduces in an exponential function curve 

which reflects equation 4-7. The voltage started from 41 V and takes 240 s to drop to 

10 V. The current also has a similar curve because the resistance remains unchanged 

so it is proportional to the voltage because of the Ohm’s Law [4.8.21] and [4.8.22].  
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Based on the logged data, the SoC change can be calculated based on equation 4-8 

identified before: 

𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 =
𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

2

𝑉𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
2 −

𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
2

𝑉𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙
2 =

412

482
−

102

482
  

                                                    = 0.7296 − 0.0434 = 0.686 

It can be found that the SC discharged 68.6% of its energy in 240 s on a 2 ohm resistor. 

The change in energy stored by the SC can also be calculated according to equation 

4-7: 

𝐸𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝐸𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 − 𝐸𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 =
1

2
𝐶(𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙

2 − 𝑉𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙
2) =

1

2
× 83 × (412 − 102)      

                                                                       = 65611.5 𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 

The discharge power, however, is not been equally distributed because the current 

changes due to the constant resistance on the SC load. With the current and voltage 

both decreasing, the power delivered during discharge reduces as the SoC drops. The 

real time power of the SC discharge through a 2 ohm resistor has been calculated and 

plotted in Figure 4.37. As the plot shows, the power dissipated by the resistors started 

at around 800 W and then reduced as a square function curve. 

 

Figure 4.37 48 V Maxwell SC discharge power curve 

From the discharge test, it can be seen that the SC would directly react to the load 

demand (resistance in this case). Therefore it is important to control the discharge and 

charge of the SC to avoid releasing or drawing too much power. A charge test was not 

carried out at this stage because it was recommended that a SC controller should be 

integrated with the SC to control the charge current to avoid in-rush current to the SC.  

 

4.8.3   Buck/boost converter for Supercapacitor 

A DC/DC converter has been proposed to control the SC. As the SC evaluation test 

result shows, the SC voltage is proportional to the SoC which means the SC voltage 

will vary as the SC is charging or discharging. Therefore the converter to control the 
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SC will not only control the power flow to the SC depending on the power demand, but 

also regulate the output voltage to the motor controller. The converter for this SC has 

been manufactured by an external supplier. After consulting with the Maxwell Company, 

a SC controller from AEP Hybrid Power has been recommended for this 48 V SC. The 

proposed product is a 48 V Bidirectional DC/DC converter specifically designed for SC 

control. The converter is capable of controlling the bidirectional charge/discharge of 

the SC and regulating constant supply voltage from variable sources (step up or step 

down). The key specifications have been summarised in Table 4.8.   

Table 4.8 Key specifications of the proposed DC/DC converter for the SC 

Technical information 

Model USCDCDCca-6-80-24-IP20 

Rated power 6 kW @ 48 V 

Switching frequency 24 kHz 

Voltage range 0-80 V 

Maximum current 150 A 

Control voltage 24 V 

Operation modes 

1.  Input power control 5.  Output voltage PI control 

2.  Input current control 6.  Input voltage static 

3.  Output current control 7.  Output voltage static 

4.  Input voltage PI control  

The converter is capable of operating in various control modes to control different 

parameters (control mode 1 to 7). However, only one operation mode can be selected 

at any time.  

 

Buck/boost converter theory 

A buck/boost converter can function as a boost converter or a buck converter. The 

buck converter has similar working theory as a boost converter but uses a slightly 

different configuration as Figure 4.38 shows.  

Load

Switch Inductor

CapacitorDiode

Vdc

Figure 4.38 Typical buck converter configuration and operation 
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The operation concept of the buck converter is similar to that of the boost converter 

where the voltage is controlled by electronic switching.  

a) When the switch is closed, the current flows via the red loop. The inductor will be 

charged with the voltage source, thus reducing the voltage applied on the load. 

b) When the switch is opened, the current flows via the blue loop. The inductor 

opposes any drop in current with the current produced through the collapses of the 

magnetic field and keeps the current flow to the load [4.8.23]. The inductor in the 

buck converter configuration worked as a secondary transient source being 

constantly charged and discharged, therefore reducing the voltage applied on the 

load. The amount of voltage to be stepped down can also be controlled by the 

switching duty cycle [4.8.24]. Generally, the buck converter configuration is used 

for voltage step down operations while the boost converter is for step up operations 

[4.8.24].  

 

AEP converter control structure 

The proposed converter from AEP developed for this FC hybrid system application 

utilises an adapted H bridge configuration based on the described theory. The detailed 

operation of the H bridge converter can be found in Appendix K. The block diagram of 

the proposed converter has been shown in Figure 4.39. 

 

Figure 4.39 Block diagram of the SC and AEP buck/boost converter structure 

The four parameters indicated in the diagram are the input current, output current, 

input voltage and output voltage which are the parameters that can be controlled 

depending on the control mode selection. The reference value of the selected 

parameter will be subtracted by the actual measured value to generate an error signal. 

This signal will be the input to a PID controller and a PWM system to calculate the 

required duty cycle for the electronic switch. Further description of this AEP converter 

on the control method and converter operation can be found in Appendix L. 

 

The reference value can either be determined via user controlled software 

(PowerPanel) or controlled by the CAN RS232 connection. The PowerPanel software 

provided for this converter can be used to select the control mode and input the 

reference values. However, this software requires the user to input the reference 
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values manually. The initial test for the converter will be carried out with this software 

and it will be replaced with CAN communication later. A CAN communication is capable 

of sending reference value based on real time information which enables the simulation 

of more complex driving cycles. 

 

Buck/boost converter test result 

An initial test for the buck/boost converter has been carried out to evaluate the 

performance before integrating it with the FC drivetrain. The test has been built as the 

configuration shown in Figure 4.40. 

Resistor

SupercapacitorDC source

Buck/boost 
converterSW1

SW2

Iin Iout

Vin Vout

 

Figure 4.40 Buck/boost converter initial evaluation test configuration 

In this initial test configuration, two switches have been used to connect the SC and 

converter with a DC source for charge or a resistor bank for discharge. The objective 

is to use the converter to control the four parameters to test the four main control 

modes. The result of input current control mode has been logged and plotted in Figure 

4.41.  

 

Figure 4.41 Input current control mode under low power test 
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The left half of the plot (before 300 s) represents results of the SC being charged while 

the right half (after 300 s) represents the results of SC being discharged. The following 

bullet points explain the curves of the four parameters for the input current control 

mode test. 

Charge test (0-300 s) 

1. Input current (purple): The input current has been kept at a stable 5A from the DC 

voltage source as expected (5A defined in the PowerPanel software by user). 

2. Input voltage (green): The input voltage is the same as the DC voltage source 

which is a constant 36 V. 

3. Output current (red): A large initial current (which is known as the inrush current of 

SCs) has been drawn from the SC due to the large potential difference between 

the DC voltage source and SC voltage. The reason it only reaches 30 A is because 

the maximum current has been limited to 30 A by the software. The output current 

then started to drop as the SC voltage increases. 

4. Output voltage (blue): The output voltage directly reflects the voltage of the SC 

which also indicates the SoC of the SC as a square function.  

 

Discharge test (300-600 s) 

1. Input current: The input current has been kept at the requested 5 A until 

approximately 525 s where it started to reduce afterwards.  

2. Input voltage: A spike on the input voltage has been observed when switching 

between charge test and discharge test. This is caused by internal capacitance 

within the converter after the DC source has been switched off. After the spike, the 

input voltage was kept around 56 V until approximately 525 s again. This voltage 

is because the 5 A input current was applied on a 10 Ω resistor bank which gives 

around 50 V (56 V is because of the variation in the resistance and connector 

resistances).  

3. Output current: The output current started with a smaller current and then 

increased as the SC SoC decreased. The larger the potential difference there is, 

the more current would be required to boost the voltage. After the current reaches 

30 A (due to current limit) at 525 s, then the remaining charge was unable to cover 

the continually dropping voltage so that caused all four parameters to start to drop. 

4. Output voltage: The output voltage reflects the SC voltage and has nearly the same 

reducing curve as the charge test (except after 525 s).  
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As the results showed, the converter controlled the input current to a requested 5A. 

The other three modes have also being tested with the same configuration and all 

proven to work as expected. The buck/boost converter conversion efficiency has also 

been calculated and showed a 93 to 98% efficiency. 

 

There are three main parts of the FC hybrid system: FC (and boost converter) as the 

main power source, SC (and buck/boost converter) as the energy storage and AC 

motor as the load. The drive motor will send a power demand signal depending on the 

load and this power demand will be met by the FC system and SC system. Since the 

FC is a passive power source while the motor will be the traction force which meets 

the throttle and brake commands, controlling the SC will be the most important part in 

the FC hybrid system.  

 

As identified before, the buck/boost converter has four main control modes. First, 

instead of controlling the voltage and current from the SC, controlling the input to the 

SC and converter will be easier to balance the power demand between motor and FC 

system. This can not only eliminate the calculation of buck/boost conversion processes 

but also make the best use of the high power density of SC to meet any demands the 

buck/boost converter requests (as long as the SoC allows). Then the control mode 

option would be a choice between input voltage control and input current control. Since 

the SC system will be connected in parallel with the FC unit, which is going to be kept 

at a constant 48 V by the FC boost converter, the same voltage level can also be 

expected due to the parallel connections. Therefore the input current control mode has 

been selected to control the power in and out of the SC and buck/boost converter 

system.  
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4.9   Discussion on FC hybrid drivetrain justification 

As identified in section 3.3.3, the justification purpose of the load system was:  

1. Analyse the FC performance when it is directly driving a motor to simulate more 

realistic FC bus performance.  

2. Enable load control (power, speed and torque) of the motor so that different 

realistic driving conditions (acceleration, braking, uphill, overloaded etc.) can 

be applied on the driving motor. 

The performance of the FC can be analysed by controlling the two potentiometers 

(motor throttle and brake) to control the power and torque applied on the motor. 

Although only simple tests have been carried out at this stage, more complex and 

actual driving cycles can be simulated once the potentiometers have been replaced 

with software controlled digital potentiometers. The two potentiometers also enable 

load control on the FC hybrid system. Additionally, an electrical load system that can 

take or supply the power generated or required by the motor has also been developed 

that is capable of simulating different driving cycles.  

As identified in section 3.3.3, the justification purpose of the ES system was:  

1. Identify the appropriate ES system for this FC hybrid drivetrain application and 

explain why it is more appropriate than other ES options. 

2. Design the control system and conditioning system for the ES for better 

integration with the FC hybrid drivetrain.  

3. Investigate the performance of the FC hybridised with the energy storage under 

different load conditions.  

The more appropriate ES option has been selected as a SC module based on literature 

reviews and the FC characteristic tests carried out previously. The SC has been sized 

and evaluated to work as expected. The control system for the SC, which is a 

buck/boost converter, has been manufactured by an external supplier. The converter 

has shown that it is capable of controlling charge and discharge of the SC and the 

control strategy has been selected to be the input current control mode for this FC 

hybrid system. The results showed the converter is capable of controlling the current 

going in and out of the SC system (both SC and converter) which enables the power 

balancing between the FC and the SC. The third point focused on investigating the 

performance of the FC in a hybridised system. Since this point investigates the 

completed FC hybrid system, both the computer model and system optimisation, along 

with the control system, are also required to investigate the hybrid system performance. 

Therefore this point will be investigated together with the other justification points 

identified in section 3.3.4.  
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4.10   Summary 

In this chapter, a FC basic drivetrain and a FC hybrid drivetrain have been developed 

and installed in the laboratory. A FC along with its conditioning systems and electrical 

load system have been specified, designed and constructed. The FC system has been 

evaluated with initial experiments and the results showed the characteristics of the FC. 

A boost converter has also been designed and built for this FC as a power conditioning 

system. The developed drivetrain has been subjected to a set of experiments to gain 

a better understanding of the FC system.  

 

The second section of this chapter described the development of the FC hybrid 

drivetrain constructed on top of the developed FC basic drivetrain. Four design steps 

have been identified and completed to upgrade the basic FC drivetrain into the FC 

hybrid drivetrain. The motor and its loading system has been installed and tested. The 

energy storage has been selected as a SC module and a control system has been 

designed specifically for this SC. The motor load and SC system both showed good 

performance and functioned as expected.  
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Chapter 5   Computer system modelling 

5.1   Introduction 

This chapter describes the simulation of the laboratory FC systems by computer 

modelling. The chapter presents descriptions for the simulations of each individual 

systems and the integrated FC hybrid system. The FC laboratory evaluation test 

results were used to provide the information for the FC simulation. From this point 

onwards, the laboratory and simulation models were developed in parallel and 

validated against each other. The validation tests have been used to ensure the 

simulation is suitably representative of the laboratory FC system. The simulation 

procedure is as follows; theoretical analysis – mathematical build – computer 

simulation – validation against laboratory results. This chapter presents descriptions 

for each of the constituent sub-system models that comprise the integrated FC hybrid 

system model. 

 

5.2   Modelling purpose 

The purposes of modelling the FC hybrid system are: 

1. To provide a validated computer simulation of the test bench model that can be 

used for a wider range of load condition experiments than could not be carried 

out practicably with the test bench model. 

2. To enable the optimisation of the system which investigates the effect of degree 

of hybridisation and control strategy between the FC and the energy storage. 

 

5.3   Software selection 

The software package selected to build the FC hybrid model is MATLAB/Simulink. 

MATLAB/Simulink is a graphical programming environment for modelling, simulating 

and analysing multi-domain dynamic systems. Another option, PSCAD (Power 

Systems Computer Aided Design), was also considered and tested with a number of 

models. Although both software packages provide good graphical electrical simulation 

platforms and have been tested with some models for comparison and selection. 

Simulink was selected for the following reasons.  

1. To align with the HyFCaP project. Other members of the HyFCap project in the 

FC bus group was also using MATLAB/Simulink to enable easier collaboration.  

2. To facilitate the integration of existing models. Simulink has many existing 

models which can be used directly for simulations such as the FC and the SC. 

These would have to be built by individual components in PSCAD.  
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3. To match previous works in the research field. Significant amount of FC bus 

simulation research was carried out using the MATLAB/Simulink software 

package while only a very small amount of work used PSCAD.  

 

5.4   FC simulation 

5.4.1   FC model 

FC mathematical model 

This research is more interested in the output characteristics and performance rather 

than chemical reactions within the stack. Hence the FC simulation will be focusing on 

the electrical characteristics of the proposed 8.5 kW FC described in the laboratory 

system. As discussed section 2.4.3 of the literature review, the PEMFC output voltage 

can be calculated as: 

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 = 𝐸𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 − 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 − 𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑖𝑐 (5-1) 

The four voltage parameters need to be mathematically represented in the computer 

simulation in order to calculate the output voltage of the FC. The cell thermodynamic 

potential difference (emf), which was described as the theoretical voltage of a FC 

(Figure 2.26), is also known as the Nernst voltage. The Nernst voltage of the FC can 

be calculated by a modified version of the Nernst equation with an additional term to 

take account of changes in temperature with respect to the standard reference 

temperature (25 °C) [5.4.1]. The Nernst voltage calculation for a FC is formulated as: 

𝐸𝑁𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑠𝑡 = 1.229 − 0.85 × 10−3(𝑇 − 298.15) + 4.3085 × 10−3𝑇(𝑙𝑛𝑃𝐻2

+ 0.5𝑙𝑛𝑃𝑂2
) 

(5-2) 

where T is the cell temperature in Kelvin, PH2 and PO2 are respectively the hydrogen 

and oxygen partial pressures in atm. The temperature can be monitored and the 

pressure is controlled by regulators, hence the Nernst voltage of the FC can be 

calculated in real time.  

 

The three voltage losses are the activation loss, concentration loss and ohmic loss. 

The activation loss is defined as the energy required to initiate the maintain the 

chemical reaction and is formulated: 

𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑡 = −[ξ1 + ξ2𝑇 + ξ3𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝐶𝑂2
) + ξ4ln (𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘)] (5-3) 

where T is still the cell temperature in Kelvin, Istack is the cell operating current in A, 

while the ξ1, ξ2, ξ3 and ξ4 are the parametric coefficients for each cell model. The 

parametric coefficients are determined based on theoretical equations with kinetic, 

thermodynamic and electrochemical foundations [5.4.2]. Co2 is the concentration of 

oxygen in the catalytic interface of the cathode which is determined by another 
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equation: 

𝐶𝑂2
=

𝑃𝑂2

508 × 106 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝
−498

𝑇

 
(5-4) 

The concentration loss is defined as the energy loss when reactant cannot be supplied 

in response to a significant rate of change in demand which is formulated as: 

𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐 = −𝐵 × ln (1 −
𝐽

𝐽𝑚𝑎𝑥
) 

(5-5) 

where B is a parametric constant depending on the cell type, J represents the current 

density and Jmax represents the absolute maximum current density input rate passing 

through the cell at each moment in A/cm2. 

 

The ohmic loss is due to the membrane resistance and fuel cell component resistance 

which is formulated as: 

𝑉𝑜ℎ𝑚 = 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘(𝑅𝑚 + 𝑅𝐶) (5-6) 

where Rc represents the resistivity to the transfer of electrons through the electrodes, 

which is generally considered as a constant value in FCs. Rm represents the equivalent 

resistance of the membrane which is calculated as 

𝑅𝑚 =
𝜌𝑚 × 𝑙

𝐴
 

(5-7) 

where m is the membrane-specific resistivity to the flow of protons in Ωcm, l is the 

membrane thickness of the membrane in cm and A is the cell active area in cm2.  

 

As can be seen from the equations, the three voltage losses can be calculated from 

the FC data and real time operating conditions. The voltage output of the FC can be 

calculated by applying these mathematical equations to the computer software. More 

details on the derivations of the Nernst voltage and the three FC voltage loss equations 

can be found in [5.4.1-5.4.6]. 

 

FC computer model 

The FC model can be represented by an equivalent circuit. Figure 5.1 shows the 

simplified equivalent circuit of a FC power source based on the mathematical 

equations. The FC output voltage can be calculated in real time. However, some of the 

information required by the equations such as membrane thickness, FC parametric 

coefficients (ξ) and parametric constant (B) are not provided in the datasheet nor 

allowed to be released for reasons of commercial confidentiality. As a consequence, 

certain parameters and values would have to be derived from the FC laboratory 

evaluation test results. 
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Activation loss      Concentration loss     Ohmic loss

Theoretical 
voltage 

FC output 
voltage

 

 Figure 5.1 Equivalent circuit of a typical FC model  

In MATLAB Simulink, a generic hydrogen fuel cell stack model can be modified to 

represent some of the more popular types of fuel cell stacks. The model uses the 

equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 5.2. The Simulink model calculates the three 

voltage losses based on the current output and assigns a calculated voltage by 

mathematical method. A diode has been added to the equivalent circuit model to 

prevent reverse current. An internal resistance has been added to simulate the 

resistance across the power transmission elements i.e. cable and contacts.  

               

 Figure 5.2 Equivalent circuit of the Simulink generic FC model  

Simulink was used to produce a polarisation curve through calculation using the 

parameters loaded from the data sheet. The missing information mentioned before has 

been derived based on the laboratory FC evaluation test. Details on the Nernst voltage 

and voltage losses calculation in the model and extra FC model schematics in Simulink 

can be found in Appendix M. The Simulink FC model block parameter set up interface 

and the model produced polarisation curve are shown in the Figure 5.3.  
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Figure 5.3 Simulink FC model block parameter set up and polarisation curve 

 

5.4.2   FC model validation 

In the laboratory FC evaluation test carried out in section 4.2.3, the FC was connected 

with up to ten parallel connected resistors to evaluate the FC performance. A series of 

simulation tests using corresponding loads was carried out using the Simulink FC 

model to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation model. The resistive load was 

modelled in Simulink. The FC under load model evaluation circuit is shown at Figure 

5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4 Simulink model of the FC with resistive loads 
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The resistance values of the resistors were set to match those of the laboratory system 

and the same experimental sequence for loading the FC was followed. The simulation 

model results have been compared with the earlier FC test results and are shown at 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6.  

 

Figure 5.5 FC simulation and lab result of output voltage against current 

As the voltage against current curve shows, the FC output step responses are 

generally the same as the laboratory result. However, the voltage outputs from the 

Simulink FC model is slightly higher than the results from the laboratory system. It has 

been found that the difference is approximately 1-2 % depending on the power level. 

This is caused by the temperature stabilisation identified in the laboratory FC 

evaluation test (Figure 4.13). The FC temperature takes time to stabilise in the 

laboratory system while this is not a factor for the computer simulation. This will have 

less impact on the difference between laboratory system and Simulink model if the 

load change is not stepped. 

 

Figure 5.6 FC simulation and lab result of efficiency against output power 

Figure 5.6 shows the efficiency against power curve of the simulated and laboratory 

FC. The difference has also been found to be 1-2 % when comparing the results 

obtained from laboratory test and computer simulation. The efficiency curve is 
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generally proportional to the voltage curve. As the FC warms up, the efficiency and 

output voltage both approach those of the Simulink model curves. Although the results 

do not exactly correlate, the Simulink model can still reasonably simulate the laboratory 

FC in the computer model.  

 

5.5   Boost converter simulation 

5.5.1   Boost converter model 

The boost converter consists of an inductor, a capacitor, a diode and a switch along 

with its switching modulation controls. The boost converter model was built in Simulink. 

The control algorithm is programmed to maintain the output voltage at 48 V. The boost 

converter sub-system model in Simulink is shown in Figure 5.7. The actual output 

voltage will be subtracted by the reference 48 V to generate an error signal. The error 

will be passed to a tuned PID controller and fed to a PWM generator to determine the 

switching frequency. 

 

Figure 5.7 Boost converter schematics for FC Simulink model 

 

5.5.2   Boost converter model validation 

To effectively validate the model, the same laboratory resistive load system (Figure 

4.18) has been used in the model. The identical laboratory FC basic drivetrain has 

been built in the Simulink model as Figure 5.8 shows.  
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Figure 5.8 FC basic drivetrain Simulink model with user controls 

The same experiment (load 1-4 with different resistance as discussed in section 4.3.3) 

has been carried out for validation purpose. The output of the boost converter has been 

plotted in Figure 5.9.  

  

Figure 5.9 Lab/Simulink comparisons of boost converter output 

The boost converter output current characteristic of the Simulink model is nearly 

identical (<1 % difference) to the laboratory result. The boost converter output voltage 

of the Simulink model was maintained at 48 V, however, voltage drops have been 

observed whenever the resistor bank switched to the next level. This is caused by the 

PID controller taking a short time (~5 s) to reset the new switching frequency to match 

the voltage change. Another reason is the logger sampling frequency of the laboratory 

system is lower than the Simulink model which means not all transient responses have 

been logged. The conversion efficiency of the boost converter has been calculated and 

plotted in Figure 5.10.  
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Figure 5.10 Lab/Simulink comparisons of boost converter conversion 

efficiency 

The Simulink model converter showed approximately 4% higher efficiency than the 

laboratory system and the difference become smaller as power increases. The slight 

difference in efficiency is caused by the difference in FC output power being affected 

by the FC temperature. There is a trend showing the Simulink efficiency approaches 

to the laboratory converter efficiency as the power increases. Although there is some 

offset in the boost converter input power, the Simulink model was able to simulate the 

boost converter output reasonably accurately.  

 

5.6   SC simulation 

5.6.1   SC model 

The SC unit selected for this FC hybrid model was the Maxwell 48 V Supercapacitor 

as discussed in the laboratory design section. To simulate a SC in Simulink, a generic 

SC equivalent circuit has been used as Figure 5.11 shows.  
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Figure 5.11 SC generic equivalent circuit 

In the generic SC equivalent circuit, a capacitor (C) has been used to represent the 

capacitance of the SC, Rleak and ESR represents the losses due to leakage current 

and equivalent series resistance correspondingly. There are a number of methods to 
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simulate this capacitance C in the equivalent circuit and two of the more commonly 

used methods are to use a controlled voltage source or a controlled current source 

[5.4.7] [5.4.8]. The control algorithm for both methods are similar. Both methods use a 

current or voltage as reference to mathematically determine the voltage source or 

current source to simulate the SC output voltage as Figure 5.12 shows. 

Vsc

Mathematical models

Internal resistance

Controlled 
voltage source

Current 
reference

Vsc

Mathematical models

Internal resistance

Controlled 
current source

Voltage 
reference

 

Figure 5.12 SC equivalent circuit control method using voltage/current source 

In Simulink, a generic SC block can be parametrised to simulate a SC model. The 

generic SC model in Simulink utilises the controlled voltage source method discussed 

above. The equivalent circuit of the Simulink SC model has been shown in Figure 5.13.   

 

Figure 5.13 Equivalent circuit of the Simulink generic SC block 

In this Simulink SC model, the SC output voltage is expressed using a Stern equation 

based on SC specifications and formulated as:  

𝑉𝑆𝐶 =
𝑁𝑆𝑄𝑇𝑑

𝑁𝑝𝑁𝜀𝜀𝜀0𝐴𝑖
+

2𝑁𝜀𝑁𝑠𝑅𝑇

𝐹
𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ−1 (

𝑄𝑇

𝑁𝑝𝑁𝜀
2𝐴𝑖√8𝑅𝑇𝜀𝜀0𝑐

) − 𝑅𝑆𝐶𝑖𝑆𝐶 
(5-8) 

The derivation of this equation is beyond the scope of this research and hence will not 

be discussed further. More details of the derivation of the Stern equation for the 

Simulink model can be found in literature sources [5.4.9-5.4.11].  

 

The SC model calculates the real time voltage from the source to simulate the SC 

performance. The SC model carries out the calculations within the block based on the 

parameters entered by the user and simulates the SC performance in Simulink. After 
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the datasheet parameters of the laboratory Maxwell SC module have been imported 

to this Simulink model, the SC block is capable of generating the same output as the 

laboratory system. The equivalent circuit of the SC has been shown in Figure 5.14. 

 

Figure 5.14 SC equivalent circuit built in Simulink 

 

5.6.2   SC model validation 

To test the Simulink SC block against the laboratory SC module, the same evaluation 

test was carried out. The discharge test circuit is shown in Figure 5.15.   

 

Figure 5.15 Simulink SC discharge test with resistor schematics 

In the laboratory SC discharge test, the SC was discharged through a 2Ω resistor from 

41 V to 6.74 V in 234 s which is approximately 73% initial SoC to 2% final SoC as 

discussed in section 4.8.2. After setting the Simulink SC to the same initial voltage, the 

same test was carried out in the Simulink model for validation. The SC voltage and 

current comparisons have been plotted in Figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5.16 Lab/Simulink SC comparison for discharge current and voltage 

As Figure 5.16 shows, the discharge voltage and current curves of the laboratory and 

Simulink SC are nearly identical (<2 % difference). There is some slight difference 

which was caused by the small difference in total resistance of the laboratory resistor, 

cable and contacts.  

 

Although the SC charge test was not carried out for the laboratory systems due to lack 

of appropriate controlled sources, this can be carried out in Simulink. The SC can be 

charged with either a voltage source or a current source. The resistor bank in the 

discharge test has been replaced with a voltage and a current source and the initial 

voltage of SC has been set to 1 V. The charge characteristics have been plotted in 

Figure 5.17.  
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Figure 5.17 Simulink SC model charged by voltage source or current source 

When the SC was charged by a 60 A current source, the current was delivered to the 

SC at a constant level. As a result of the constant current, the SC voltage and SoC 

also increased at a constant rate. When the SC was charged by a 48 V voltage source, 

a massive current was drawn from the source because of the large potential difference 

between the voltage source and the SC initial voltage. The SoC was rapidly charged 

and stayed at around 95% SoC (because of the SC safety setting). Although this would 

only occur with an unlimited source in Simulink, the SC would still try to draw the 

maximum current the source can provide instantly. The 48 V voltage in the figure 

represents the voltage applied on the SC which is why it remains constant. The actual 

voltage of the SC should still be proportional to the SoC. This massive current is the 

reason why the charge test was not carried out for the laboratory SC system.  
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5.7   Buck/boost converter simulation 

As the SC charge test showed, it is very important to integrate a charge and discharge 

controller for the SC. The selected buck/boost converter for the 48 V Maxwell SC 

utilised an adapted H-bridge converter configuration as discussed in the laboratory 

system. Figure 5.18 showed a block diagram of the controlling parameter in the FC/SC 

hybrid system.  

SC

FC To load

Vsc_in Vsc_out

Isc_in Isc_out

Vfc_out

Ifc_out

Boost converter

Buck/boost converter  

Figure 5.18 Buck/boost converter control parameter block diagram for the SC 

The boost converter for the FC has been designed to provide a 48 V output (which is 

Vfc_out). The buck/boost converter output (Vsc_out) will also have to deliver 48 V 

output because of the parallel connection. Therefore the output power of the SC and 

buck/boost converter can be controlled by controlling the output current (Isc_out). This 

control mode is defined as input current control in the laboratory AEP converter 

datasheet, however, it will be defined as the buck/boost converter output current 

control hereafter on to avoid confusion.  

 

The SC and converter have been designed to work as a dynamic energy storage 

system to meet the power demands of the loads. Therefore it has to be able to not only 

work bidirectionally but also be capable of operating in both voltage step up and step 

down modes. The converter for the SC has to be able to operate in four quadrants 

which are discharge boost, discharge buck, charge boost and charge buck.  
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5.7.1   Buck/boost converter discharge model 

In the discharge mode, two IGBTs (S1 and S4) in the H bridge converter will be utilised 

to control the output as a boost converter or buck converter. The Simulink model of the 

discharge configurations is shown in Figure 5.19.  

 

Figure 5.19 H bridge converter discharge configuration Simulink model 

To test the simulation model against the laboratory converter, a variable resistor has 

been connected as the load for the converter controlled by a rotary switch. A selector 

signal has been used to choose between boost mode and buck mode depending on 

the voltage and resistance. The IGBT signal control has been integrated as a sub-

system block and shown in Figure 5.20. 

 

Figure 5.20 Simulink IGBT block for H bridge converter discharge configuration 

In the IGBT control block, the output current (from the buck/boost converter) will be fed 

to a feedback loop to calculate the error between the actual current and the reference 

value. The error will be the input to a PID controller and a PWM generator to generate 

the duty cycle for the switches.  
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5.7.2   Buck/boost converter discharge model validation 

The laboratory discharge validation test for the SC converter was carried out by 

supplying a controlled 5 A discharge current to a 10 ohm resistor as discussed in 

section 4.8.3. In the test, the SC started at 32 V initial voltage which means the output 

current would be 3.2 A at this resistive load. Hence the output current from the 

buck/boost converter has to be boosted to attain a 5 A discharge current. After setting 

the Simulink model to the same experiment environment as the laboratory system, the 

discharge test results have been plotted and compared in Figure 5.21.  

                       Laboratory test bench                               Simulink model 

Figure 5.21 Buck/boost converter discharge validation test  

The plot from the AEP converter software does not allow export of the plotting data, so 

it can only be displayed in separate graphs. The Simulink converter plots show 

reasonably the same curves with two exceptions. The first is the SC current (Isc_in) 

difference (red line). In the laboratory experiment, the current has been limited to 30 A 

for safety reasons. There is no need for a current limit for the Simulink buck/boost 

converter. Therefore the laboratory converter current stopped increasing at 30 A while 

the Simulink converter increased to 120 A (not shown in Figure 5.21 to keep the scale 

the same). The second difference is the Simulink SC completely dissipated in 

approximately 130 s while the laboratory SC dissipated in around 250 s with the same 

experimental settings. The reason for this is because the SC was discharged at a 30 

A current in the laboratory system while the Simulink SC was discharged with a much 

higher current, hence dissipated quicker. 
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Additional simulations have also been carried out to test the performance of the model 

under higher power and also test the converter under buck operation. This was not an 

option due to lack of appropriate laboratory equipment for the laboratory system. In the 

simulation, the output current reference has been selected to be 60 A and the SC (and 

buck/boost converter) has been connected to four different levels of resistance. These 

are 0.25 ohm, 0.5 ohm, 1 ohm and 2 ohm. Since the initial SC voltage has been 

selected to be 48 V, so the output current without the converter would be 192 A (buck), 

96 A (buck), 48 A (boost) and 24 A (boost). Hence, this experiment can test both the 

boost mode and buck mode and check if the converter is capable of automatically 

switching modes. The current and voltage results have been plotted on Figure 5.22 

and 5.23. 

 

Figure 5.22 Input and output current of buck/boost converter discharge test 

 

Figure 5.23 Input and output voltage of buck/boost converter discharge test 

As Figure 5.22 shows, the output current has been kept at 60 A while the output load 

is changing. The Simulink converter worked in buck mode for the first two step changes 

and then switched to boost mode for the final two step changes.  
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5.7.3   Buck/boost converter charge model 

The charge configuration for an H bridge converter is similar to the discharge 

configuration except it uses two different IGBTs (S2 and S3). The charge configuration 

for Simulink has been shown in Figure 5.24. 

 

Figure 5.24 H bridge converter charge configuration Simulink model 

To test the SC and buck/boost converter under charge operation, an external DC 

voltage source has been integrated to replace the variable resistor. A selector has been 

used to determine the operation mode (boost or buck) by comparing the input and 

output voltage. The IGBTs are also controlled in a separate sub-system and shown in 

Figure 5.25.  

 

Figure 5.25 Simulink IGBT block for H bridge converter charge configuration 

The IGBT controls use the same concept as the discharge IGBT controls where an 

error signal has been sent to the PID controller and PWM generator for a real time 

controlled duty cycle.  
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5.7.4   Buck/boost converter charge mode validation 

In the laboratory charge validation test, a constant 5 A current from an external 36 V 

source has been used to charge the SC. The aim is to use the controlled 5 A current 

to charge the SC from 0 V initial voltage to approximately 32 V. After setting the 

Simulink converter to the same experimental environment, the results have been 

compared and plotted in Figure 5.26.  

 

                    Laboratory test bench                                Simulink model 

Figure 5.26 Buck/boost converter charge validation test  

As the comparison results show, the Simulink converter model provides the same 

curves as the laboratory converter. The current from SC (Isc_in) also was much higher 

at the beginning because there is no current limit in the computer model. The charge 

test in the laboratory system takes around 290 s to charge from 0-32 V while it takes 

240 s in the Simulink model. This is caused by the initial larger charging current and 

converter efficiency difference.  

 

Additional higher power simulations have also been carried out for the charge 

configuration to test the converter in both boost and buck operations. The simulation 

procedure has been summarised in two steps. 

1. Apply a 10 V source to charge the SC (20 V initial voltage) to test the boost mode. 

Once boost mode is activated, change the output current reference to four different 

levels: 10 A, 30 A, 60 A and 100 A. 

2. Replace the 10 V source with a 48 V source to charge the SC to test the buck 

mode. Once the converter switches to buck mode, change the output current 
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reference to the same four steps in reverse order: 100 A, 60 A, 30 A and 10 A.  

Results from the two steps have been plotted in Figures 5.27 and 5.28. 

  

Figure 5.27 Input and output current of buck/boost converter charge test 

  

Figure 5.28 Input and output voltage of buck/boost converter charge test 

As the current plot shows, the current from the source has been controlled to the four 

steps as expected. The model also showed it is capable of automatically switching 

from boost mode to buck mode. The voltage plot showed the SC has been charged 

much faster when the charging current is 100 A.  
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5.7.5   Buck/boost converter full bridge model 

So far the Simulink H bridge converter has been tested in discharge and charge 

configurations. In the full H bridge converter, all four IGBTs will be integrated in the 

circuit and the Simulink full bridge converter has been shown in Figure 5.29. 

 

Figure 5.29 Simulink model of the H full bridge converter configuration 

In the full bridge configuration, apart from the boost/buck selectors, another 

charge/discharge selector has also been used to determine whether the converter is 

to be operated in charge configurations or discharge configuration. This 

charge/discharge selector has been achieved by measuring the charging current and 

discharging current in real time. When the charging current is positive, the selector will 

choose the charge configuration and then go through another selector to determine if 

it is either boost or buck operation and vice versa for the discharge mode.  

 

In the Simulink full bridge converter test, the output current (Isc_out) has been set to 

be a constant 60 A reference current while engaging all four quadrant operations 

(discharge buck, discharge boost, charge buck and charge boost). In the test, the 

resistor bank would have to be replaced with an external source in the middle of the 

simulation and the SC SoC also needs to be changed. The resistor bank, source and 

SoC have been set up to match all four modes in the full bridge configuration. The 

current and voltage results have been plotted in Figures 5.30 and 5.31.  
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Figure 5.30 Input and output current for four quadrant operations 

  

Figure 5.31 Input and output voltage for four quadrant operations 

As the current and voltage results show, the discharge and charge currents have been 

kept at the required 60 A as expected. The converter is capable of operating in four 

quadrants. One point that has been observed is the charge boost operation takes 

slightly longer to adjust to the requested current than the other three modes. This is 

caused by the PID controller taking longer to tune when switching operation modes.   
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5.8   FC hybrid model integration 

5.8.1   FC/SC hybrid model 

Following the simulation of the sub systems, the next task is to integrate the systems 

to the FC hybrid model representing a scaled FC hybrid bus system. 

SC

FC Vload

Vsc_out

Iload

Isc_out

Vfc_out

Ifc_out

Boost converter

Buck/boost converter

Ifc_in

Isc_in

Vfc_in

Vsc_in

Load simulation system

 

Figure 5.32 FC hybrid model controlling parameters 

As Figure 5.32 shows, the boost converter for the FC will maintain a constant 48 V 

output (Vfc_out) as the overall bus bar voltage for the hybrid system. The buck/boost 

converter for the SC has been designed to control the output current (Isc_out) based 

on user commands. Therefore, because of the parallel structure, a relationship 

between the three currents can be formulated as: 

𝐼𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 (5-8) 

Based on this relationship, a hybrid control system focusing on current balancing can 

be determined for bus operations. Three main kinds of operation modes are expected 

to occur during bus operations. The three operation modes and their current flows have 

been shown in Figure 5.33. 

  

Figure 5.33 FC hybrid bus model operation modes and power flows 
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 Mode 1 (red): The SC will discharge to supplement the FC for a transient higher 

output. This type of operation is expected to occur during accelerating, climbing 

hills or under heavy load.  

 Mode 2 (green): The FC will power the load and use excess power to charge the 

SC. This is expected to occur when the FC is providing more power than the load 

required. 

 Mode 3 (blue): The power from the FC and generated power from regenerative 

braking will both be used to charge the SC. This is only expected to occur when 

the bus is in regenerative brake mode. 

 

5.8.2   FC/SC hybrid model validation 

Static test validation 

Experiments have been carried out to test the proposed current control strategy for the 

three operation modes and provide validation for the integrated hybrid system. As 

stated in section 4.8.3, the control of the buck/boost converter has been carried out by 

the PowerPanel software which requires the user to manually input the user requested 

output current. Hence a static test has been carried out first. The experiment 

parameters are shown in table 5.1.  

Table 5.1 FC hybrid system validation test parameters 

Operation mode  1 2 3 

FC and boost converter output current 
(Ifc_out) 

44.5 A 24.4 A 7 A 

SC and buck/boost converter output current 
(Isc_out) 

14.5 A 
(charge) 

-5.6 A 
(discharge) 

13.86 A 
(charge) 

Load current  
(Iload) 

30 A 30 A -6.86 A 

The amount of current in the table was selected with consideration to the laboratory 

equipment capability. The current balancing between FC, SC and load is also expected 

to satisfy equation 5-8. The positive load current indicates the load is drawing a current 

from the FC/SC hybrid model. This was achieved by using a controlled resistor bank. 

The negative load current indicates the load is supplying a current to the FC/SC hybrid 

model. This was achieved by using external battery.  Three experiments have been 

carried to test the operation modes.  
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Figure 5.34 FC hybrid lab and computer model validation for mode 1 

In the mode 1 operation, the load current 30 A was delivered by the combined current 

of 24.4 A FC (and boost converter) output and 5.6 A SC (and buck/boost converter) 

discharge current. In the Figure 5.34, the solid line indicates the results obtained from 

laboratory system while the dashed ones indicate the computer simulated results. The 

plot shows the buck/boost converter managed to maintain the load current at the 

requested 30 A in both laboratory and computer system. The SC discharges the 

expected current to meet the higher current load demand with the FC. The results from 

the laboratory and computer showed reasonably close performance in terms of the 

current balancing. The noise in the laboratory system and slight offsets are caused by 

the quality of the current transducer in laboratory system.  

 

Figure 5.35 FC hybrid lab and computer model validation for mode 2 
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In the mode 2 operation, the FC (and boost converter) provides a 44.5 A current to 

both power the 30 A load and charge the SC (and buck/boost converter) with 14.5 A. 

The results have been plotted in Figure 5.35. As the results showed, the laboratory 

obtained results also reasonably match the computer simulated results. Additionally, 

the mode 2 test was carried out right after mode 1. The controller also showed it is 

capable of switching between different operation modes. The FC simply adjusts its 

output to meet the balance between load demand and user defined SC output because 

FC is a passive reactive power source. 

 

Figure 5.36 FC hybrid lab and computer model validation for mode 3 

In the mode 3 operation, the SC (and buck/boost converter) has been charged by a 

total current of 13.86 A jointly supplied by the 7 A output from FC (and boost converter) 

and the generated current of 6.86 A simulated from regenerative brake. As Figure 5.36 

shows, the laboratory and computer results match and functioned as expected. It can 

be seen the current controller functioned as expected for all three operation modes. 

 

Hybrid control strategy 

The static tests validated the integrated hybrid computer model against the laboratory 

system. Additionally, the tests showed that the proposed current control strategy is 

capable of manging the power between FC, SC and the load. In the static test, the FC 

has been used to balance the power gaps between the load power and the SC output 

power. As discussed before, the current relationship has been identified as: 

𝐼𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 (5-9) 

In the current relationship, the load current is been defined by the power profile. The 

SC output current is been defined by the user via the software. If a power profile has 

been applied on the FC hybrid control system, the FC would react to the calculated 
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load current demand minus/plus the SC output current. However, this is the opposite 

of the design concept of the FC hybrid system. The original idea is to control and keep 

the FC output as stable as possible to avoid too many transient power variations which 

could potentially damage the FC and reduce the overall FC efficiency. The FC hybrid 

control system would have to be modified to meet this controlled FC output 

requirement.  

 

The proposed strategy is to assign a user defined reference value Ifcref representing 

the required FC and boost converter output current. Then use the buck/boost converter 

to meet the demand calculated as: 

𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 − 𝐼𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓 (5-10) 

 

 

In the equation, the SC output current is reduced by the reference value. In this case, 

the current from the SC and buck/boost converter always have a gap in meeting the 

load demand. This power demand gap can only be meet by the FC and boost converter 

output. The SC output current can meet the load profile only if the FC output current is 

the same as the reference value. The equation (5-10) can be substituted into (5-9) as:     

                                     𝐼𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 − 𝐼𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 𝐼𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 

𝐼𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼𝑓𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑓 (5-11) 
 

 

As a result, the SC and buck/boost converter output would be constantly adjusting to 

match the load demands ensuring the FC and boost converter output is controlled as 

the reference value. This hybrid control system not only keeps the FC output controlled 

but also takes the advantage of the high power density of the SC systems.  

 

Dynamic test validation 

To test the modified current control strategy, a simple dynamic test has been carried 

out to validate the model and evaluate the controller. In the laboratory test bench, a 

CAN RS232 connection has been integrated to control the output current from the 

buck/boost converter for the SC. LabVIEW software, which is an integrated 

development environment for building measurement and control systems, has been 

used to assign a current signal to the buck/boost converter. The current signal will be 

defined by the difference between the user defined FC output current and the load 

current.  

 

To test the control strategy, a dynamic load needs to be applied to the hybrid model. 

However, due to lack of laboratory equipment, only a low power dynamic test can be 

carried out for validation. In the test, the FC output current has been set at a constant 
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10 A while applying dynamic load to the FC hybrid model. The current balancing 

between the sources of laboratory system and computer model are plotted in Figures 

5.37 and 5.38. 

 

Figure 5.37 Current balancing under dynamic load for lab system 

 

Figure 5.38 Current balancing under dynamic load for computer model 

As Figure 5.37 and 5.38 show, both laboratory system and computer model managed 

to keep the FC output constant at 10 A while using the SC to meet the variation in load 

demand. The 10 A FC output was used to both power the load and charge the SC from 

50 to 130 s and 140 to 148 s which is mode 2 operation in the static test. The SC was 

discharged to supplement the 10 A FC output to provide a higher load output between 

148 s and 188 s which is mode 1 operation. The 10 A FC output and negative load 

current were both used to charge the SC from 130 to 140 s and 188 to 224 s which is 

mode 3 operation. The modified control strategy showed it is capable of operating in 

all three modes as well as with dynamic load. The current change of each parameter 

has also been separately plotted for clearer presentation of the validations as shown 
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in Figures 5.39-5.41. 

 

Figure 5.39 Validation of FC output current under dynamic load 

The FC output current of the laboratory system showed more noise because of the 

current transducer quality. The current of the laboratory system is generally 1 A lower 

than the requested 10 A current. This is caused by the discrepancy in the current 

transducer. There are also some transient changes on the FC output current for both 

laboratory system and computer model. These are caused by the PID controller re-

tuning the output current to the requested 10 A under large load changes. 

 

Figure 5.40 Validation of SC output current under dynamic load 

 

Figure 5.41 Validation of load current under dynamic load 
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The buck/boost converter output current and load current showed nearly identical 

results for laboratory system and computer model. Therefore it can be concluded the 

computer model can effectively represent the laboratory system in both static load and 

dynamic load simulation. The modified current control strategy also managed to keep 

the FC output constant under dynamic load as requested. 

 

5.9   Discussion on modelling justification 

This chapter concluded the development of the main components in the scaled FC 

hybrid system for both laboratory and computer model. A current control strategy has 

been proposed and tested with static and dynamic experiments. The control strategy 

has been designed to keep the FC output constant while using the SC to supplement 

the additional power demand. The control strategy has been shown to work as 

expected in both laboratory system and computer model. The computer model has 

been validated to be able to effectively represent the actual laboratory system.  

 

The model validated in this chapter can be used to investigate the following points: 

1. Scale up the computer model to represent a full scale bus. 

2. Evaluate the hybrid control system by using actual driving cycles. 

3. Investigate the effect of degree of hybridisation between FC and SC in the hybrid 

system. 

4. Test the hybrid model with a downsized FC design and evaluate the feasibility of 

this design under actual driving cycles. 

5. Identify the optimisation strategy of the FC hybrid system for bus applications. 
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5.10   Summary 

This chapter describes the performance tool constructed to conduct simulation based 

on the laboratory system design.  The simulation models have been developed based 

on mathematical models within Simulink. To ensure the computer model can 

sufficiently represent the installed laboratory model, both systems from laboratory and 

computer have been validated against each other using the same experiment 

configurations. It was concluded that each model is suitable for use in this research 

and capable of accurately representing the practical FC and SC systems. Additional 

simulation in the computer model have also been carried out to extend the 

understanding which was limited in the laboratory environment due to lack of higher 

power equipment. The simulated individual systems have been integrated and tested 

in both laboratory and computer model. A hybrid controller for controlling the power 

flows has also been proposed and tested and showed good capability of managing the 

power balance between the FC and the SC sources. Further research methods have 

been identified to investigate the research question which leads to hybrid system 

optimisation in the Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 6   System optimisation  

6.1   Introduction 

Following the construction, simulation and validation of the FC hybrid model, this 

chapter will analyse the developed system and investigate the research question as 

formulated in Chapter 3. The chapter is divided into the following five sections. 

 

1. Section one scales up the computer model and uses it to represent a full scale bus 

and evaluates the proposed control strategy against data recorded from actual 

driving cycles. 

2. Section two presents a series of simulations using different degrees of 

hybridisation to investigate how the degree of hybridisation would affect system 

performance. 

3. Section three investigates the methods to identify the appropriate degree of 

hybridisation between FC and SC for a certain driving cycle.  

4. Section four explores the methods to optimise the identified degree of hybridisation 

for a certain driving cycle.  

5. Section five presents the key arguments for identifying and optimising the FC/SC 

degree of hybridisation for bus use based on the results of the previous 

investigations.  

 
 

6.2   Full scale FC/SC hybrid model 

The previous chapters developed a software model of a scaled FC/SC hybrid 

propulsion chain using the laboratory power train to validate the software model. The 

proposed current control strategy showed how the FC interacts together with the SC 

to satisfy the total power demand. The FC hybrid model was tested with static tests 

and simple dynamic tests. The model and control strategy will be tested with more 

complex dynamic driving cycles. To evaluate the FC/SC hybrid system performance in 

a realistic dynamic environment, actual driving cycles will need to be applied on the 

model. Since it is beyond the scope of the HyFCap project to develop a full scale 

laboratory system, the research hereafter will be carried out utilising computer 

modelling. 
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6.2.1   FC/SC hybrid model scaling 

Since the power level of the actual power profile recorded from the bus are full scale 

power, the components in the scaled model developed could not be representative of 

the full power profile. The FC/SC hybrid model would need to be scaled up to the power 

level of a full sized system. The computer model has been scaled up for use in 

analysing the performance of the power system against actual bus data. There are 

three main components that require scaling up to meet the power requirement: the FC 

as primary power source, the SC as energy storage and the busbar voltage for bus 

application.  

 

The FC used in the scaled computer model was an 8.5 kW PEMFC. The full scale FC 

was selected to be an existing FC, Ballard FCvelocity 85 kW PEMFC. The 85 kW FC 

can be simulated in Simulink based on the manufacture’s specifications. The 85 kW 

FC has an operating voltage of 280-420 V which will consequently affect the output 

current as well. It has been noted that scaling the FC system will affect the fuel 

consumption, efficiency and losses since the performance curves of this FC system 

were not provided. The accurate fuel consumption, efficiency and losses can be 

worked out by using the energy delivered from the FC throughout the driving cycle. 

This would require the full scale model to be validated which can be carried out as 

future work. However, this is expected to have small impact on the research as this 

research is more focused on the performance in terms of the balance of power. The 

power demanded from the FC will not be impacted by the scaling of the FC. As a result, 

the scaling of the FC was made based on the rated power. Additionally, the Ballard 

FCvelocity is one of the most widely used the off shelf FC for transportation 

applications. The design Specifications of the Ballard FCvelocity 85 kW PEMFC can 

be found in Appendix N. 

 

The SC used in the scaled computer model was a 48 V, 83 F Maxwell SC. The SC was 

selected due to laboratory equipment availability and to meet the 48 V busbar voltage 

of the FC/SC hybrid propulsion chain. The scaling of the SC for the full scale bus model 

requires the SC energy capacity to be properly sized as well. However, it is unclear 

what the energy capacity requirements will be for the bus application. As a result, the 

SC will be initially scaled up using multiple units of the same 48 V Maxwell SC unit. 

Considering the high voltage of the FC, ten SCs were first connected in series to 

provide the 480V output voltage. As a result of series connection, the total capacitance 

would be 8.3F which has a stored energy of: 
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𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 0.5 × 8.3𝐹 × 4802 ÷ 3600𝑠 = 0.2656 𝑘𝑊ℎ  

The calculated stored energy indicates the SC is capable of releasing 0.2656 kW for 

3600 s or releasing 100 kW for 9.56 s. It can be seen the initial SC energy capacity is 

not sufficient for a double decker London bus which can require a peak power of 200 

kW. As a result, the SC size has been increased further (by series connecting more 

SC units) to maintain the capacitance of 83 F but with an output of 480 V. The maximum 

stored energy of the full scale sized SC can be calculated as: 

𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 0.5 × 83𝐹 × 4802 ÷ 3600𝑠 = 2.656 𝑘𝑊ℎ  

The scaled model utilised 48 V as the busbar voltage of the hybrid system as a safety 

requirement. Such a voltage level is too low to power a practical bus system. Since the 

bus UCL used for data logging operates with a busbar voltage of 630 V, the same 

busbar voltage will be used for the full scale bus model. The boost converter for the 

full scale 85 kW FC has therefore been scaled to produce a 630 V.  

Table 6.1 Scale and full scale FC/SC hybrid model specification 

 Scale Full scale 

PEMFC 

Model Hydrogenics HD8 Ballard FCvelocity 

Rated power 8.5 kW 85 kW 

Operating current 0-380 A 0-288 A 

Operating voltage 20-40 V 280-420 V 

SC 

Model Maxwell P048 B01 Maxwell P048 B01 

Number of SC unit 1 100 

Total capacitance 83 F 83 F 

Rated voltage 48 V 480 V 

Stored energy 0.0265 kWh 2.65 kWh 

Hybrid system 

Bus bar voltage 48 V 630 V 

A summary of scaling information of the laboratory and scaled up computer model has 

been provided in Table 6.1. The full scale bus model was not scaled with a straight 

scale, the scaling was only made as an initial estimation. The purpose of scaling up 

the computer model is to analyse the performance of the power system against actual 

bus profile data. The models discussed hereafter will be the full scale computer model. 
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6.2.2   Practical bus profile simulation 

Driving cycle collection 

A bus in normal service was used to collect the driving cycles for this research as part 

of the HyFCap project. The bus driving cycle data was collected from a bus operating 

in Central London on Route 388. The bus is an Enviro 400H double decker diesel 

engine / lithium battery series hybrid bus that is part of the London hybrid bus fleet. 

Although RV1 was selected as the template to develop the models for this research, 

the driving cycle data of RV1 was not available due to commercial confidentiality. 

Additionally, RV1 is a specialised route with less gradient changes for the single decker 

RV1 FC bus. The use of driving cycle data from a typical London double decker bus 

can further test the performance of the FC/SC hybrid system and explore the 

practicality of diesel hybrid double decker bus replacement. 

 

The bus data was recorded by BAE loggers as part of the HyFCap project. The data 

was logged under various scenarios (daily service, no passenger operation, 

heavy/light traffic operation, high gradient route etc.). The logged data includes 

parameters such as vehicle speed, battery power, traction motor power, fuel flow rate, 

throttle/brake command etc. Although the hybrid configuration is different from that of 

the FC/SC model proposed in this research, the purpose of the driving cycle evaluation 

is to test the performance of the computer model against actual driving cycles. As a 

result the most important parameter for this research is the traction motor power. The 

traction motor power parameter provides all motoring power to the vehicle and is also 

used as a generator to recover regenerative braking energy. A positive value for the 

traction motor power parameter indicates all the power demands is being used to 

propel the vehicle. A negative value indicates power is being recovered through 

regeneration. This usually occurs when the operator is trying to slow the vehicle or limit 

acceleration on a downhill section. Hence the power requirement throughout the bus 

operation can be simulated by applying the traction motor power on the hybrid model. 

 

It must be noted that the negative power of the profile trace accounts for the 

regenerated energy sent to the energy storage of the diesel hybrid bus. It does not 

include the mechanical braking that is also required to decelerate and stop the bus. 

The impact of mechanical braking will depend upon the bus braking characteristics 

which were not provided. As a result, the power losses associated with the mechanical 

braking are not included in this research.  
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The auxiliary power consumption was not provided as part of the bus logged data. The 

power demand from the auxiliaries including lighting, door control, windscreen wipers, 

driver controls, CCTV etc. can be considered negligible when compared with the 

traction motor power. The auxiliary power from the heating can be a significant 

contributor to the total power required for the bus. The heating requirement would be 

dependent on weather conditions and the bus operator. Owing to this uncertainty, the 

heating auxiliary power was not taken into consideration in this research. However, the 

auxiliary power can be simulated by putting a controlled load on the energy storage of 

the bus given if the auxiliary power data can be provided. Additionally, unlike battery 

electric buses, the high energy density of FCs make them outstanding in meeting 

auxiliary power demands. It has been noted that battery electric buses generally have 

a hard time maintaining the same performance in winter time due to heating 

requirement, however, this is not a significant issue for the FC bus as the bus can 

easily store more hydrogen on-board by adding more cylinders or fuelling more 

hydrogen. 

 

Details of the driving cycle data including data collection method, route information and 

data analysis can be found in Appendix O.  

 

Driving cycle simulation 

A load simulation system has been designed with the purpose of simulating the traction 

motor power profile for the FC/SC hybrid model. The load simulation system consists 

of a controlled variable resistor and a current source. The load simulation system has 

been shown in Figure 6.1 below. 

 

Figure 6.1 Simulink load simulation system for the computer model 
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Since the dc voltage in the hybrid system (after converters) is 630 V (regulated by the 

boost converter), the power profile can be simulated by matching the current to and 

from the load. When the power is positive (propelling the bus), the variable resistor will 

be switched on to dissipate the required amount of power calculated by:  

 𝑅𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 =
6302

𝑃𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
  

(6-1) 

When the power is negative (slowing the bus), the current source will be switched on 

to provide a controlled current. The current will be determined by: 

𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 =
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

630
  (6-2) 

The system can determine the required resistance and current depending on the power 

requirement and simulate the power profile as the load of the FC/SC hybrid model. To 

test the simulated power profile against the actual power cycle, a 5 min segment of the 

driving cycle has been selected for comparison. The comparison between the actual 

power profile and simulated power profile has been plotted in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2 Comparison between actual bus power profile and Simulink 

simulated power profile 

As Figure 6.2 shows, that the actual power profile is nearly identical to the simulated 

profile. The difference between simulated power profile and actual power profile has 

been calculated to be less than 0.01% which is the reason they overlap with each other. 

It shows the load simulation system in the computer model is capable of simulating the 

same power demands as the actual power profile. 
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6.3   Degree of hybridisation identification 

With the integration of a load simulation system and scaling of the main power sources, 

the FC/SC hybrid model can be tested with the recorded power profiles. The output 

current control strategy proposed in section 5.8.2 showed the FC and boost converter 

output current can be kept constant while using the SC to supplement the power 

demand. However, only simple dynamic tests have been carried out to test the 

controller due to lack of appropriate laboratory equipment. The FC/SC hybrid model 

will be tested with a realistic dynamic load. The purpose is to investigate the required 

degree of hybridisation between the FC and the SC with the load of a practical London 

double decker bus. The complete computer model is shown in Figure 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3 Simulink complete FC hybrid model for driving cycle test 

The model consists of a FC, boost converter, SC, buck/boost converter and load 

simulation system. The three parameters that the user is required to define are as 

follows.  

1. FC and boost converter current output reference (rotary switch).  

2. Driving cycle power profile (BAE workspace block next to the rotary switch).  

3. SC initial SoC (defined within the SC block).  
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6.3.1   Driving cycle selection 

An extensive amount of data was collected from an actual bus. Bus driving cycle data 

from a 24 hour operation route (approximately 19 hour of bus operation and 5 hour of 

bus powered down) has been selected for this research. The 24 hour bus data was 

collected from a bus selected by UCL that is in daily service. Information regarding the 

24 hour bus data is summarised in Table 6.2 and the complete power profile has been 

plotted in Figure 6.4.  

Table 6.2 Route 388 bus data logging information 

Route statistics 

Bus route 388 

Length 12.83 km 

Stops 37 

First stop Elephant & Castle 

Last stop Stratford City Bus Station 

Bus data logging 

Date 04/08/2014 (Monday) 

Time of first bus 05:40:00 

Time of last bus 23:50:00 

Completed journey (inbound and outbound) 20 

Speed profile information 

Highest speed of the day 35.7 miles/hour (57.5 km/h) 

Average speed of entire day 7.68 miles/hour (12.4 km/h) 

Average speed of entire day 
(exclusive of bus long stops due to driver break) 

8.57 miles/hour (13.8 km/h) 

Power profile information 

Peak power (positive) 202 kW 

Peak regenerative power (negative) -169 kW 

Average power of entire day 8.31 kW 

Average power of entire day 
(exclusive of bus long stops due to driver break) 

9.45 kW 
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Figure 6.4 Route 388 full operation day traction motor power profile
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As the power profile shows, the power demand varies significantly during each journey 

and also varies depending upon the time of operation. The power profile represents 

the power required to power the bus on the selected driving cycle. This power profile 

will be applied to the FC/SC hybrid model. However, due to restrictions resulting from 

limitations of the processing power of the computer used for the Simulink model, the 

computer processing power was not enough to run the entire data set. It would require 

an inordinate and impractical length of time and a powerful computer power to run the 

entire data set. As a result, the performance of the FC/SC hybrid model will be 

investigated with selective segments of the power profile selected from the 24 hour 

data set. The samples were selected with consideration of power level, vehicle speed 

and traffic conditions as some of the more representative power cycles.  

 

6.3.2   FC/SC hybrid model operation 

One of the selected samples was a 360 s segment of the power profile selected from 

the 24 hour route 388 bus data. The sample was selected from within the period 06:40 

to 07:28 when the highest peak power occurs. Within this 360 s power profile sample 

segment both the highest peak power (202 kW) and highest average power (26.1 kW) 

were recorded. This 360 s power profile sample segment will be denoted as the peak 

power profile throughout the following analysis. The power and speed profile of the 

peak power profile is shown in Figure 6.5.  

 

Figure 6.5 Power and speed traces of the peak power profile 

As the power and speed traces of the peak power profile show, the bus undergoes 

frequent acceleration and deceleration due to traffic conditions. Positive power has 

been observed when the bus is accelerating and negative power has been observed 

when the bus is braking. It can be seen that the power demand varied significantly in 
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terms of both magnitude and frequency in this dynamic driving environment. The 

FC/SC hybrid model needs to be able to satisfy complex dynamic power demands in 

order to realise any practical value from the design. 

 

Analysis of the performance of the FC/SC hybrid model will now be carried out using 

the power trace from Figure 6.5. First parameter values for the FC and boost converter 

output current and the SC initial SoC will be determined. As an initial estimation, the 

FC and boost converter output current has been set to be 40 A which equates to a 25.2 

kW output after the boost converter. The SC initial voltage has been set to be 400 V 

which equates to initial SoC of 82%. After all three parameters have been imported 

and set up, the first driving cycle test was carried out in the computer model. 

 

The same parameter names have been used for plotting (Figure 5.32). The plotting 

parameters are described in the following points. 

 Ifc_in / Vfc_in – FC output current / FC output voltage 

 Ifc_out / Vfc_out – Boost converter output current / Boost converter output voltage 

 Isc_in / Vsc_in – SC output current / SC output voltage 

 Isc_out / Vsc_out – Buck/boost converter output current / Buck/boost converter 

output voltage 

 Iload / Vload – Current delivered to/from the load / Voltage applied on the load 

The first parameter to look at is the performance of the FC and boost converter. The 

results have been plotted in Figure 6.6.  

  

(a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 6.6 FC and boost converter traces of the peak power profile  
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As the results show, the FC and boost converter output current (Ifc_out) has been kept 

nearly constant at 40 A as the reference requested. The boost converter managed to 

boost the output voltage to 630 V independent of the varying power traces. Transient 

voltage and current changes have been observed on the FC and boost converter 

output. This has been caused by the delay caused by PID tuning of the boost converter. 

The transient under and over-shooting can be mitigated by increasing the sampling 

frequency of the PID controller. Justification of this argument and more information on 

the sampling frequency of the model can be found in Appendix P. 

 

The voltage and current performance indicate the FC and boost converter output 

power can be kept near constant throughout the peak power profile. The boost 

converter efficiency has been plotted in Figure 6.7. As Figure 6.7 shows, the boost 

converter efficiency averaged at around 89% conversion efficiency. The slight 

variations of the FC and boost converter output current and voltage also caused the 

efficiency to vary by ±2% which is deemed to be acceptable.  

 

Figure 6.7 Boost converter efficiency trace of the peak power profile 

The second parameter to analyse at is the performance of the SC and buck/boost 

converter. The results have been plotted in Figure 6.8.  
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(a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 6.8 SC and buck/boost converter traces of the peak power profile  

(a) current (b) voltage 

Unlike the constant output of the FC, the SC was frequently charged or discharged at 

much higher current levels. The SC was used to supplement all the power that is higher 

than the FC output, absorb all the regenerative energy and excessive energy when the 

FC output is greater than the load demand. The voltage at the SC side of the 

buck/boost converter is directly dependant upon the SC SoC while the voltage at the 

buck/boost converter output is the same as the busbar voltage (630 V). Isc_in is always 

higher than the Isc_out as Figure 6.8 shows. This is because the different voltages at 

the input and output sides and the regenerative energy can never be recovered at 100% 

efficiency. The buck/boost converter efficiency has been plotted in Figure 6.9. 

 

Figure 6.9 Buck/boost converter efficiency traces of the peak power profile 
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A positive Isc_out current indicates the SC is discharging while a negative Isc_out 

current means the SC is being charged. The buck/boost converter efficiencies are 

directionally dependent i.e. the efficiency during discharge of the SC differs from the 

efficiency during charge of the SC. There are also efficiency drops at the cross over 

points between discharge and charge. The moving average every ten samples has 

been plotted as red dots in Figure 6.9 for better observation. It can also be observed 

that the efficiency varies with the magnitude of power. This is more significant for the 

charge efficiency. It can be seen the efficiency is lower (around 85%) when the 

charging current is low (<100 A) and the efficiency is higher (around 92%) when the 

charging current is high (>100 A). The average efficiency of discharge for this peak 

power profile has been calculated to be 94.1% while the average efficiency of charge 

is 91.2%. To verify the validity of discharge and charge efficiency, the battery discharge 

and charge efficiencies of the test bus have been calculated. The method to work out 

the discharge/charge efficiency is to divide the battery input/output power by the 

algebraic sum of generator output and traction motor output. It was found the average 

discharge efficiency of the entire 24 hour route data is 85.04% and the average charge 

efficiency is 83.94%. Although the system configuration of the test bus is different to 

the computer model, the regenerative braking efficiency and battery discharge 

efficiency can be used as a reference. Hence it can be seen the discharge/charge 

efficiencies calculated for the computer model are reasonable compared with those 

from the test bus.  

The output power of the hybrid system can be calculated by the voltage and current 

data. The power balancing of the hybrid system has been plotted in Figure 6.10.  

 

 Figure 6.10 Power balancing of the hybrid system of the peak power profile 
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The Pfc_out is always constant at around 25.2 kW (40 A*630 V=25200 W) as expected. 

The Psc_out is used to supplement the varying power demands that differs from the 

FC and boost converter output power. The load power is always the algebraic sum of 

Pfc_out and Psc_out. It can be seen that the SC and buck/boost converter have 

allowed the FC and boost converter output to remain constant while meeting the 

dynamic load demands. The power delivered to the load simulation system in the 

computer model has been compared against the actual bus peak power profile. The 

comparison has been plotted in Figure 6.11. The comparison shows the simulated 

power profile is nearly identical (<0.1 % difference) to bus power profile.  

 

 Figure 6.11 Comparison between simulated and actual peak power profile  

The last main parameter is the SoC of the SC change throughout the power profile. 

The SoC change has been plotted in Figure 6.12.   

 

 Figure 6.12 SoC change against load power of the peak power profile 
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It can be seen the SoC decreased when the power profile is positive (discharging) and 

increased when the power profile is negative (charging). When the bus is stopped (45-

53s), all the FC and boost converter output power has been used to charge the SC 

because there is no traction load. It can be concluded the SC discharged from 82% 

(initial SoC) to 74% (final SoC) in the peak power profile with the FC and boost 

converter providing a constant 25 kW output. It has been shown the FC/SC hybrid 

system functioned as expected in terms of controlling the FC output and meeting the 

dynamic load. 

 

6.3.3   FC and boost converter output identification 

In the tests carried out with the peak power profile, the boost converter output 

reference current was set at 40 A. The buck/boost converter has managed to adjust its 

output to allow the boost converter output current to remain at the user requested 

reference value. The boost converter output determines the output power from the FC. 

This section investigates how modifying the boost converter reference would affect the 

system performance and how to determine the required optimum reference value.  

 

Response to reference variation 

The same peak power profile has been used to allow clear comparison when the boost 

converter reference values are varied. The SC energy capacity (83 F) and initial SoC 

(82%) have also both been kept the same. The same peak power profile has been 

tested with FC and boost converter reference currents at 20 A, 30 A, 40 A and 50 A 

which are approximately 12.6 kW, 18.9 kW, 25.2 kW and 31.5 kW. The results have 

been plotted in Figure 6.13. 

 

Figure 6.13 FC and boost converter power reference variation of the peak 

power profile 
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As Figure 6.13 shows, the boost converter output has been regulated to the user 

requested reference values. Since the power profile of these tests are the same, the 

Psc_out parameter would have the same curve with different magnitudes due to the 

different levels of Pfc_out as Figure 6.14 shows.  

 

Figure 6.14 SC and buck/boost converter power variation of the peak power 

profile 

It has been shown that the FC and boost converter output reference power can be 

controlled to be held constant at the user defined reference value. The SC output 

power would need to adjust its magnitude to supplement the FC output power to satisfy 

the total load power demand. The different SC output powers would also result in 

different SoC change. The SoC of the SC throughout the peak power profile with 

different FC and boost converter output reference has been plotted in Figure 6.15. 

 

 Figure 6.15 SoC change with reference variation of the peak power profile 
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As Figure 6.15 shows, the smaller the FC output is, the more energy the SC would 

have to discharge to supplement the power profile. The SC was discharged to different 

levels when the reference is 20 A, 30 A, 40 A with the SC maintaining a higher final 

SoC when the reference is 50 A. The average total algebraic power of the peak power 

profile is 26.1 kW which provides a 41.5 A reference current. It can be seen there is a 

link between the average power and the final SoC of the SC for a certain driving cycle. 

 

Discussion on reference identification 

It has been concluded that the FC and boost converter output reference power value 

would only affect the amount of energy delivered or absorbed by the SC in the same 

power profile. The SC will be discharged if subjected to certain driving cycles with 

driving cycle average power higher than the FC and boost converter output. On the 

other hand, the SC will be charged in this driving cycle if the average power of the 

power profile is lower than the FC and boost power. If the average total algebraic power 

of the driving cycle is close to the FC and boost converter power, the SC would end up 

with nearly the same final SoC as the initial SoC. Depending upon the FC and the 

boost converter output reference, SC overall capacity, SoC and load imposed by the 

driving cycle, the SC can end up in overall deficit, near parity or with a higher final SoC. 

This would depend upon how close the set FC and boost converter power was to the 

journey overall average power requirement. As a result the boost converter reference 

output can be determined by using the average power of the power profile in the 

selected driving cycle. 

 

The peak power profile has been tested again with a 41.5 A current as the reference 

current. The SoC change of the profile has been plotted in Figure 6.16. 

 

Figure 6.16 SoC change of the peak power profile with profile average power as 

reference 
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As the plot shows, the final SoC (76.2%) is still lower than the initial SoC (82.2%) 

meaning the SC still discharged even when the FC and boost converter output power 

equal the average power of the driving cycle. The reason for this is the buck/boost 

converter efficiency is different for charge and discharge operation. The conversion 

efficiency has been calculated using the same method showed in Figure 6.9. It was 

found the average discharge efficiency is 94.3% and the average charge efficiency is 

91.2%. This indicates the SC needs to provide 5.7% more energy to the converter 

during discharge operations to provide the net output from the converter to the load. 

While the SC received 8.8% less energy from the gross regeneration output during 

charge operations. As a result, the final SoC will be lower than the initial SoC because 

of these losses. The final SoC can only be exactly the same as the initial SoC if the 

buck/boost converter has no losses, which is scientifically impossible. As a result, the 

FC and boost converter output power would have to be increased in order to keep final 

SoC reasonably close to the initial SoC. The increased FC and boost converter output 

power would be used to compensate for the losses during charge and discharge. Since 

the conversion losses can be subject to change dependent on the load profile, it would 

be difficult to determine exactly how much of a power increase is required. As a result, 

a constant 10% increase in FC and boost converter reference output power has been 

added to the average power calculated from the driving cycle to keep the final SoC 

reasonably close to the initial SoC.  

 

The peak power profile has been tested again with a 10% increase in the FC and boost 

converter reference output power above the average power. Since the route average 

power required a 41.5 A FC and boost converter output reference current for an ideal 

converter, the new reference with a 10% increase would be 45.65 A reference. The 

SoC change of the new reference current has been plotted in Figure 6.17. As Figure 

6.17 shows, the final SoC is now 82.3% which is reasonably close to the 82.2% initial 

SoC. The required FC and boost converter output reference has been identified by 

using 1.1 times of the selected driving cycle average power. 
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Figure 6.17 SoC change of the peak power profile with 10% increase of profile 

average power as reference 

 

6.3.4   SC size identification 

Keeping the FC and boost converter output to 1.1 times of the driving cycle average 

power can not only maintain the FC output at a near constant output but also ensure 

sufficient SoC is being maintained to complete the selected driving cycle. In theory, 

continually matching the reference output to the real time driving cycle power can 

provide better performance in terms of vehicle operation and fuel economy, but this 

would be counter to the concept of maintaining a constant FC output. One 

consideration would be to use the overall journey average power to determine the 

boost converter reference setting. As a result the SC would need to be sized to be able 

to satisfy any other power demands higher than the FC output power.  

 

To determine the required SC size, the SC would need to be sized from two 

perspectives: power density and energy density. The power density determines the 

peak power that can be provided by the SC while the energy density determines the 

energy capacity of the SC. As discussed before, one of the most important advantages 

of the SC is its high power density. The Maxwell 48 V SC used in the laboratory test 

bench only has an energy storage capacity of 26.56 Wh but can achieve the peak 

power of 56 kW according to the data sheet. Since the peak power required from the 

bus is 200 kW, it is reasonable to make the assumption that a suitably sized SC can 

satisfy the peak power requirement for bus operation. The system has been assumed 

to be capable of covering charge and discharge rate limitations in the bus operation. 

Hence this research will focus on the energy capacity sizing of the SC for the hybrid 

system. This section will investigate how the SC size would affect the system 

performance and the strategy to identify the required SC size. Please note all the SC 

sizes are referred to energy capacity and not the physical dimensions of the SC in this 
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research. 

 

Response to SC size variation 

In the previous tests, the SC capacitance has been set to be 83 F which has an energy 

capacity of 2.656 kWh. As Figure 6.17 showed before, the final SoC is nearly the same 

when the FC and boost converter output power is 1.1 times of the driving cycle average 

power. The same peak power profile with the same boost converter output reference 

(45.65 A) has been tested with a number of different sized SCs. Five tests at SC 

capacitance values of 83 F, 60 F, 40 F, 20 F and 10 F were performed. The SC and 

buck/boost converter output power and SoC change throughout the peak power profile 

have been plotted in Figure 6.18 and 6.19. 

 

Figure 6.18 SC and buck/boost converter output power with different SC size of 

the peak power profile 

 

Figure 6.19 SoC change with different SC size of the peak power profile 
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The power plot showed the SC and buck/boost converter provides exactly the same 

output power with different sized SCs with the exception of when the SC capacitance 

is 10 F. From the SoC plot, it can be seen that different sized SC end up with the same 

final SoC when 1.1 times the driving cycle average power has been used as the FC 

and boost converter reference output. The simulation with the 10 F SC was terminated 

when the SoC dropped to zero around 109 s where a peak power demand occurs. A 

10 F capacitance can store a total energy of 0.32 kWh. The 0.32 kWh energy means 

the SC can only supply a constant 15 kW output for 8 s even at full SoC. This indicates 

the SC size is simply too small to provide the peak power demand requested by the 

driving cycle. Apart from the 10 F SC, the other SCs managed to supplement the FC 

to provide the required power profile. Since the total energy the SC has to provide or 

absorb are the same throughout the operation, the main difference is the magnitude of 

the SoC change. For the 20 F SC, the SoC dropped to 37.8% at 109 s and reached 

102.6% at 307 s indicating the SC was overcharged. However, the overcharge problem 

has also been partially caused by the initial SoC (82%). The sizing of the SC also is 

dependent on the initial SoC. It is noted a lower initial SoC or higher initial SoC will 

also affect the curves presented in Figure 6.19.  

 

Figure 6.20 SoC change with different SC size of the peak power profile at 

different initial SoC 

The same tests as Figure 6.19 have been carried out with the SC at a lower initial SoC 

(62 %). The SoC change has been plotted in Figure 6.20. As expected, it can be seen 
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can be noted the initial SoC also needs to be considered when sizing the SC. 

 

The results suggested the SC size will not affect the power delivered or absorbed by 

the SC as long as the SC is within its operating range. Although the tests showed a 

bigger SC is generally better in the computer model, an over-sized SC would also 

result in significantly more cost and space-demands. From the energy capacity 

perspective, the following criteria to size the SC can be addressed. 

1. The SC SoC cannot reach its lower limit (must be greater than 0%) to prevent 

undercharge.  

2. The SC SoC cannot reach upper limit (must be smaller than 100%) to prevent 

overcharge.  

3. The SC can sufficiently satisfy the varying power demands throughout the selected 

driving cycle.  

4. Preferably, the SC needs to be as small as possible in terms of both physical size 

and energy capacity as long as the first three criteria can be met to reduce system 

cost. 

 

For the SC size tests carried out using the peak power profile, the SC size that best 

met all the criteria is the 40 F SC. Although the criteria to size the SC has been 

addressed, this is not an efficient method to size the SC for a certain driving cycle. 

Additionally, it is not efficient to repeatedly run the simulation with different SC sizes 

until the required SC size has been determined. Considering the criteria, the main 

parameter used to size the SC is to ensure there is sufficient remaining energy to 

satisfy peak power demand and to ensure there is sufficient capacity left to store 

additional energy. As a result, the SC can be sized if the energy going in and out of the 

SC can be predetermined.  

 

Discussion on SC size identification 

The main requirement is to determine the capacity of the SC that, in conjunction with 

the FC will enable the requisite amount of energy and power to be delivered to satisfy 

the load profile for the entire bus route. The challenge to size the SC in the computer 

model has been identified to be the requirement for simulation of the selected driving 

cycle with different SC sizes which would be a time consuming process. Since the 

power profile of a route varies significantly depending on the time, traffic, weather and 

operational profile, it is not practicable to simulate every route profile. A method is 

required to optimise the model to practically use the computer model to properly size 

the SC.  
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A power relationship for the FC hybrid system based on current balancing and voltage 

regulation can be formulated as: 

       𝑃𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 + 𝑃𝑠𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑃𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 (6-3) 

The equation indicates the FC (and boost converter) and SC (and buck/boost converter) 

will always work together to meet the power demand from the driving cycle. The control 

strategy is to have the FC and boost converter output user-controlled which means the 

Pfc_out is user defined and maintained constant. The load power is obtained from the 

power profile of the driving cycle which is supplied by the test bus data. The required 

SC power can be calculated by subtracting the FC power from the power trace of the 

driving profile. As a result, the energy going in/out of the SC each sample can be 

calculated by multiplying the Psc_out by the duration of each sample which is one 

sample every 1^-5 s. The energy calculated using this method has been plotted in 

Figure 6.21.  

 

Figure 6.21 Energy required from the SC each sample of the peak power profile 

The cumulative energy required from the SC can be calculated by adding the required 

energy of each sample. The total cumulative energy in kilojoules can be divided by 

3600 s to give the total cumulative energy in kWh. The total required energy of the SC 

has been plotted in Figure 6.22.  
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Figure 6.22 Cumulative energy required from the SC throughout the peak 

power profile 

Figure 6.22 shows the cumulative energy required from the SC throughout the peak 

power profile. The positive area indicates the energy required to be drawn from the SC 

while the negative area indicates the energy that is harvested through regeneration to 

charge the SC. The highest energy of positive area would determine the most energy 

required from the SC which is 0.371 kWh at 112 s. The lowest energy of negative area 

would determine the most energy required to go to the SC which is -0.263 kWh at 306 

s. As a result the SC size needs to be at least 0.634 kWh to deliver or absorb required 

energy throughout the peak power profile. Then the required capacitance can be 

calculated by: 

0.634 𝑘𝑊ℎ × 1000 × 3600𝑠 = 0.5 × 𝐶 × 4802 

𝐶 = 19.81𝐹 

Although the calculation based on power profile showed the required SC size is 19.81 

F, the simulation carried out before showed that the SC was overcharged even with a 

20F SC. This indicates the SC size calculated by the power profile is smaller than it 

needs to be. The reason for this is because the calculation carried out with the power 

profile does not take the initial SoC and the charge/discharge efficiency into 

consideration. This suggests the cumulative energy plotted in Figure 6.22 needs to be 

increased further to account for the charge/discharge efficiency. Since the exact 

efficiency would be dependent on the power profile of the selected driving cycle, the 

SC size can only be increased as an estimated value based on empirical calculation. 

Since the charge and discharge efficiency averaged at around 90% as showed before, 

the total SC size has been increased by 10% for efficiency compensation and an 

additional 10% for a buffer. It also must be noted the calculated energy is the total 
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stored energy in the SC. The actual available energy will be dependent on the SoC 

conditions. 

 

A total 20% compensation increase has been applied on the calculated SC 

capacitance which gives a 23.772 F for the peak power profile case. The same peak 

power profile test has been carried out with the new SC size and the SoC change has 

been plotted in Figure 6.23. 

 

Figure 6.23 SoC change with determined SC size of the peak power profile 

As Figure 6.23 shows, the SC has not been overcharged throughout the driving cycle 

with the increased SC size. It can be seen that the SC size can be calculated by using 

the power profile. This can be carried out much more easily because only the power 

profile is required. However, this method can only provide an initial estimation of the 

required SC size. The SC and buck/boost converter charge and discharge efficiency 

needs to be calculated to properly size the SC. Although the model needs to be 

simulated with the calculated SC size for validation, the calculation method can still 

significantly facilitate the sizing of the SC.  
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6.3.5   Performance with identified degree of hybridisation 

Degree of hybridisation identification strategy 

The previous sections have carried out tests to show how the system performs for 

various FC output as well as varying SC size. Methods to determine the required FC 

and boost converter output and required SC size have been identified with the 360 s 

peak power profile. Based on the discussions of previous sections, the strategy to 

identify the FC and boost converter output and the SC size for the FC/SC hybrid model 

can be summarised into the following steps. 

1. Collect the power profile of the driving cycle. 

2. Use the average power of the profile as FC and boost converter output 

reference. 

3. Subtract the power profile of the FC and boost converter output power to 

determine the power required from and to the SC. 

4. Calculate the cumulative energy required from and to the SC to determine the 

required capacitance. 

5. Increase the determined capacitance by 20% for efficiency compensation and 

extra buffer. 

6. Run the simulation with 1.1 times of route average power as FC and boost 

converter output reference and increased capacitance as SC size. 

7. Verify and validate the calculated degree of hybridisation. 

To further verify the degree of hybridisation identification strategy, more driving cycle 

tests have been carried out. As discussed in Table 6.2, the 24 hour route 388 bus 

profile includes 20 completed bus journeys either from depot to final stop or from final 

stop back to the depot. The bus journey with the highest average power and the lowest 

average power has been selected to test the degree of hybridisation identification 

strategy.  
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Bus journey with the highest and lowest average power 

The completed bus route with the highest average power has been found to be the 

bus journey within the period 06:38 to 07:10 in the morning. The bus journey lasts 

approximately 32 minutes. The journey has an average power of 16.03 kW and an 

average speed of 13.05 miles/hour (21.0 km/h). The completed bus route with the 

lowest average power has been found to be the bus journey within the period 19:00 to 

19:50 in the evening. This bus journey lasts around 50 minutes. The journey has an 

average power of 5.65 kW and an average speed of 7.39 miles/hour (11.9 km/h). The 

power and speed traces for the journeys with highest average power and lowest 

average power have been plotted in Figures 6.24 and 6.25 respectively.  

 

The bus journey with the highest average power occurred right before the morning 

rush. The bus at that period of time is expected to encounter less traffic but with 

significant passenger loading. It can be seen the power magnitude of the highest 

average power journey is significantly higher than the one with lowest average power. 

The bus journey with the lowest average power occurred at the evening rush hour. It 

can be noted that the power magnitude is lower and the bus frequently stops due to 

traffic density. This is the reason the journey with the lowest average power takes 

longer to complete the route than the one with highest average power. 
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Figure 6.24 Bus journey with the highest average power from the 24 hour route 388 bus profile 

 

Figure 6.25 Bus journey with the lowest average power from the 24 hour route 388 bus profile 
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These power profiles represent two very different bus operations. The degree of 

hybridisation of each power profile has been identified based on the degree of 

hybridisation identification strategy developed earlier. For the bus journey with highest 

average power, the FC and boost converter output current reference has been 

calculated to be 25.44 A based on the 16.03 kW average power. The FC and boost 

converter output current reference in the model has been identified to be 27.99 A 

(17.63 kW) with the 10% increase for buck/boost converter efficiency compensation. 

The required SC size has been calculated based on the cumulative energy calculation 

method discussed before. The required SC capacitance has been calculated to be 65F 

(with the 20% compensation increase) which equates to a 2.08 kWh total stored energy. 

Hence the proposed operating degree of hybridisation for this journey with highest 

average power is an FC and boost converter output of 17.63 kW and a 2.08 kWh SC. 

The FC/SC hybrid model has been tested with the proposed parameters. The power 

balancing and SoC change have been plotted in Figure 6.26.  

 

Figure 6.26 Power balancing and SoC change of the bus journey with the 

highest average power 

The FC and boost converter output power has been kept at 17.6 kW constant output 

with ±0.5% variation. It can be seen the SC and buck/boost converter output power 

have the same shape as the load demand power profile with an offset equal in 

magnitude. This offset is of course the FC and boost converter output power. The 

FC/SC hybrid model functioned as expected in terms of meeting the dynamic power 

profile with the FC and boost converter output remaining near constant. The SC 
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attained a maximum SoC of 95.6% and a minimum SoC of 41.1%, neither of which 

exceeds the limits defined earlier. The SC was frequently charged and discharged to 

meet the dynamic load demand. It has been observed the final SoC is 74.8% which is 

7.4% lower than the initial SoC. The SC discharged overall during this driving cycle 

even with the 10% increased FC and boost converter reference power output. This 

indicates the efficiency of buck/boost converter operation during this bus journey is 

lower than during the peak power profile tests. The 10% increase of the FC and boost 

converter output reference cannot fully compensate the efficiency loss. Calculation 

showed the efficiency during discharge averaged 93.3% while the efficiency during SC 

charge averaged 87.6% throughout the bus journey with highest average power. It can 

be seen the charge efficiency is lower than expected meaning less power will be 

absorbed by the SC during regeneration.  

 

For the bus journey with lowest average power, the FC and boost converter output 

current has been calculated to be 8.97 A based on the 5.65 kW average power. The 

FC and boost converter output current reference in the model has been calculated to 

be 9.87 A (6.22 kW) with the 10% increase for efficiency compensation. The required 

SC capacitance has been calculated to be 44 F (with the 20% compensation increase) 

which equates to a 1.41 kWh total stored energy with full SoC. Hence the proposed 

operating degree of hybridisation for this journey with lowest average power is 6.22 

kW FC and boost converter output and a 1.41 kWh SC. The FC/SC hybrid model has 

been tested with the proposed parameters. The power balancing and SoC change 

have been plotted in Figure 6.27.  
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Figure 6.27 Power balancing and SoC change of the bus journey with the 

lowest average power 

The simulation showed similar results in terms of power balancing with the bus journey 

with the lowest average power. By aligning the SoC change and power change, it can 

be seen the SoC increases at the same rate whenever the bus is stationary. This is 

because the output from the FC and boost converter being used to charge the SC 

when the bus is stationary. The SC attained a maximum SoC of 82.7% and a minimum 

SoC of 26.8%. It was also found that the final SoC is 61.2% indicating the SC 

discharged by 21% throughout this driving cycle. The average discharge efficiency has 

been calculated to be 90.3%. The average charge efficiency has been found to be 

78.2%. It can be seen that the bus journey with the lowest average power has overall 

lower charge and discharge efficiency, particularly for charging operations. This 

reflects the discussion carried out previously (Figure 6.9) where it was found the 

charge efficiency is lower with lower power and higher with higher power. Additionally, 

the effectiveness of regenerative braking is reduced under low speed operations due 

to the more frequent requirement of mechanical braking.  
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Simulation with longer bus journey 

The degrees of hybridisation for the bus journey having highest average power and 

lowest average power have been identified and showed to work as expected. The 

method to calculate the degree of hybridisation based on power profile has been 

verified by the computer model. The proposed operating degrees of hybridisation for 

the journey with highest average power and lowest average power showed very 

different results. It was found the power profile played an important role in determining 

the required degree of hybridisation of a selected driving cycle. The identified degree 

of hybridisation can only be considered as an appropriate degree for the specific 

driving cycle. Taking the 24 hour driving cycle data of route 388 as example, the 

different route power profile will result in different required FC and boost converter 

output power and SC size for every individual bus journey. One consideration would 

be to use the entire power profile to determine the required degree of hybridisation 

following the same procedure. However, the computer used for simulation was unable 

to perform the processing of the entire day’s power profile due to processor limitation. 

Instead, the simulation was carried out using the power profile of the first 135 minutes 

(within the period 05:40-07:55) of the 24 hour bus data. The reason for selecting the 

first 135 minutes of the profile is because it includes three completed bus journeys with 

various power ranges. The parameters of the selected profiles have been summarised 

in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 First 135 minutes of route 388 24 hour bus profile parameters 

Bus journey Frist journey Second journey Third journey All three journey 

Time 05:40-06:20 06:38-07:10 07:13-07:55 05:40-07:55 

Duration 40 minutes 32 minutes 42 minutes 135 minutes 

Driving condition 
Minimum traffic 
and light load 

Light traffic 
and heavy load 

Heavy traffic and 
heavy load 

Overall 

Average power 9.23 kW 16.03 kW 7.94 kW 10.70 kW 

Required FC an 
boost converter 
output power 

10.15 kW 17.63 kW 8.73 kW 11.77 kW 

Required SC 
size 

52 F  
(1.66 kWh) 

65 F  
(2.08 kWh) 

50 F  
(1.6 kWh) 

124 F  
(3.97 kWh) 

Proposed 
operating 
degree of 

hybridisation 

10.15 kW FC 
and boost 
converter / 

1.66 kWh SC 

17.63 kW FC 
and boost 
converter / 

2.08 kWh SC 

8.73 kW FC and 
boost converter /  

1.6 kWh SC 

11.77 kW FC 
and boost 
converter /  
3.97 kWh 
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As the table shows, the proposed degree of hybridisation can also be worked out using 

the power profile. It can be seen the SC size has been significantly increased in order 

to run all three bus journeys. The 135 minute power profile has been tested with the 

proposed overall degree of hybridisation. Please note the driver break time between 

each completed bus journey was excluded from the power profile used for simulation 

because the bus is normally powered down in those periods. This is the reason the 

simulation duration was 6500 s instead of the 8100 s (135 minutes). The recorded 

power profile and the FC/SC hybrid model simulation results in terms of power 

balancing have been plotted in Figure 6.28 and 6.29.
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Figure 6.28 135 minutes bus power profile from the route 388 24 hour power profile 

 

Figure 6.29 Simulated power balancing of 135 minutes bus profile from the route 388 24 hour power profile 
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As Figure 6.29 shows, the FC/SC hybrid mode managed to meet the 135 minutes bus 

power profile while keeping the FC output constant. The power balancing functioned 

as expected. The SoC change throughout the driving cycle has been plotted in Figure 

6.30.  

 

Figure 6.30 SoC change of 135 minutes bus profile from the route 388 24 hour 

power profile 

The SC SoC discharged from 82.2% to 55.6% after the 135 minutes driving cycle. The 

average power of the 135 minutes is 10.7 kW which equates to an 11.77 kW FC and 

boost converter output reference for the model. The discharged SC suggested the 10% 

increase of the FC and boost converter output reference was still unable to 

compensate for the charge and discharge loss. To investigate the relationship between 

SoC change and efficiency, the results obtained from previously tested driving cycles 

have been summarised in Table 6.4.  
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Table 6.4 Parameter summary of previous tests 

Driving cycle 
Highest average 
power journey 

Lowest average 
power journey 

Three completed 
combined journey 

Duration 31 minutes 50 minutes 135 minutes 

Route average 
power 

16.03 kW 5.65 kW 10.7 kW 

Initial SoC 82.2 % 82.2 % 82.2 % 

Final SoC 74.8% 61.2 % 55.6 % 

Discharged 7.4 % 21 % 26.6% 

Average charge 
efficiency 

87.6% 78.2 % 86.6 % 

Average discharge 
efficiency 

93.3% 90.3 % 90.8 % 

Total energy 
provided by FC 

37,907,368 J 22,168,597 J 78,254,199 J 

Total energy 
provided by SC 

502,410 J  
(discharge) 

2,251,418 J 
(discharge) 

7,754,859 J 
(discharge) 

Extra reference 
increase 

(in addition to the 
10% increase) 

1.32 % 10.2 % 9.91 % 

In the constant FC output control strategy, the FC output has been kept constant 

throughout all the tested journeys while using the SC to meet the variable power 

demands. As the table shows, the longer the driving cycle is, the lower the final SoC 

has become. This indicates the 10% increased FC and boost converter output was not 

sufficient to compensate for the efficiency loss. The SoC kept decreasing throughout 

the driving cycle which is why it becomes more significant in longer runs. The total 

energy provided by the FC and the SC have also been calculated in the table. In order 

to keep the final SoC the same as the initial SoC, the net energy delivered by the SC 

should be zero because of the charge and discharge. As a result, the energy provided 

by the SC showed in the table is the amount of energy that needs to be provided by 

the FC as well. This suggests a further increase to the FC and boost converter output 

reference is required. The extra reference increase shown in the table indicates the 

magnitude of the additional increase required from the reference. As can be seen they 

differ depending on the driving cycle. A further increase in the FC output by 1% will not 

be able to keep the SoC the same for the lowest average power journey and the three 

completed journeys. A further increase in the FC output by 10% will approximately 

keep the SoC the same for the lowest average power journey and the three completed 

journeys, but consequently will overcharge the SC for the highest average power 

journey. Therefore, it can be seen the exact amount of energy increase required on the 

FC and boost converter output reference varies depending on the driving cycle.  
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6.3.6   Discussion on degree of hybridisation identification 

The previous sections showed the operation of a FC/SC hybrid propulsion system 

against actual driving cycles using the computer model. The operational strategy 

showed the FC output can be kept at near constant while using the SC to satisfy the 

dynamic load. A strategy to identify the FC and boost converter output power and 

required SC size has been proposed and has been shown to perform as expected. In 

principle, the FC and boost converter output only needs to provide constant output 

power equal to the average power of the driving cycle. It was found this can only be 

true if the SC charge and discharge efficiency was 100%, which is scientifically 

impossible. As a result, an estimated 10% increase to the FC and boost converter 

output has been applied to compensate for the charge and discharge losses. The 10% 

increase in FC and boost converter output reference could only partially compensate 

for the efficiency losses. The exact percentage increase to the FC and boost converter 

output reference is dependent on the power profile of the driving cycle. This is because 

the charge and discharge efficiency varies with the power magnitude as well. This 

highlights a limitation of the proposed FC/SC operation strategy. The exact magnitude 

required of the FC and boost converter output reference cannot be accurately 

determined because of the variation in charge and discharge efficiency. A number of 

points have been addressed regarding this limitation. 

 

First, to overcome this limitation, the entire driving cycle needs to be simulated to 

calculate the required FC and boost converter output. The calculated FC and boost 

converter output reference needs to be capable of both meeting the load demand and 

compensating for the charge and discharge efficiency loss. To determine the reference 

output, a large amount of driving cycle data needs to be tested in the model and the 

power requirement for the route also needs to be known in advance. This requires 

more time and resources to process and collect driving cycle data.  

 

Second, it can be seen the SoC keeps reducing with the proposed FC and boost 

converter output in the 135 minutes driving cycle tests. The FC and boost converter 

output reference needs to be increased by a certain percentage to prevent the SC 

being depleted. However, the increased FC and boost converter output reference will 

probably overcharge the SC during lower power driving cycles (such as the lowest 

average power journey). As a result, in order to prevent overcharge during lower power 

driving cycles and undercharge during higher power driving cycles, the SC size also 

needs to be significantly increased.  
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Third, even if the exact FC and boost converter output reference can be identified after 

simulating the entire driving cycle and the SC size has been increased to keep the SoC 

within operational range, the model has only been shown to be operational with the 

tested driving cycle. The route condition could vary dependent on many factors such 

as traffic, weather, driver characteristic, passenger loading etc. The degree of 

hybridisation sized by this method would reduce the flexibility of the bus as it has only 

been tested on particular driving cycles. In order to be able to deal with possible worst 

case scenarios, the SC would have to be significantly increased to be able to deal with 

what may be a rarely occurring situation. 

 

These three points lead to another question: Is it best practice to maintain the FC and 

boost converter power output predefined and constant throughout the entire journey? 

This question will be further explored in the next section.  

 

6.4   FC/SC operation strategy optimisation  

6.4.1   Optimisation strategy 

To investigate the FC/SC operation strategy, a driving cycle including both high and 

low power operations has been selected. The driving cycle was on a specific bus 

operation. The bus was taken to a UCL assigned route on 20th March 2015 for research 

purposes. The UCL assigned route was a 30 minutes route with appreciable gradients 

(London Highgate hill). The bus was not in service during the assigned route, hence 

there were no bus stops or variation in passenger load. The power profile of the UCL 

assigned route will be denoted as the high gradient profile throughout the following 

analysis. The power profile of the high gradient profile has been plotted in Figure 6.31. 

It must be noted that the variation in passenger load will have an impact on the power 

demands. A fully loaded bus will have significantly larger power demands than a lightly 

loaded bus in the high gradient profile. The effect of passenger load also need to be 

investigated as a possible worst case scenario study as part of future work. 
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Figure 6.31 Power profile of the high gradient profile 

As the power profile shows, there was a clear uphill section and a downhill section. 

The logger was turned on after the start of the uphill section and turned off after the 

downhill run had been completed. The average power of the uphill section (0-900 s) 

was 20.6 kW and the average power of the downhill section (900-1603 s) was -3.38 

kW and the overall average power of the high gradient profile is 8.53 kW. As it can be 

seen, the high gradient profile includes two very different bus power profiles where one 

is mainly uphill and the other is mainly downhill. 

 

The same degree of hybridisation identification strategy was carried out for the high 

gradient profile. The same 10% increase on the FC and boost converter output 

reference has been used. Since the high gradient profile average is 8.53 kW, the FC 

and boost converter output reference would be 9.38 kW. The required SC size has 

been calculated to be 3.58 kWh which gives a 134 F with a 20% compensation 

increase. The simulation has been carried out with the proposed degree of 

hybridisation. However, it was found the SoC of the SC reached zero before it entered 

the start of the downhill section. After a series of tests with the same FC and boost 

converter reference while increasing the SC size, it was found the SC would need to 

be 165 F to achieve this driving cycle. The power balancing and SoC change of the 

high gradient profile have been plotted in Figure 6.32 and 6.33. The same parameter 

name was used as previous simulations.  
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Figure 6.32 Power balancing of the high gradient profile 

 

Figure 6.33 SoC change of the high gradient profile 

As the SoC figure shows, the SoC clearly decreased during the uphill section and 

increased during the downhill section. The SoC decreased to 25.8% at 933s even with 

the 165 F SC. The theoretical calculation (cumulative energy calculation method) 

showed the bus can operate with a 134 F SC. There are two reasons for the 

requirement of the larger SC (165 F). One is because the charge and discharge 

efficiency will cause the SoC to reduce even lower with the 134 F SC. The other is the 

theoretical calculation assumes the SoC can deliver the desired output at any SoC. 

However, practically, the buck/boost converter will struggle to maintain the output if the 

SC voltage is too low. The SoC with the 165 F SC dropped to less than 30% from 902s 

to 1017s. The previous tests showed the buck/boost converter was unable to operate 

if the SC SoC was less than 20 to 25%. As a result the SC storage capacity would 

need to be increased even further than the calculated result to perform as required 

over the high gradient profile.  
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The FC and boost converter output reference has been kept constant at the 1.1 times 

the high gradient profile average power, as Figure 6.32 shows. The SC size has been 

increased to prevent undercharge during the uphill section and overcharge during the 

downhill section. As discussed before, the average power of the uphill section is 20.6 

kW and the downhill section is -3.38 kW. In the uphill and downhill sections, the SoC 

would not easily recover to be within the operational range because the FC output is 

set to be constant. One consideration is to increase the FC and boost converter output 

reference when the bus is going uphill and decrease it when the bus is going downhill. 

To achieve this a control system needs to be designed to adjust the FC and boost 

converter output reference. Since the main purpose of adjusting the FC and boost 

converter output reference is to keep the SC SoC within the operational range, the 

control system can be designed by developing a relationship between FC and boost 

converter output reference and the real time SoC. A number of criteria for the FC 

variation control system can be addressed based on the previous tests. 

1. A 30% lower limit has been defined for the SC SoC to prevent undercharge. 

2. A 90% upper limit has been defined for the SC SoC to prevent overcharge. 

3. The FC and boost converter output should be adjusted by ramped change 

response. Small ramp change is preferred for FCs because FCs are not designed 

for fast transient changes. 

4. A maximum FC and boost converter output limit should be defined. Since the FC 

used for the model is an 85 kW FC and the boost converter efficiency averages at 

90%, the FC and boost converter output reference power must be less than 76 kW 

(Ifc_out=120 A).  

5. A minimum FC and boost converter output limit should be defined because turning 

off the FC in the middle of bus operation is not preferable. A 0.63 kW minimum 

output power needs to be defined to always keep the 1 A output from the FC and 

boost converter output. 

Based on the above criteria, two equations for overcharge protection and undercharge 

protection has been developed.  
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Overcharge protection design 

The calculation for overcharge protection has been carried out using the equation: 

𝐼𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
1

1 − ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
× (1 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶) × 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 (6-4) 

The idea is to calculate a new Ifc_out reference (and thus a new Pfc_out) based on 

the SoC of the SC. The higher threshold of the overcharge protection has been 

selected to be 90% SoC (fractional calculation in equation). 

𝐼𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑤 =
1

1 − 0.9
× (1 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶) × 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 

𝐼𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 10 × (1 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶) × 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 

Since the Ifc_out is defined by the route average power, the new Ifc_out calculated will 

be a decreased value. The reduced Ifc_out will not only reduce the charging rate to 

the SC during charge operation, but also increase the discharging requirement from 

the SC during discharge operation. The higher the SoC becomes, the smaller the new 

Ifc_out will be to prevent overcharge. Table 6.5 shows some examples of Ifc_out and 

the adjusted value of the new Ifc_out based on SoC for overcharge protection. 

Table 6.5 Overcharge protection of the FC variation strategy 

SoC 

(%) 

Ifc_out 

(A) 

Ifc_out_new 

(A) 

Ifc_out 

(A) 

Ifc_out_new 

(A) 

Ifc_out 

(A) 

Ifc_out_new 

(A) 

90 15 15 32 32 84 84 

91 15 13.5 32 28.8 84 75.6 

92 15 12 32 25.6 84 67.2 

93 15 10.5 32 22.4 84 58.8 

94 15 9 32 19.2 84 50.4 

95 15 7.5 32 16 84 42 

96 15 6 32 12.8 84 33.6 

97 15 4.5 32 9.6 84 25.2 

98 15 3 32 6.4 84 16.8 

99 15 1.5 32 3.2 84 8.4 

100 15 1 (saturation) 32 1 (saturation) 84 1 (saturation) 

A saturation current has added to maintain the minimum FC and boost converter output 

reference current at 1A. Limiting large transient power changes on the FC has also 

been proven to be very important in Chapter 4. Since the new current reference values 

are calculated and changed in steps, a rate limiter has been added to control the 

severity of even the ramp changes. The rate limiter has been set up to have a limited 

rising and dropping slew rate. The slew rate limits the maximum rate of increase or 

decrease of FC output power. It takes at least 30s at a constant rate to increase from 
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no load power (0 kW) to full load power (85 kW) and vice versa for decreasing. This is 

used to limit any large step changes for the FC. 

 

Undercharge protection design 

The calculation for undercharge protection has been carried out using the equation: 

𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 +
120 − 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡

(𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 × 100) − 30
× 100

× (𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶) 

(6-5) 

The 120 A in the equation is the maximum output current the FC and boost converter 

can provide which is 76 kW maximum power. Unlike the overcharge protection design, 

the lower threshold of the undercharge protection cannot be the same as the lower 

limit of the SoC (30%). The previous tests showed the buck/boost converter failed to 

operate when the SoC drops below 30%. As a result, the lower threshold needs to be 

higher than the lower limit 30%. The lower threshold has been defined to be 50%.  

𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 +
120 − 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡

(0.5 × 100) − 30
× 100 × (0.5 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶) 

𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 + (120 − 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡) × 5 × (0.5 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶) 

The new Ifc_out will be increased based on the SoC. An increased Ifc_out will charge 

the SC at a higher rate and also reduce the power demand placed on the SC during 

discharge to satisfy the bus propulsion load. Table 6.6 gives some examples of Ifc_out 

and the adjusted value of the new Ifc_out based on SoC for undercharge protection. 
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Table 6.6 Undercharge protection of the FC variation strategy 

SoC 

(%) 

Ifc_out 

(A) 

Ifc_out_new 

(A) 

Ifc_out 

(A) 

Ifc_out_new 

(A) 

Ifc_out 

(A) 

Ifc_out_new 

(A) 

50 15 15 32 32 84 84 

49 15 20.25 32 36.4 84 85.8 

48 15 25.5 32 40.8 84 87.6 

47 15 30.75 32 45.2 84 89.4 

46 15 36 32 49.6 84 91.2 

45 15 41.25 32 54 84 93 

44 15 46.5 32 58.4 84 94.8 

43 15 51.75 32 62.8 84 96.6 

42 15 57 32 67.2 84 98.4 

41 15 62.25 32 71.6 84 100.2 

40 15 67.5 32 76 84 102 

39 15 72.75 32 80.4 84 103.8 

38 15 78 32 84.8 84 105.6 

37 15 83.25 32 89.2 84 107.4 

36 15 88.5 32 93.6 84 109.2 

35 15 93.75 32 98 84 111 

34 15 99 32 102.4 84 112.8 

33 15 104.25 32 106.8 84 114.6 

32 15 109.5 32 111.2 84 116.4 

31 15 114.75 32 115.6 84 118.2 

30 15 
120 

(saturation) 
32 

120 

(saturation) 
84 

120 

(saturation) 

As Table 6.6 shows, the new Ifc_out will be increased by an amount determined by the 

SoC until Ifc_out reaches the maximum value of 120 A. A rate limiter has also been 

added to ensure the FC output changes in a ramped fashion and not be step change. 

 

Using this method of undercharge protection and overcharge protection provides a 

different method to operate the FC and SC so this will be denoted as the FC variation 

strategy hereafter. The FC/SC model with the FC variation strategy will be able to 

adjust the FC output power based on the SoC which varies with power profiles. The 

same high gradient profile (still with the 165 F SC) has been tested again with the 

model with the FC variation strategy. The power balancing has been plotted in Figure 

34. 
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Figure 6.34 Power balancing of the high gradient profile with the FC variation 

strategy 

The results show the FC and boost converter output increased from approximately 600 

s to 1000 s. It can be seen the power difference between the Psc_out and Pload has 

increased because of the increased Pfc_out. To better observe how the variation of 

Pfc_out affect the SoC, these two parameters have been plotted in Figure 6.35.  

 

Figure 6.35 SoC change of the high gradient profile with the FC variation 

strategy 

The SoC change in the system with and without the FC variation strategy is identical 

until the SC is depleted to a certain level. It can be seen the FC and boost converter 

power ramps up as soon as the SoC reaches the 50% lower threshold. The lower the 

SoC becomes, the higher the FC and boost converter reference. The system with the 

FC variation strategy prevents the SoC reaching the 30% lower limit during uphill 
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section. The final SoC after the high gradient profile of the model with the FC variation 

strategy is higher than the model without this strategy applied due to increase of the 

FC and boost converter output power. It can be seen the SC was discharged to below 

the lower desired limit after the high gradient profile for the model without the FC 

variation strategy while the SoC remained above the level of effective operation of the 

buck/boost converter for the model with the strategy applied. Energy delivered 

throughout the high gradient profile for the FC and the SC have been calculated to 

investigate the difference between the models with and without the FC variation 

strategy. Hydrogen consumption has also been calculated based on the energy 

delivered. However, as discussed before, the hydrogen flow of the full scale model was 

not validated. As a result, the hydrogen flow can only be estimated based on a scaling 

up of the validated scaled FC model. The results have been summarised in table 6.7.  

Table 6.7 Difference between the model with and without the FC variation 

strategy 

High gradient profile 
Model without the FC 

variation strategy 

Model with the FC 

variation strategy 

Initial SoC 82.2% 82.2% 

Final SoC 76.4% 86.7 % 

SC size 165 F 165 F 

Lowest SoC 25.9 % 45.3 % 

Duration of constant FC output  1600 s 1200 s 

Energy delivered by the FC 15,494,164 J 18,688,967 J 

Hydrogen used 0.277 kg 0.321 kg 

Energy delivered by the SC 
1,636,963 J 

(Discharge) 

-1,426,254 J 

(Charge) 

Total energy delivered to meet 

the load demand 
17,131,127 J 17,262,713 J 

Percentage of total energy 

delivered 
100% 100.77% 

Based on the energy calculation, it can be found the difference of total energy delivered 

to meet the high gradient profile power profile between the model with and without the 

FC variation strategy is reasonably small (0.77%). It can be seen that the inclusion of 

the FC variation strategy prevented the SC SoC dropping below the lower limit (30%) 

with a corresponding variation in the FC power output for 25% of the journey time for 

the high gradient profile. 
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Discussion regarding the FC variation strategy 

The FC variation strategy has been shown to be capable of adjusting the FC and boost 

converter output based on SoC control when applied to a particular driving cycle. The 

previous sections identified the limitations of the initial proposed strategy, which was 

to always keep the FC output constant throughout the driving cycle. The inclusion of 

the FC variation strategy can potentially eliminate or mitigate the impact caused by 

those limitations.  

 

The first limitation identified was the requirement to test and examine through 

simulation of the entire driving cycle in advance to identify an optimised FC and boost 

converter output reference. The inclusion of the FC variation strategy can adjust the 

FC and boost converter output reference in real time. The need for the final SoC to be 

the same as, or nearly equal to, the initial SoC is no longer as critical. Hence the 

requirement to identify the exact FC and boost converter output reference that is 

capable of meeting the load and compensating for the charge and discharge efficiency 

is eliminated. Setting the FC and boost converter output at 1.1 times the route average 

power can be used as the initial FC and boost converter output power reference. The 

FC variation strategy will determine the required change to the reference based on the 

SoC in real time. 

 

The second limitation that was identified is the need for the SC size to be significantly 

increased to prevent the SC being overcharged for lower power operations or 

undercharged during higher power operations. The ability to adjust FC and boost 

converter output power can effectively prevent overcharge and undercharge. 

Additionally, the calculated SC size can potentially even be reduced with the FC 

variation strategy. 

 

The third limitation identified is the lack of ability to respond to worst case scenarios. 

The inclusion of the FC variation strategy can adjust the output reference in real time 

depending on the current driving cycle. This brings significantly more flexibility for the 

bus operation which is a very important practical requirement for buses. It can be seen 

the inclusion of the FC variation strategy adds more practical value to the FC/SC hybrid 

model compared with the initial operation strategy of keeping the FC output constant. 
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6.4.2   FC variation strategy optimisation 

It has been found that integrating the FC variation strategy with the FC/SC hybrid 

model would make the operation strategy more viable. This section aims to investigate 

a number of parameters in order to optimise the strategy. 

 

Effect of SC size on the FC variation strategy 

All the high gradient profile tests were carried out using a 165 F SC. The SC size was 

initially selected to keep the model without the FC variation strategy performing as 

determined in the earlier tests with constant FC and boost converter output. As 

discussed previously, the inclusion of the FC variation system could reduce the size of 

the SC required. This section investigates the effect of the high gradient profile on SC 

capacity selection. The same high gradient power profile and initial FC and boost 

converter output reference will be applied while adjusting the SC size. Tests at SC 

capacitance values of 165 F, 145 F, 125 F and 105 F were performed. The FC and 

boost converter output power variation and SoC change have been plotted in Figure 

6.36 and 6.37. 

 

Figure 6.36 FC and boost converter output power with 165 F, 145 F, 125 F and 

105 F SC of the high gradient profile 
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Figure 6.37 SoC change with 165 F, 145 F, 125 F and 105 F SC of the high 

gradient profile 

As Figure 6.36 shows, the smaller the SC size becomes, the more pronounced the FC 

variation in terms of duration and magnitude. The increasing variation is because the 

SoC of a smaller SC will decrease at a faster rate which drives the requirement for 

modification of the new FC output from the initial base reference value. The FC and 

boost converter output power reduce after 1200 s to prevent overcharge. The 1200 s 

point coincides with the route changing from predominantly uphill to predominantly 

downhill. As expected, the SoC change plots showed the smaller the capacity of the 

SC, the quicker the SoC decreases or increases.  

 

Tests with further SC size reduction have also been carried out. Tests at SC 

capacitance values of 85 F, 65 F, 45 F and 25 F were performed. The FC and boost 

converter output power reference and SoC change have been plotted in Figure 6.38 

and 6.39.  
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Figure 6.38 FC and boost converter output power with 85 F, 65 F, 45 F and 25 F 

SC of the high gradient profile 

 

Figure 6.39 SoC change with 85 F, 65 F, 45 F and 25 F SC of the high gradient 

profile 

As expected, the FC and boost converter output power vary more markedly as the SC 

size reduces. The simulation was terminated with the 25 F SC because the SC SoC 

dropped to zero which is below the lowest set limit. The inability of the FC to provide 

the power on its own once the SC is depleted emphasises the importance of including 

the FC variation strategy. When the SC capacitance is 25 F, the SC was unable to 

satisfy the discharge demand even with the FC at nearly full rated output at 

approximately 390s. The SC was unable to be charged back to operational range 

through with the FC and boost converter output reference increase quickly because 
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the SC size can only be reduced up to a certain point. If the FC power rating is 

maintained at a constant value, the route requirement and dynamics govern the 

minimum capacity of the SC that can satisfy the load power demands. Also the SC was 

overcharged when the SC capacitance is 65 F, 45 F and 25 F. It can be seen the FC 

and boost converter has been reduced to the lower saturation value (0.63 kW). 

However, the SC was still charged during the downhill section of the bus even with the 

minimum FC output power because the charging is mainly from the regenerative 

braking in the downhill section.  

 

It was found the SC size can be significantly reduced compared with the original 165 

F SC with inclusion of the FC variation strategy. Reducing the SC size will consequently 

increase the rate and magnitude of the FC and boost converter output reference. It 

was also found there is a certain limit to which the SC size can be reduced. The total 

energy delivered by the FC and the SC have also been calculated with the SC sizes 

that were used in the tests. Calculation showed less than a 1% difference in terms of 

total energy delivered across the range of different SC sizes. For the high gradient 

profile, the smallest possible SC size that would allow the route to be traversed without 

overcharging the SC was found to be 85 F. 

 

Effect of lower thresholds on the FC variation strategy 

From the SC size reduction tests carried out, it can be seen that if the SC capacity was 

below a critical size, the SC may not have enough energy remaining to supplement 

the FC at the point when the FC variation strategy takes effect. One consideration is 

to arrange for the FC variation strategy to take effect at a higher SC SoC instead of 

only engaging when the SoC is reduced to 50%. As discussed in the undercharge and 

overcharge protection design section, there is a lower threshold to prevent the SoC 

being fully discharged and an upper threshold to prevent the SoC been overcharged. 

It was found the SC will be overcharged above the 90% upper threshold only if the SC 

size is reduced significantly for this particular load profile. Additionally, overcharge 

protection is not a major issue as simple system switching controls can avoid the SC 

being overcharged. An additional measure can be added to ensure that no 

regenerative energy is captured at high SoC. This can be achieved by adding a switch 

to dump the regenerative energy if required. At the end of a route or if the bus is at a 

stop for an extended period, the connection to the SC would have to be disconnected. 

Also, if the bus is on a long downhill run, the regeneration would also have to be 

disconnected and allow control through the mechanical brake only. As a result this 

section will focus on investigating the effect of lower thresholds. 
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Since the previous tests showed the buck/boost converter was unable to operate when 

the SC SoC drops below 25%, it is important to investigate the ability of the FC variation 

strategy to prevent the SoC dropping below the lower limit. The FC and boost converter 

output will start to increase once the SoC reaches the lower threshold. The previous 

tests of the high gradient profile utilised a 50% lower threshold. This section 

investigates the effect of changing the lower threshold on the system performance. 

The same high gradient profile and initial FC and boost converter output base 

reference setting will be used for tests using different lower threshold settings. The SC 

capacitance will also been kept constant at 85 F for these tests. A full list of FC and 

boost converter output reference values based on different lower thresholds for 

undercharge protection can be found in Appendix Q. Tests at lower thresholds of 40%, 

50%, 60%, 70% and 80% were performed. The FC and boost converter output power 

and SoC change have been plotted in Figure 6.40 and 6.41.
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Figure 6.40 FC and boost converter output power change with different lower thresholds 

 

Figure 6.41 SoC change with different lower thresholds
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For the 40% lower threshold test, it can be seen the FC and boost converter output 

reference was adjusted at 422 s when the SoC reached 40%. The reference was 

increased at a higher rate to quickly charge the SC to prevent the SoC reaching 30%. 

The reference decreased once the SoC was back to 40%. For the 80% lower threshold 

test, the FC and boost converter output reference was adjusted much earlier as 

expected. The reference started to increase at 176 s when the SoC reaches 80%. The 

rate of variation is much smaller compared with the 40% test.  

 

It can be seen changing the lower threshold will affect the control of the FC and boost 

converter reference. The total energy delivered for each lower threshold test has also 

been calculated. The results showed the difference amongst the tests is less than 2%. 

The difference is mainly caused by the difference in charge and discharge efficiencies 

within the buck/boost converter operation as a result of the change in ratio of discharge 

to charge times, resulting from the different FC and boost converter output power once 

the variation strategy took effect. For the 40% and 50% lower threshold tests the FC 

and boost converter output needed to be increased at a higher rate to maintain the 

SoC. On the other hand, the 70% and 80% tests indicated lower rate of change to the 

reference but overcharged the SC (through this can be solved by adding a switch in 

practical system as discussed before). As a result, 60% is the most suitable lower 

threshold limit parameter for the high gradient profile case. 

 

Effect of output saturation on the FC variation strategy 

Based on the results obtained in the lower threshold tests, it can be seen the FC and 

boost converter output power has been varied at a fast rate even with the 60% lower 

threshold, particularly between 400 s and 600 s. This is because the reduced SoC 

demanded a higher FC and boost converter output reference as the designed 

algorithm too effect. For example, if a large load power is demanded due to a bus 

acceleration when the SoC is at the user defined lower threshold, then the SoC will 

drop quickly to meet this demand. Consequently the FC would also increase its output 

power for the reduced SoC. The SC will be charged back to the lower threshold again 

with the increased FC and boost converter reference. As a result, the FC and boost 

converter output power will be adjusted back to normal level again. Although the FC 

output slew rate has been limited by a rate limiter as discussed before, this type of fast 

“up and down” operation is still not recommended for the FC.  
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One consideration is to add a saturation on the FC and boost converter output power 

to prevent large magnitude variations in FC power. The high gradient profile was tested 

with the model with different saturation levels. The same initial FC and boost converter 

output base reference, SC size (85F) and the selected lower threshold (60%) were 

used for this test. Tests at FC and boost converter output current saturation of 40 A, 50 

A, 60 A and 70 A were performed. The FC and boost converter output maximum power 

were limited to 25.2 kW, 31.5 kW, 37.8 kW and 44.1 kW correspondingly. The FC and 

boost converter output power and SoC change of these tests have been plotted in 

Figure 6.42 and 6.43.  

 

Figure 6.42 FC and boost converter output power change with different 

saturation level 

 

Figure 6.43 SoC change with different saturation level 
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It can be seen the saturation stopped the FC and boost converter output power going 

beyond the user defined saturation level. The 40 A saturation kept the output power at 

25.2 kW for the longest period of time. The SoC for the 40 A case has the lowest overall 

value because of the lowest limit to the FC and boost converter output power. On the 

other hand, the power never reached the saturation limit for the 70 A case.  

 

It can be seen the inclusion of a saturation limit on the FC and boost converter output 

can effectively limit larger variations in terms of magnitude. However, the required 

saturation level would be dependent on the power profile of the selected driving cycle. 

If the saturation level is too high, it would have no effect on controlling the FC output. 

On the other hand, if the saturation level is too low, it would reduce the ability to charge 

the SC adequately. It can be seen that the saturation level also needs to be adjusted 

based on the SoC. Hence an additional strategy to control the saturation limit based 

on the SoC has been added. The saturation limit has been selected to be 40 A when 

the SoC is more than 60%. The saturation limit will be 60 A when the SoC is 40%-60%. 

The saturation limit will be 120 A (peak power) when the SoC is less than 40%. This 

additional saturation limit control is independent of the undercharge protection 

calculation equation because it will only affect the maximum power limit. The inclusion 

of the additional saturation limit control can limit the FC and boost converter output 

peak while ensuring there is sufficient charging capability for the SC if required. The 

high gradient profile was tested again with all the identified parameters (85 F, 60% and 

saturation control). The FC and boost converter output power and SoC change have 

been plotted in Figure 6.44. 

 

Figure 6.44 FC and boost converter output power and SoC change of the model 

with saturation control strategy 
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It can be seen the inclusion of a saturation control strategy limited the FC and boost 

converter output power between 460 s and 580 s. The saturation limit was increased 

from 60 A to 120 A between 506 s and 539 s. It can be seen the FC and boost converter 

output power variation can be reduced with the proposed saturation control strategy. 

Hence, with the optimised FC variation strategy, the degree of hybridisation for the high 

gradient route is 42.8 kW of the FC and boost converter output power / 2.72 kWh (85F) 

SC. 

 

The previous sections investigated how to optimise the FC variation strategy and 

discussed the effect of varying a number of parameters. The SC size, lower threshold 

and a saturation limit control strategy have been found for the high gradient profile. It 

was found varying the SC size and lower threshold will have minor effect on the total 

energy delivery. Varying the SC size will affect the rate of charge and discharge of the 

SC SoC which also consequently affects the rate of variation on the FC output. The 

SC size can be reduced with the inclusion of the FC variation strategy. However, it can 

only be reduced to a certain minimum capacity beyond which the SC is simply too 

small. It was also found the smaller the SC size became, the more variation was 

observed in the FC output. Varying the lower threshold mainly affects the rate of 

variation, in terms of magnitude, of the FC reference. It will also influence the lowest 

SoC and highest SoC the SC will attain throughout the driving cycle. Finally, a 

saturation limit strategy was designed to limit the FC output variation.  

 

6.5   Degree of hybridisation analysis  

A strategy to identify a required degree of hybridisation for a certain driving cycle has 

been identified in section 6.3. The FC and boost converter output base reference 

power has been determined to be 1.1 times that of the route average power in the 

degree of hybridisation identification strategy. The required SC size can be determined 

by calculating the energy difference between the FC and boost converter output power 

and the load power profile. In section 6.3.5, three driving cycles were tested with the 

model without the FC variation strategy. The three driving cycles were completed bus 

routes with the highest average power (32 minutes), the lowest average power (50 

minutes) and a longer driving cycle consisting of the first three completed bus journeys 

(135 minutes). All three tests showed the SoC decreased by the end of the driving 

cycle because the required constant FC and boost converter output reference had not 

been identified. The reducing SoC will eventually cause the SC to deplete resulting in 

the model failing to complete the journey as intended.  
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To overcome this failing, a FC variation strategy has been designed and optimised in 

section 6.4 to ensure the identified degree of hybridisation can satisfy the operational 

requirement under challenging dynamic loads. The previous tests in section 6.4 used 

the high gradient profile to design and optimise the FC variation strategy. It was found 

the inclusion of the FC variation strategy provides the facility to adjust the FC and boost 

converter output reference depending on the driving cycle. With the inclusion of the FC 

variation strategy, the FC and boost converter output reference does not need to be 

defined in advance. Hence even if the route power profile has not been given or the 

bus has been diverted to an unexpected route, the FC and boost converter output 

reference will adjust its output to meet the required demand. However, the reference 

identified by the 1.1 times route average power can still be used to define the initial FC 

and boost converter output as a base reference. The identified SC size has not only 

been shown to be capable of better controlling the SoC, but also showed potential to 

further reduce the SC size if required. 

 

It can be seen that the degree of hybridisation identification strategy can also be used 

for the model with the FC variation strategy. To verify this point, the three driving cycles 

(driving cycle with the highest power, lowest power and three completed journeys) 

used in section 6.3.5 have been tested with the model with the FC variation strategy. 

Using the original parameters derived for the journeys will allow the examination of the 

model with the FC variation strategy. The results with and without the FC variation 

strategy have been compared and plotted in Figures 6.45 to 6.47. 
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Figure 6.45 FC and boost converter output power and SoC change of the 

highest average power bus journey with and without FC variation strategy 

The bus journey with the highest average power used the initial FC and boost converter 

output power of 17.63 kW and a 2.08 kWh SC. It can be found the final SoC after the 

driving cycle is reasonably close to the initial SoC with the inclusion of the FC variation 

strategy at the same degree of hybridisation. It can be seen the FC and boost converter 

output reference has been reduced a number of times between 100 s and 500 s when 

the SoC reaches 90%. The FC and boost converter output reference has been 

increased multiple times as well to prevent undercharge tripped by the 60% threshold, 

particularly between 1200 s and 1380 s. The highest FC and boost converter output 

power is 31.5 kW throughout this 32 minute journey. The required FC power would be 

35 kW with a 90% average boost converter efficiency. Hence the required degree of 

hybridisation for this high power journey with the highest average power would be 35 

kW FC / 2.08 kWh SC.  
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Figure 6.46 FC and boost converter output power and SoC change of the 

lowest average power bus journey with and without FC variation strategy 

The bus journey with the lowest average power used the initial FC and boost converter 

output power of 6.22 kW and a 1.41 kWh SC. It can be seen the SoC was also 

maintained at a higher level with the FC variation strategy.  The FC and boost converter 

output was adjusted depending on the SoC. The highest FC and boost converter 

output power is 26.2 kW which equates to a required FC output power of 29.1 kW with 

a 90% boost converter efficiency. Hence the required degree of hybridisation for this 

low power journey would be 29.1 kW FC / 1.41 kWh SC. 
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Figure 6.47 FC and boost converter output power and SoC change of the three 

combined bus journey with and without FC variation strategy 

The driving cycle comprising three completed bus journeys used the initial FC and 

boost converter output power of 11.77 kW and a 3.97 kWh SC. As expected, the SoC 

change are identical for the model with and with the FC variation strategy until the SoC 

reaches the threshold value. The SoC was maintained at a higher level as expected. 

The FC and boost converter output power clearly increased during the second bus 

journey where higher power operations occurred. The peak power output of the FC 

and boost converter output power in this driving cycle is 28.7 kW which requires a 31.9 

kW FC. Hence the required degree of hybridisation for this longer driving cycle is 31.9 

kW FC / 3.97 kWh SC. It can be seen the calculated degrees of hybridisation for all 

three driving cycles functioned as expected with the inclusion of the FC variation 

strategy.  

 

The strategy to identify the degree of hybridisation was validated against a number of 

driving cycles with the inclusion of the FC variation strategy. The model will be used to 

identify the required degree of hybridisation for the entire day of route 388. The 

average power of the entire day (without driver breaks) has been calculated to be 9.45 

kW as Table 6.2 showed before. That gives the required initial FC and boost converter 

output power base reference as 10.39 kW. The required SC size has been calculated 

to be 505 F which has a 16.2 kWh stored energy. The model has been tested with the 

entire day’s power profile (Figure 6.4). The FC and boost converter output power and 
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the SoC change have been plotted in Figure 6.48. 

 

Figure 6.48 FC and boost converter output power and SoC change of the entire 

operation day of route 388 

It can be seen the SC dissipated more energy in the morning driving cycles and was 

charged more frequently in the afternoon and evening driving cycles. As a result, the 

FC and boost converter output was increased significantly by the FC variation strategy 

in the morning operations and then decreased on two noticeable extended occasions 

in the afternoon and evening operations. This is because morning (rush hour) driving 

requires a lot of starts which are high load events and rarely will the bus get up to an 

appreciable speed which would also compromise regenerative energy capture. It was 

found the average charge effectiveness from regenerative braking throughout the 

entire day is 82.7% while the discharge efficiency is 90.3%. The SoC was maintained 

within the desired operational range. The proposed degree of hybridisation proved 

capable of delivering effective bus operation for the entire day. Since the highest power 

of the FC and boost converter output is 24.2 kW, this equates to a required FC power 

of 26.9 kW with a 90% average boost converter efficiency. Therefore, the degree of 

hybridisation on route 388 bus for the operating day is 26.9 kW FC / 16.2 kWh SC. 

More measured parameters from the entire day simulation have been plotted in 

Appendix R.  

 

It can be seen the degree of hybridisation for the route 388 differs from the degree 

proposed for the high gradient route (42.8 kW / 2.72 kWh). The degree proposed on 
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gradient route is 8.53 kW, the same initial base reference value (10.39 kW) of route 

388 was used for the high gradient route. It was found the degree for route 388 bus is 

more than enough to cover the high gradient route because of the larger SC size. It 

can be seen the degree proposed for route 388 data has provided a FC SC 

combination that satisfies route 388 and the high gradient route. Although different 

driving cycles will result different FC SC combination, it can be found that a universal 

FC SC combination that satisfies multiple routes could be determined based on the 

degree of hybridisation identification method proposed in this research. 

 

Figure 6.49 FC and boost converter output power and SoC change of the 

degree proposed for route 388 applied on the high gradient route 
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F SC (16.2 kWh) with a 60% lower threshold undercharge protection. The same tests 

have been carried out with different SC size. The required FC power has also been 

determined by using the highest required power from the FC. Hence a ratio between 

required FC size and SC size can be obtained. The obtained results have been plotted 

in Figure 6.50. 

 

Figure 6.50 Ratio between required FC power and SC size for the full day 

driving cycle 

As expected, it can be seen reducing the SC size would consequently lead to increase 

in the FC power required. It was also found further reducing the SC size beyond 3.2 

kWh will cause the system to fail for this particular profile. The failure was caused by 

the SoC dropped to quickly for the FC to charge because the SC is too small. It can 

be seen the SC size can be reduced significantly at the cost of a larger FC. 

 

The 60% lower threshold has also been varied to investigate how such adjustment 

would affect the degree of hybridisation. The same SC reduction tests have been 

carried out with 50% and 70% lower threshold. The results have been compared in 

Figure 6.51. 
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Figure 6.51 Ratio between required FC power and SC size for the full day 

driving cycle with different lower thresholds 

It can also be found reducing the lower threshold to 50% would increase the required 

size of both the FC and SC. Increasing the lower threshold to 70% would reduce the 

required size of both the FC and the SC. It has been found there is a trade-off 

relationship between the SC size reduction and FC size increase. This trade-off 

relationship would play an important role in optimising the cost of the hybrid system. 

The cost of the FC system and SC system varies significantly depending on the 

production scale, power range, market and manufacture. The current market estimated 

the FC costs approximately £5,000/kW and the SC costs approximately £6,000/kWh 

[6.1] [6.2]. The total cost of different ratios can be calculated based on the results 

obtained in Figure 6.51. The total cost of the FC and SC has been plotted in Figure 

6.52. 

 

Figure 6.52 FC and SC total cost change with SC size variation  
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It can be seen the lowest cost for each lower thresholds occurred between 6.4 kWh 

and 9.6 kWh. There is a middle region where the system achieves the lower costs. 

However, this can only provide a general estimation of the total cost with different ratios 

because this is heavily dependent on the cost of the FC and SC. An appropriate cost 

study of the hybrid model will be required to calculate the exact cost relationship. That 

would require a detailed cost analysis of the current industry, system scale, 

manufacturer information and future market change which is beyond the scope of this 

research. This can be analysed as part of some future work. 

 

The previous tests showed the system having the lowest SC size and lowest total cost 

had the lowest threshold setting at 70%. At the same time, 70% would cause more 

frequent adjustment to the FC output, like the first RV1 bus, it is becoming less of a 

hybrid system. Having a high threshold setting means the bus is not using the SC as 

an energy storage for boost but merely to attenuate the severity of the ramp change 

the FC has to undergo. If the FC output has been held constant, the SC was managing 

all the transient response. Optimisation comes at the cost of using the FC over a wider 

dynamic power band. To investigate the FC variation frequency, the percentage of the 

FC output varied has been calculated by using the total time divided by the FC 

remained at the initial base reference (1.1*average). This will provide the time the FC 

varied throughout the operational day. The results have been plotted with different 

lower thresholds as Figure 6.53 shows.  

 

Figure 6.53 Percentage of time the FC output varied against SC size  
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SoC depletion or being decreased to prevent overcharge. It was found that the average 

power of the FC and boost converter output for each case is nearly the same with less 

than 1% variation in results. Since the net power profile of the load and the net power 

of the FC are the same, varying the SC size and lower threshold will not affect the 

energy delivery to or from the SC. The minor difference is caused by the charge/ 

discharge efficiency and slightly different final SoC. The same average FC output 

power also means the total energy delivered by the FC is always the same.  

 

Discussion with reference to the degree of hybridisation optimisation  

It can be seen the degree of hybridisation can be optimised with respect to a number 

of parameters. However, there is always a trade-off relationship for the parameter that 

is been optimised. There will be a number of factors involved and optimisation is about 

finding the “best balance” amongst those factors. Table 6.8 summarises the results 

obtained from the previous tests.  
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Table 6.8 Summary of degrees of hybridisation optimisation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

50% lower 

threshold 

FC (kW) 
SC 

(kWh) 
FC varied (%) 

Total cost 

(k£) 

Hydrogen 

consumption (kg) 

28.8 24 
7.25 

(Min FC 
variation) 

288.2 11.683 

29.6 22.4 8.31 282.6 11.721 
30.5 20.8 8.86 277.5 11.760 
31.6 19.2 9.19 273.0 11.796 
32.8 17.6 9.46 269.4 11.834 
34.2 16 10.3 266.8 11.872 
35.8 14.4 10.5 265.6 11.910 
37.8 12.8 13 265.9 11.923 
40.4 11.2 15.4 269.3 11.915 
41.6 9.6 16.3 265.5 11.904 
44.1 8 18.6 268.7 11.894 
47.2 6.4 20.3 274.4 11.886 
51.8 4.8 22.7 287.6 11.888 
54.3 3.2 32.8 290.8 11.886 

 
 

 

 

 

60% lower 

threshold 

23.4 24 13.7 260.9 11.804 
23.9 22.4 14.4 254.0 11.832 
24.5 20.8 15.6 247.4 11.860 
25.2 19.2 16.2 241.3 11.887 
26.0 17.6 16.8 235.7 11.915 
27.0 16 18.7 230.8 11.923 
28.1 14.4 20.5 226.7 11.915 
30.4 12.8 21.6 228.6 11.903 
32.3 11.2 22.6 228.6 11.890 
34.8 9.6 23.6 231.7 11.877 
36.7 8 24.2 231.5 11.865 
40.2 6.4 24.8 239.6 11.861 
41.6 4.8 28.4 236.7 11.858 
45.6 3.2 38.2 247.4 11.861 

 

 

 

70% lower 

threshold 

20.7 
(Min FC 

size) 
24 21.5 247.5 11.948 

21.1 22.4 23 239.7 11.954 
22.3 20.8 24.7 236.3 11.950 
23.5 19.2 26.8 232.7 11.940 
24.7 17.6 27.8 228.9 11.928 
25.7 16 28.6 224.6 11.915 
27.1 14.4 29.8 221.8 11.902 
27.7 12.8 30.6 215.4 11.888 
30.1 11.2 30.9 217.7 11.875 
32.0 9.6 31.1 217.4 11.864 
33.5 8 32.2 215.5 11.854 

35.0 6.4 34.1 
213.6 

(Min total 
cost) 

11.844 

37.5 4.8 40.6 216.5 11.834 

41.6 
3.2 

(Min SC 
size) 

46.9 227.1 11.842 
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All the degrees of hybridisation in table 6.8 have been shown to be capable of suitably 

delivering the service for a complete operating day of route 388. The hydrogen 

consumption has also been estimated based on the full scale model. As can be seen 

from the table, varying the degree of hybridisation has only a minor impact on the 

hydrogen consumption because the power profile used is the same for all tests. Since 

each bus journey is approximately 12.83 km as discussed before, the total distance 

travelled can be roughly estimated to be 256.6 km (20 journeys). Therefore the 

systems with the proposed degrees of hybridisation and specific control strategies 

used 11.683-11.948 kg for 256.6 km which equates 4.55-4.66 kg (~640 MJ) per 100 

km with the same initial and final SoC. It can be seen that the hydrogen consumption 

has been reduced when compared with the 8-9 kg /100 km fuel economy with the 

London RV1 FC bus. Although the hydrogen consumption cannot be validated at this 

stage due to lack of information, the results can provide an estimation of the fuel 

economy of the proposed system. It was acknowledged that the rated power of the 

selected FC will also have an impact on the hydrogen consumption. A proper validation 

for the full scale model would need to be carried out for a more accurate hydrogen 

consumption evaluation which can be carried out as part of the future work.  

 

The four hybrid option results with minimum variation, minimum FC size, minimum total 

cost and minim SC size have been highlighted. One of these parameters can be 

maximised for each case, but this would also consequently change the other 

parameters. It can be seen optimising the degree of hybridisation is not simply finding 

a “best” number. The factors of optimisation would depend on the specific requirements 

of the bus designer.  
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Figure 6.54 FC/SC ratio comparison between route 388 optimised degrees of 

hybridisation and existing FC buses  

Finally, the degrees of hybridisation proposed for route 388 in this research have been 

compared with other operating FC buses referring back to Chapter 3. The comparison 

has been plotted in Figure 6.54. The four options optimised in terms of minimum FC 

size, cost, SC size and FC variation have been plotted in the FC/SC ratio plot.  

 

From the FC point of view, it can be seen the FC size proposed in this research is 

significantly smaller when compared with those for existing FC buses. However, there 

is an important point that needs to be addressed for the FC size comparison. The 

degrees proposed in this research were mainly based on the driving cycle of one 

operating day. As discussed before, the driving cycle is subject to change based on a 

variety of factors such as season, weather and other events. Although the proposed 

FC variation strategy will provide some flexibility for the model to be operated under 

different driving cycles, the required FC size could be increased to be prepared for 

possible worst case scenarios. As a result, the degrees identified in this research are 

more likely to be appropriate for route 388 on that day instead of for route 388 generally. 

Although more power profiles will be required to properly size the FC for the route 388, 

the strategy to identify the required degree will be the same which is the most important 

finding of this research. 

 

From the energy storage point of view, the energy storage size proposed in this 

research varies over a wider range compared with those installed in existing buses. As 

discussed in section 3.2, most existing FC hybrid bus models utilise Li-ion batteries as 
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energy storage with the exception of the London RV1 FC bus. The capacities of the 

battery used in the existing FC buses are generally larger than proposed in this 

research. The reason for this is the lower power density of the Li-ion batteries, as 

discussed in section 2.5.2. More batteries need to be integrated to provide a higher 

transient power output. The SC used for London RV1 (0.5 kWh) is significantly smaller 

than the proposed SC capacity in the degree of hybridisation for route 388. There are 

three reasons for this. First, as discussed in section 2.3.3, route RV1 is a relatively flat 

route which was specifically selected for the FC bus demonstration. As a result the 

power variations in the route RV1 in terms of magnitude and frequency are expected 

to be significantly smaller than for the same bus on route 388. Second, RV1 is a single 

decker bus while the route 388 bus is a double decker bus. This would further reduce 

the power demand for RV1 compared to the route 388 bus selected for this research. 

Third, the FC on RV1 is significantly more powerful than the FC proposed for route 

388. This also reduced the requirement of the SC size on-board the RV1 bus.  

 

Based on the discussions, the degree of hybridisation proposed in this research is 

more appropriate to be the optimum for route 388 on that specific day the data was 

gathered. The results showed the potential of using a downsized FC with a larger SC 

in a hybrid bus. The most important finding of this research is the strategy to identify 

and optimise the degree of hybridisation. The degree of hybridisation identification 

method can be applied on any other route. The reduced FC size in the present RV1 

also greatly improves fuel economy when compared to the FC only RV1 variant, as 

discussed in section 2.3.3. The downsized FC on buses can reduce fuel consumption 

and improve system efficiency as they are both directly related to the FC output power. 

The combination of a downsized FC and a larger SC showed great potential in the FC 

hybrid model. This type of design holds the advantages of reduced FC stress, 

improved hybrid performance, and potential to be further optimised in terms of cost, 

efficiency and fuel consumption. 
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6.7   Discussion on dynamic power control strategy  

Thus far, this research has proposed and showed the FC/SC hybrid controller with the 

FC variation system can greatly increase bus flexibility. The FC variations system 

worked by monitoring the SC SoC and reacted by adjusting the FC output to prevent 

SC depletion. The FC does not modify its output until the lower set threshold SoC is 

reached through depletion of the SC. To ensure the SoC does not reach the 30% limit 

(buck/boost converter failure at 25%), protection against depletion has been added by 

either increasing capacity of the SC or raising the SoC level of the lower threshold 

trigger point. A higher threshold leads to “shallower” use of the SC and forces the FC 

to cycle up from its set base reference more frequently and when the SC has an 

appreciable SoC and low rate of depletion. The FC may also be subjected to steep 

response or even stepped response depending upon the control mechanism for 

increasing output from the FC. This is more pronounced at lower threshold settings. 

Once set, the threshold that is optimised for the most onerous duty of a particular route 

cannot be simply adjusted for the remainder of the route.  

 

There is a possible improvement on the FC variation strategy and that is to link the FC 

response to not only SoC of the SC, but also the duty loading on the SC at any 

particular time during the driving cycle i.e. rate of discharge. The proposal is to 

implement a response curve as part of the FC control algorithm. The curve relates rate 

of discharge of SoC to SoC for the SC. Figure 6.55 showed a function response curve 

as an example. 

 

Figure 6.55 Response curve example  
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As Figure 6.55 shows, at high SoC depletion rate, the FC will be activated to deliver 

more energy only if that depletion rate is steeper than the response curve at the SoC 

at that gradient point (shown as the FC activation region). Also, if the depletion rate is 

less than shown on the response curve for the corresponding SoC, the FC will not be 

activated to deliver more energy i.e. the FC will continue to deliver the output at its 

base reference output. The lower the SoC, the lower the rate of discharge required to 

trigger a response to release more energy from the FC. If the SoC is high, then the 

rate of depletion must be higher to activate the FC to deliver additional energy above 

its reference setting. In effect, the response of the FC depends not only on SoC, but 

also on rate of discharge of the SC.  

 

Using this control strategy, the need for a high SoC threshold to protect against over 

depletion on a high power route is less critical. In effect, the threshold is being 

dynamically adjusted depending on the load, SoC and rate of discharge. Not only does 

the proximity of the threshold SoC activate the FC response but the rate of discharge 

also determines the limiting SoC for the FC output response. As a result, the threshold 

is no longer a fixed dumb control setting, but is now a dynamic response parameter.  

 

Figure 6.56 Range of FC activation response curves 

Figure 6.56 shows a series of FC activation response curves. In reality, the designer 

would need to consider the dynamics of the route when implementing the dynamic 

threshold control strategy for the FC hybrid bus. To allow a single optimised design to 

function over a variety of routes, the algorithm controlling the FC response can be 

modified to match the route. Of the four response curves shown, the blue curve would 

applied to a low power route since the instances when the SC would be discharged at 

a high rate at high SoC would be minimal. With this response curve, the FC will not be 

activated to respond to provide additional output unless the SC is appreciably depleted. 
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The yellow response curve denoting the high power route demands increased output 

from the FC at lower discharge rates even at high SoC. This would allow the FC to 

contribute to the increasing demand long before the SC is heavily depleted. Using this 

control strategy, there is a combination between the FC variation strategy and the 

dynamic threshold control strategy.  

 

Figure 6.57 FC output response curves 

When required, the FC will need to respond to the rate of discharge of the SC. The 

higher the rate of discharge, the corresponding the higher the rate of output response 

from the FC. Figure 6.57 shows the required FC activation response generally 

corresponding to the responses in Figure 6.56. The high power route would require the 

FC output to respond at a higher rate overall compared to the lower power curves 

shown. The FC output response curves would be generally matched to the FC 

activation curves. 

 

There are however limitations with this strategy. If the high power route, for example, 

occurs in one direction of the journey i.e. mainly uphill, the likelihood is the return 

journey will be a lower power route i.e. mainly downhill. It is clear setting the control 

algorithm for uphill will compromise for example regenerative energy recapture and 

the downhill route. To be able to change the algorithm to be more section of the route 

specific, there are different means available to manage which control algorithm is used 

on which part of the route. These could be adjusting the response curve: 

1. Based on the bus destination (when the driver changes the display).  

2. Programming complete route maps into the FC algorithm. 

3. Real time monitoring the bus location using roadside pickups or GPS data.  

It is possible to determine an algorithm for each journey (A to B and B to A would be 

two journeys). However, if the route profile varies significantly within the journey itself, 
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the algorithm may not achieve optimised efficiencies from the FC for significant parts 

of the journey since FC efficiency increases as output power decreases.  

 

It may be preferable for the algorithm to be modified en route. For example earlier tests 

carried out on a high power, low power and combined journeys routes (Figure 6.45-

6.47), each of these were optimised at different FC and boost converter base reference 

output (17.63 kW for high power, 6.22 kW for low power and 11.77 kW for combined 

journey). For a journey that comprises all three of these journeys, the bus would either 

have to function using the high power setting which leads to lower FC efficiency across 

the entire route or adjust the algorithm depending upon which section of the journey 

the bus is at that specific time. By allowing the FC to function at its best efficiency 

relative to the route sections, not only do we increase the overall efficiency and improve 

fuel economy, we also further reduced the stresses applied on the FC by reduce cycling.  

 

The response curve can be modified to allow the “same bus” to function across 

different general categories of route without amending or modifying the propulsion 

plant fit for these general categories. This allows a universal FC/SC combination bus 

for the majority of the city as we now have facility to modify the response curve when 

unexpected bus operation is required. There is also potential to use fuzzy logic control 

to better optimise the performance of the propulsion unit and with AI self-learning 

technology develop a bus suitable for unmanned operation.  
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6.8   Concluding arguments and recommendations 

The aim of this chapter was to develop meaningful discussions around the 

identification and optimisation of FC/SC degree of hybridisation for bus use. This 

chapter discussed and formulated arguments from a power system engineering 

perspective to investigate the FC/SC degree of hybridisation for a FC hybrid bus.  

 

The validated computer model was scaled up to full scale to represent a practical 

operating London bus. The full scale bus model was evaluated with different actual 

driving cycles and showed the proposed current control strategy performing as 

expected. The initial proposal of the FC/SC operation has been designed to keep the 

FC output always constant while using the SC to supplement the load demands. The 

control strategy has shown it is capable of keeping the FC output constant while using 

the SC to satisfy the varying load modelled from actual driving cycles.  

 

The variation of FC output and SC size has been investigated to gain a better 

understanding of the effect of degree of hybridisation in the bus model. The FC hybrid 

system was tested with different FC and boost converter current output references. 

The model showed it is capable of adjusting the FC and boost converter output based 

on the user-defined reference. It was found varying the FC and boost converter 

reference will only affect the SC input and output power which changes the SoC. The 

method to determine a required FC output has been identified to be 1.1 times that of 

the average power of the driving cycle which would deliver a FC/SC hybrid system with 

downsized FC.  

 

With regards to the method to identify the SC size, it was found varying the SC size 

will only affect the SoC change throughout the driving cycle. A number of criteria have 

been addressed to determine an appropriate SC size based on the results obtained. It 

has been found that the method to identify the SC size would require the entire 

selected driving cycle to be simulated in the model which is not an effective method. 

As a result, a method to estimate the required SC size for a certain driving cycle has 

been identified based on the cumulative energy calculation throughout the power 

profile. The calculation method has been validated with the computer model and 

showed it is capable of providing a reasonable estimation of the required SC size. 

 

Based on the discussions, the method to identify the required degree of hybridisation 

was summarised in a number of steps. The identified degree of hybridisation has been 
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tested with various different practical bus collected driving cycles. It was found the SoC 

will be decrease overall for longer driving cycles because of the losses within the 

buck/boost converter linked to the SC. The challenge to the initial proposed operation 

strategy of keeping the FC output always constant has been identified as three 

limitations. The three limitations are the requirement of more resources to process, 

inability to identify the real time SC conversion efficiency and no flexibility in bus 

operations.  

 

Following the identified limitations, the initial proposed strategy of keeping the FC 

output always constant has been reconsidered. A FC variation strategy has been 

developed to adjust the FC output depending on the SC SoC. A specific UCL-assigned 

route with a high gradient profile has been used to analyse the FC variation strategy.  

The FC variation strategy consist of an undercharge protection system and an 

overcharge protection system. It was found the inclusion of the FC variation strategy 

is not only capable of eliminating the three limitations that were identified but also 

showed potential to further optimise the identified degrees of hybridisation. As a result 

it has been recommended to integrate the FC variation strategy into the FC hybrid 

model.  

 

To investigate the potential to optimise the FC variation strategy, a number of 

parameters have been analysed. It was found the SC size can be further reduced with 

the consequence of the FC output having to be varied with more frequency and larger 

magnitude. It was also found varying the lower threshold in the undercharge protection 

can change the rate of the change of the FC and boost converter reference. An extra 

saturation control strategy has also been designed and showed capability to limit large 

magnitude variations of the FC output. An optimised FC variation strategy has been 

designed and integrated based on the high gradient profile analysis.  

 

The FC/SC model with the optimised FC variation strategy has been tested with more 

driving cycles and eventually a full day driving cycle of route 388. It was found the 

model with the FC variation strategy showed good performance in terms of controlling 

the SoC and meeting the dynamic load demand. The degree of hybridisation has been 

identified for the operating day of route 388 which also justified and verified the strategy 

to identify the degree of hybridisation for a driving cycle. 

 

With the degree of hybridisation identified and tested, they have been optimised to 

explore the potential of an optimum FC/SC ratio. It was found reducing the SC size 
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would consequently increase the required FC power. The total cost of various FC/SC 

ratios have also been estimated and the results showed there is a middle range where 

the minimum total cost occurs. It was also found that raising the lower threshold can 

reduce the requirement of both FC and SC size. However, the elevated lower threshold 

will also significantly increase the frequency and magnitude of the FC power output 

variation. It has been found each parameter in the degree of hybridisation is interlinked 

with others. As a result, the optimisation of the degree of hybridisation would be 

dependent on the specific requirement of the bus designer. Four optimised degrees of 

hybridisation namely minimum FC size, minimum total cost, minimum SC size and 

minimum FC variation have been proposed for the route 388. The proposed degrees 

of hybridisation have been compared with degrees of hybridisation of existing FC 

buses. It has been found that using a downsized FC as power provide and a larger SC 

to satisfy varying power demand difference is a feasible solution with the proposed 

control strategy.  

 

A dynamic power control strategy has been proposed to determine the control 

algorithms for FC activation and response to further optimise the performance of the 

FC hybrid bus. The control strategy provides the facility to optimise the bus for different 

routes with the same general bus propulsion system.  

 

FC hybrid system solution recommendation 

This research demonstrated the identification and optimisation method for the FC/SC 

degree of hybridisation for a certain driving cycle. Although the identified degree of 

hybridisation may not be optimum for other routes, the identification and optimisation 

method can be applied on other routes. A summary of the FC/SC bus degree of 

hybridisation identification process from a power system engineering point of view has 

been presented in a list of steps.  

 
1. Route selection. Considering the early stage of FC bus development and the 

collected driving cycle of this research are all from a double decker bus, the FC 

bus route for HyFCap project would be expected to be a demonstration route 

potentially for the first double decker FC bus.  

 

2. Driving cycle data collection. This step can be carried out with a conventional 

bus, preferably with similar specifications to the proposed future FC bus. Since this 

research focused on the power system point of view, mechanical frameworks, bus 

design regulations, and system placement (hydrogen cylinder etc.) will not be taken 
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into consideration at this stage. The most important part of this step would be to 

collect the power profile as it defines all the power requirements needed to propel 

or slow the bus regardless of the mechanical design. The driving cycle data needs 

to be collected for as many different operational scenarios as possible as this data 

will define the worst case scenarios.  

3. FC output power identification. Calculate the average route power of the 

collected driving cycles and using 1.1 times that of the calculated value as the initial 

FC and boost converter base reference power output. 

4. SC sizing. Subtract the FC and boost converter output from the power profile to 

determine the power required from the SC. Calculate the cumulative energy 

required from and to the SC to determine the required capacitance. Increase the 

determined capacitance by 20% for efficiency compensation and extra buffer. The 

SC sized by this method will provide an initial estimation of the SC size.  

5. Model validation. Run the FC/SC hybrid model with the load simulation system 

with the identified degree of hybridisation on the driving cycle power profiles to 

validate the calculation and evaluate the system performance. 

6. Degree of hybridisation optimisation. Optimise the FC variation strategy by 

testing the model with different SC size, lower threshold and FC output saturation. 

Identify a range of different degrees of hybridisation and optimise the degrees 

depending on the requirement of the bus designer.  

The steps summarise the key recommendations for FC bus design from a power 

system engineering point of view. The outcome of this is expected to be an optimum 

FC/SC hybrid bus power system design for a specific route that is also capable of 

operating on different routes. 
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Chapter 7   Conclusions and further work 

7.1   Introduction 

This research investigated the use of Fuel Cells for city bus use as part of the HyFCap 

project and the implementation of the London ULEZ in 2020. Following an extensive 

literature review into low emission bus propulsion systems and a critical review into FC 

technology for transportation, it was concluded that the current bus fleet needs to be 

improved to meet the ULEZ requirements and FC technology has promising 

performance capabilities for city bus application. Following a gap analysis built upon 

the literature review and analysis of the current FC bus industry, this research aimed 

to “explore the potential of integrating a SC with a downsized FC for a FC hybrid bus 

application and investigate the method to identify an appropriate degree of 

hybridisation between the constituent power sources”.  

  

To conduct research into this field, a scaled model of FC hybrid system was developed 

in the laboratory with the intention of using the scaled model to develop a computer 

simulation model that would be used to investigate the optimisation of degree of 

hybridisation. The results and their examination offered an analytical understanding of 

the limitations of using a FC only bus system while highlighting the rationale for the 

use of energy storage technology to supplement the FC as the power source. The 

hybrid system constructed in the laboratory was used to investigate the practical 

performance of a FC hybrid bus and through this provide validation tool for the design 

and development of the computer simulation model. Beyond construction and testing 

of the basic FC test bench and the hybrid laboratory scale model, the computer 

simulation model was developed and tested in parallel with the laboratory scale model. 

This allowed the systems to be validated against each other to provide as accurate a 

representation of a FC/SC hybrid power system as could be achieved with the 

available resources. Each constituent sub-system and the fully integrated hybrid 

computer simulation system were validated against results obtained from the 

laboratory scale model using the same experimental configuration for validation tests. 

Both the laboratory scale model and computer simulation were tested with the 

controller proposed for the hybrid system and the results showed the computer model 

accurately replicated the practical laboratory scale model. It was concluded that the 

FC/SC hybrid model was suitable for use in this research and the operation strategy 

functioned as expected. 
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The computer simulation model was then utilised to replicate a full scale bus and 

evaluate, against actual driving cycle data, the performance in more complex dynamic 

environments. Investigations were undertaken to determine the most appropriate FC 

and boost converter output reference with a series of tests. The impact of modifying 

FC output and SC size were investigated and discussed. A method to identify the 

degree of hybridisation was derived and demonstrated for a number of selected driving 

cycles. The identified degrees were then optimised with another FC output controlling 

strategy. The optimised degrees were compared against actual operating FC buses. 

Finally the degree of hybridisation identification and optimisation method for a FC 

hybrid bus was provided as a list of steps.  

 

The following sections provide a summary of the research findings and specific 

recommendations for the HyFCap project when integrating FC systems with bus 

system. The findings and recommendations have been contributed as a result of this 

research.  

 

7.2   Summary of the research findings 

FC bus technology was being tested and demonstrated as a potential zero emission 

solution for public transport. The current FC bus industry suffers from high capital cost 

due to the large FC stack on-board which led to the HyFCap project to specifically 

investigate a hybrid system comprising a FC and an energy storage. It was found that 

the current FC bus industry has started to replace the FC only buses with FC hybrid 

buses. This trend was investigated, tested with the laboratory system and it was found 

helped overcome four major limitations. These were low efficiency under higher load 

operations, requirement of a large FC stack, slow response under transient load 

change and lack of ability to recover retardation energy. Additionally, it was found that 

the FC size has to significantly increase to be able to cover some of the worst case 

load scenarios which led to significantly over-sized FCs.  

 

The following conceptual and theoretical analysis indicated that the previously 

identified drawbacks for FC only bus system can be mitigated by using a hybrid 

configuration. A scaled FC hybrid system was developed with both laboratory and 

computer models showing that the FC is capable of being hybridised with an energy 

storage system. It was also argued that the SC was theoretically more appropriate to 

be integrated with the FC source than lithium ion batteries because of their 

performance in terms of power and energy density characteristics.  
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The initial operation strategy proposed in this research was to use the FC as a constant 

output power source while using the SC as an energy reservoir to satisfy varying power 

demand and recover regeneration braking energy. This type of strategy was 

considered advantageous as it not only mitigates against periods of low FC efficiency 

operation and dynamic load stress applied on the FC, but also takes advantage of the 

high power density of the SC. The proposed operation strategy has been designed to 

utilise a current control strategy applied to the buck/boost converter for the SC. The 

control strategy has shown its capability to achieve the proposed operation strategy 

and was validated with the laboratory test bench. The validated control strategy was 

applied to the computer model. The computer model was used to evaluate a series of 

actual driving cycles and the control strategy was able to maintain the FC output as 

required under realistic dynamic loads. 

 

The computer model was used to develop a methodology to identify the optimum 

FC/SC degree of hybridisation. The consequences of adjusting the FC and boost 

converter output was found to affect the SoC change throughout the driving cycle 

compared with other FC reference settings. In order to keep the initial and final SoC of 

the SC approximately the same after certain driving cycle operations, the initial 

proposal was to use the average power of the driving cycle to determine the desired 

output of the FC. However, it was found the difference in charge and discharge 

efficiency will impact the SoC change throughout the driving cycle. Tests suggested 

the buck/boost converter losses will vary depending on the power profile and averaged 

at 90% efficiency. As a result an average 10% increase on the FC and boost converter 

output was added to compensate for the converter losses. This set the required FC 

and boost converter reference at 1.1 times the driving cycle average power.  

 

Although the SoC at the start and end of the route will remain approximately constant 

when using 1.1 times the average driving cycle power as FC and boost converter 

output reference, it was also found that the SC needs to be properly sized to prevent 

depletion. The consequences of adjusting the SC size was to affect the maximum and 

minimum SoC to which the SC would be charged or discharged. A strategy based on 

calculating the energy required from the SC has been developed. It was found this 

strategy can provide a reasonable estimation of the required SC size.  

 

It was found that the main factors for identifying the FC/SC degree of hybridisation 

were the prevention of the SC depletion while being able to cover the entire operation 

journey/route/day. Increasing the FC output would reduce the transient power 
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demands from the SC and be able to recharge the SC at a higher rate. Decreasing the 

FC output would increase the power demands and increase the potential to deplete 

the SC. The larger the capacity of the SC, the less likely the SC will be to depletion 

because of the larger capacity, however, this would also increase the cost and space 

demand on the bus. Thus the optimum FC/SC degree of hybridisation can be identified 

by using the FC and boost converter output power as 1.1 times the average of the 

driving cycle power / the SC size where the SoC will never go beyond a certain lower 

limit throughout the driving cycle.  

 

The initial proposed operation strategy of keeping the FC output always constant has 

been tested with the identified degree of hybridisation. However, it was found the SoC 

was unable to be maintained at an expected high level. It was found that in addition to 

the difference in discharge (power supply) and charge (regeneration) efficiencies 

significant energy was lost through the necessity of mechanical braking. The 10% 

increased on the FC and boost converter output reference was unable to compensate 

fully for the losses, particularly over driving cycle with frequent start stop at low speed 

which compromises regenerative energy capture. Results suggested the exact 

required increase on the FC and boost converter reference varies with the driving cycle. 

It was found keeping the FC output constant was not an efficient and practical solution. 

As a result, a FC variation strategy was applied that offers the facility to adjust the FC 

and boost converter output reference through monitoring the SC SoC.  

 

It was found the model with the inclusion of the FC variation strategy can not only 

eliminate the limitations for the initial proposed operation strategy, but also bring 

potential benefits of further optimising the identified degree of hybridisation. It was 

found the degree of hybridisation can be further optimised by adjusting the parameters 

of the FC variation strategy. It was found reducing the SC size would consequently 

increase the required FC power as expected. Raising the SoC threshold of the FC 

variation strategy could reduce the required size of the FC and the SC, but would 

consequently increase the frequency and magnitude of the FC power output variation. 

The findings suggest that there will not be a “best” degree of hybridisation for FC hybrid 

buses, but an optimum degree of hybridisation for the particular driving cycle. Four 

optimised parameters of hybridisation have been identified for the test route. The 

computer model can be used by the designer to test and optimise their proposed FC 

and SC installation. It was concluded the optimisation can be carried with the model 

based on the requirement of the bus designer. Finally, the comparison between the 

degrees identified in this research and the existing FC buses suggested that the FC 
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size can be significantly reduced with the proposed FC hybrid propulsion system.  

 

This research demonstrated that the FC hybrid system with a downsized FC for city 

bus use is feasible for operating in complex city driving environments and has the 

potential to be further optimised. This research also demonstrated a method to identify 

an appropriate degree of hybridisation between the constituent power sources, thus 

meeting the proposed research aim. Although the degree of hybridisation identification 

and optimisation have only been carried out with driving cycle data from a single route, 

the most important outcome of this research is the derivation of a method to identify 

and optimise an appropriate degree of hybridisation listed as recommendation steps 

in section 6.8. The output this research delivered can be used to provide an appropriate 

degree of hybridisation between the FC and SC for any bus route if the driving cycle 

data can be provided. The FC variation strategy developed in this research allows the 

bus to be able to operate on other bus routes even if the driving cycle differs from the 

base reference determined by route average power. However, this strategy limits the 

depth to which the SC can be explored because of the dumb control of the lower 

threshold. With this simple control strategy, the bus can be optimised for a particular 

route, but there is the limitation that this degree of optimised is a compromise across 

the route.  

 

A dynamic power control strategy has been proposed to further optimise the FC hybrid 

bus and overcome the limitation of an elevated lower threshold for the FC variation 

strategy on high power routes. It was proposed that the FC activation was related to 

not only SoC but also rate of depletion of the SC related to SoC. A series of theoretical 

FC activation curves have been proposed as well as FC output response curves. 

Further control strategies have been proposed that would allow this dynamic threshold 

control to be better tailored across the profile of a route. This would allow improved 

optimised not only for one specific route, but also for a particular design across a 

variety of routes. This allows a general FC hybrid bus design to be provided that is 

capable of operating in the majority of specific city. 
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7.3   Recommendations for HyFCap project 

The findings of this research have been translated into specific recommendations for 

the FC bus design to the HyFCap project. The resulting recommendations are as 

follows: 

1. An FC only powered bus should not be the considered option for the HyFCap 

project demonstration bus. A FC with electrical energy storage hybrid system is 

considered a more appropriate option as a city bus solution.  

 

2. SCs are recommended over batteries to be integrated with the FC as the energy 

storage device for the FC hybrid bus. 

 

3. The FC size can be significantly reduced in the hybrid bus through the use of 

energy storage, regenerative braking energy capture and an appropriate power 

delivery control strategy. This type of downsized FC/SC configuration has been 

shown to be feasible. The exact amount of FC size reduction would be dependent 

on the selected route driving cycles. 

 

4. The method to identify an appropriate FC/SC degree of hybridisation has been 

listed in the recommendation steps in section 6.8.  

 

5. The initial proposed operation strategy of maintaining the FC output constant is not 

recommended. The inclusion of the FC variation strategy is recommended as an 

important feature to optimise the degrees and add flexibility. Depending on the 

requirement of the bus designer, optimisation in terms of a number of parameters 

can be carried out. 

 

6. Considering integrating the hybrid system into a double decker FC bus from the 

power system engineering point of view, the FC/SC degree of hybridisation 

identified following the recommended steps will also work for a double decker FC 

bus. This research was not concerned with the actual mechanical design of a FC 

hybrid bus. This would need to be a consideration for the bus designer.  
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7.4   Recommendations for further work 

Throughout this research four areas of further work have been identified as 

recommendations. The further work is aimed at developing a more complete 

understanding of the FC hybrid bus development and to provide possibilities for 

potential further improvements. In each case, extra sources required, proposed 

strategies and expected outcomes are described.  

   

7.4.1   Explore fuzzy logic control for FC activation response 

It would be possible in the future to use fuzzy logic and self-learning control where the 

bus propulsion system instead of having a finite number of discrete response curves, 

there would be an infinite number of response curves, in effect a control surface. The 

bus would through self-learning determines the best point on the control  surface map 

to match the power required, the condition of the power delivery units for that particular 

position and those upcoming on the route. This would be an important factor for a self-

driving bus.  

 

7.4.2   Investigate impact of mechanical braking 

It was stated in section 6.2.2 that the mechanical impact on the bus braking operation 

was not included in this research. This is because the braking characteristics of the 

bus were not supplied as part of the bus data. However, it was found in section 6.3.5 

that the mechanical braking will have an impact on the bus, particularly for low speed 

bus operations due to the more frequent requirement of mechanical braking. Thus, it 

is recommended that the mechanical impact of mechanical braking be investigated. 

Bus braking characteristics and modification of the computer model would be required 

to complete an assessment of the impact on the bus caused by mechanical braking. 

 

7.4.3   Explore hybrid energy storage 

This research selected a high power density SC over batteries to be integrated with 

the FCs which generally has higher energy density. As identified in the system 

optimisation sections, the energy storage for the FC hybrid system would require a 

larger capacity. However, SCs are still significantly more expensive than batteries. 

There has been recent work into combining SCs and batteries (particularly Li-ion) to 

build a hybrid energy storage system. The concept is similar to the FC/SC hybrid model 

which is to use a SC to cover larger transient power changes while using batteries to 

slowly charge the SC. This type of hybrid energy storage could improve efficiency 

optimisation and be used to reduce the electrical energy capacity demand of the 
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energy storage on-board the FC bus. This type of FC/battery/SC design would likely 

reduce the required SC on-board which can reduce the high cost associated with SCs 

because SCs are generally significantly more expensive than batteries. The feasibility 

and investigation needed would be the design of the controller between the FC, the 

SCs, the batteries and the load demands. 

 

7.4.4   Mechanical design of the FC double decker bus 

The mechanical design for integrating the FC and SC on a double decker bus was 

outside the scope of this research. As such, the conclusions drawn on the degree of 

hybridisation identification strategy are limited to the electrical power perspective only. 

The main issue associated with a double decker FC bus would be the placement of 

hydrogen cylinders. Currently the London single decker RV1 bus has the cylinders on 

the roof of the bus. However, it would be difficult to put the cylinders on the roof for the 

double decker buses because of the vehicle height limit in cities. As a result, a lighter 

and smaller design of hydrogen storage could be a key component for a double decker 

FC bus. This would require the studies on bus mechanical design, operation regulation 

and hydrogen storage placement. 

 

7.4.5   Investigate scaling impact on fuel consumption 

As discussed in section 6.2.1, the scaling of the model will have an impact on the fuel 

consumption and efficiency. This research focused on optimising the system in terms 

of power. Optimising hydrogen consumption and efficiency can also be carried out 

based on the research outcome in terms of power obtained in this work. The optimised 

hydrogen consumption can be used for comparison with conventional diesel engines 

in terms of energy content. The full scale model would have to be validated in order to 

determine accurate hydrogen consumption and efficiency values. This would require 

validation of the performance curves for the components in the full scale model or the 

construction of a full scale laboratory system. Optimising the fuel consumption would 

be another important parameter for the bus designers. 
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Appendix A    

Selection of operating battery electric bus 

models  

Table A-1 Selection of operating electric bus models worldwide [A.1] 

Manufacturer Length Capacity Battery type 
Battery 

capacity 
Range 

Deployment 

location 

ABB TOSA 18 m 135 
Lithium 

Titanate oxide 
38 kWh 

Trolley, 

on-route 
Switzerland 

BYD 12 m 40 
BYD Iron 

Phosphate 
324 kWh 250 km Worldwide 

Complete 

Coach Works 
12 m 37 

Lithium-iron 

Phosphate 
213 kWh 145 km US 

EBusco 12 m 76 
Lithium-iron 

Phosphate 
242 kWh 250 km 

China, 

Finland 

Hengtong 

EBus 
12 m 70 

Lithium 

Titanate 
60 kWh 38 km China 

New Flyer 12 m 40 Lithium-Ion 120 kWh 72 km 
US, 

Canada 

Primove 12 m 44 Lithium-Ion 60 kWh 
Wireless, 

on-route 
Germany 

Proterra 10 m 35 
Lithium 

Titanate 
74 kWh 42 km US 

Siemens 8 m 40 
Lithium-iron 

Phosphate 
96 kWh 

Trolley, 

on-route 
Austria 

Sinautec 12 m 41 
Ultra-Cap and 

Battery 
5.9 kWh 

Trolley, 

on-route 
China 

Table A-1 shows a selection of operating battery electric buses in different locations. 

As the table shows, both overnight and opportunity e-buses development has been 

carried out worldwide. There is no simple answer which strategy is best as they are 

dependent on the application. Mahmoud [A.2] carried out a detailed comparison study 

of different electric powertrains and concluded that a single technological choice would 

not satisfy the varied operational demands of transit services because electric buses 

are highly sensitive to the energy profile and operational demands.
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Appendix B 

London battery electric bus development 

London has been working on overnight e-bus operation since 2012 and are also 

investigating the potential of opportunity e-bus technologies. From the overnight e-bus 

perspective, TfL has also been working with BYD, which is one of the largest electric 

bus manufacturers in the world, to test the potential of fully electric buses in London 

since 2012. The first two battery electric buses were handed over to TfL in 2013 and 

then entered daily service on two central London routes, number 507 and 521 which 

were the first fully electric buses in London [B.1]. These single-decked 12-metre BYD 

buses are powered by a Iron-phosphate battery and have demonstrated that their 

range can comfortably exceed 250 km on a single charge in actual city driving 

conditions [B.2]. Those two trial buses were operating on routes 507 and 521, which 

are relatively short commuter service routes. Hence these electric buses can start 

service in the morning peak alongside the diesel bus fleet and return to the depot to 

recharge in the evening for an overnight operation [B.3]. The electric bus battery takes 

four to five hours to recharge from totally exhausted. The BYD electric bus battery has 

been designed for a life of more than 4000 cycles which translates to 10 years battery 

lifetime under normal operating conditions [B.4]. The trial fleet was extended to 6 buses 

in summer 2014. The trial buses in London not only provide zero emission 

environmental benefit but have also shown promising results in both technical and 

economic terms, and have convinced TfL to take further steps towards adopting this 

new clean technology in the capital.  The development timeline and future plans for 

London electric buses have been plotted in Figure B-1. 

 

 Figure B-1 Number of electric buses in London and TfL forecast 

(300 buses in 2020 represent all single decker zero emission buses including 

FC, electric etc. and excluding double decker ones) 
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The latest data in 2017 showed there are currently 22 electric buses operating in 

London including 17 single decker BYD electric buses and 5 double decker pure 

electric buses [B.5] [B.6]. TfL has set a goal to achieve a 300 zero emission buses 

(mainly FC and electric) milestone by 2020 to supplement the ULEZ. These buses will 

serve as pilot projects for the coming innovative recharging method projects for the 

opportunity strategy, which is to utilise fast wireless charging at passenger stop points. 

The recent first-ever double decker electric buses use wireless charging technology 

as part of an innovative charging technology development. However, this is still far 

from a mature technology and requires a recharging network infrastructure [B.7]. The 

electric buses in London have shown good performance on the short commuter routes. 

Pure e-buses are still best suited for shorter routes with operational flexibility and scope 

to recharge them in inter-peak periods due to the limits of present battery capacity and 

recharging technology [B.8]. To sum up, recent battery electric bus development in 

London has shown that electric buses are technically feasible. It would seem that 

electric buses will also have an important role to play in the coming ULEZ 

implementation in 2020. However, more time is needed to evaluate the actual 

performance and address the key challenges of electric buses over time.  
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Appendix C    

High level comparison between battery electric 

bus and FC bus 

FC buses and battery electric buses have both been developed as long term solutions 

for zero emission bus system, which is the ultimate objective for a clean transportation 

network. Therefore, this section will mainly compare battery electric buses (opportunity, 

overnight and trolley) and FC bus technologies as the two most promising zero 

emissions solutions. A summary of the discussion has been provided in Table C-1. 

 

Daily range:  Opportunity e-buses have a smaller energy storage system that 

requires frequent recharging, which equates to poor performance in terms of daily 

range.  Overnight e-buses utilise a much larger battery which increases the range with 

reported values of over 300 km per charge. Trolley e-buses are continuously powered 

with electricity by overhead lines along the route which effectively gives unlimited range.  

FC buses use hydrogen cylinders as fuel tanks which allows the range to be greatly 

extended (up to 450 km) for as much as the hydrogen fuel cylinder weight and size 

allows [C.1].  

 

Route flexibility:  Opportunity and trolley e-buses require recharging 

infrastructures along the route which greatly limits their route flexibility.  This is 

somewhat dependant on the size of the on-board battery and will likely be more acute 

for trolley e-buses. The Overnight e-buses and FC buses are expected to be able to 

operate for an entire day’s service without recharging or refuelling.  As such this allows 

for much greater route flexibility.  This appears to be easily achieved for FC buses, 

however for Overnight e-buses this is not always the case and will again be dependent 

on the size of the battery. 

 

Refuelling time:  Opportunity e-buses require frequent recharging throughout 

the entire route. Although each recharges for the opportunity e-bus only takes up to 15 

minutes, it is still considered as a drawback due to the requirement for regular 

recharging.  Overnight e-buses require a longer recharging time (average >4 hours) 

after each operation due to the increased battery capacity. The recharging time is 

heavily dependent on the charging power. Trolley e-buses are powered through 

overhead wires so that they require no refuelling time. FC buses are refuelled with 

gaseous hydrogen, which can be completed quickly (< 10 minutes) [C.1].  
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Infrastructure:  Opportunity e-buses and trolley buses require corresponding 

infrastructure along the route and at each end of the routes. Therefore, opportunity e-

buses and trolley buses require a comprehensive infrastructure network. Overnight e-

buses and FC buses both require infrastructure to recharge/refuel at the end of daily 

operation. This can however be centralised at the service depot and hence does not 

need to be as comprehensive. It appears however that the current recharging times 

for overnight e-buses presents a problem since it is likely that a significant number of 

recharging points would be needed to recharge the batteries of a large fleet in time for 

the next day’s service.  This could potentially be an issue if the number of buses grows 

significantly, while this wouldn’t be a problem for FC buses because of their short 

refuelling time [C.2]. 

 

Fuel availability:  All three battery electric bus technologies use electricity to 

recharge their batteries.  This electricity could be central managed and distributed 

locally through the local electricity grids, however widespread electric bus deployment 

could significantly stress this infrastructure. FC buses will likely require the 

development of a comprehensive distribution network for hydrogen, although on-site 

hydrogen production has been demonstrated.  Additionally, hydrogen fuel storage 

would also create additional cost. 

 

Clean source:  Real zero emissions bus technology needs to be clean 

throughout the manufacturing process, fuel production and bus operation.  Currently, 

battery electric and FC bus technologies can achieve zero operating emission but the 

lifetime emissions are much harder to quantify. It is hard to forecast how the emissions 

from new technology manufacturing will change, but the fuel production method can 

be roughly estimated. In 2015, 67% of electricity was made from fossil fuels and 16% 

of electricity was from renewable energy sources [C.3] while about 96% of hydrogen 

was made from fossil fuels [C.4]. Therefore, from the current status, electricity for 

battery electric buses comes from a cleaner fuel than hydrogen for FC buses.   

 

Cost:  FC buses are currently generally the most expensive in terms of the 

capital costs of the buses.  Although it is hard to determine how the infrastructure costs 

will compare for widespread deployment.  Although overnight e-buses require a larger 

battery on-board, the infrastructure requirement from opportunity and trolley e-buses 

are still considered more expensive than the overnight e-buses.  
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Table C-1 High level comparison of zero emission bus concepts [C.5] 

Zero emission 
option 

Opportunity   
E-bus 

Overnight       
E-bus 

Trolley             
E-bus 

Fuel Cell 
bus 

Daily range 4 3 1 2 

Route flexibility 3 1 4 1 

Refuelling time 2 3 n/a 1 

Infrastructure  3 2 4 1 

Fuel availability 1 1 1 4 

Clean source 1 1 1 4 

Cost 3 1 2 4 

(1-best, 4-worst) 
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Appendix D    

European main FC bus demonstration project 

2001-2019 

 

 Figure D-1 Former and ongoing FC bus demonstration projects in Europe 

(Figure edited from FCH JU, 2015) 

CUTE (Clean urban transport for Europe, 2001-2006) was the first major European 

project initiated for the deployment and testing of FC buses. There were 27 Citaro fuel 

cell buses operating in nine European cities (3 per city) along with the corresponding 

refuelling infrastructure. This project proved to be a valuable pilot to determine the 

feasibility of FC buses for a clean urban public transport system [D.1].  

 

HyFLEET: CUTE (2006-2009) was based upon the information garnered from the 

CUTE and was the world’s largest FC bus demonstration and research project. The 

project involved 47 FC buses in regular public transport service in 10 cities across 

three continents. This project diversified the technology and reduced fuel consumption 

in FC buses by developing more efficient hydrogen powered bus technology [D.2]. 

 

CHIC (Clean H2 in European Cities Project, 2010-2016) is a project initiated by the EU, 

aimed at full market commercialisation of FC hydrogen powered buses. This project 

involved 36 FC buses operating in seven European cities. Following the CHIC project, 

London has deployed a fleet of Hydrogen Buses operating in Central London and 

managed by TfL. This will be explained in detail later.  
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High V.LO-City (2012-2018) is a project that involves 14 FC buses deployed in three 

cities across Europe. This project aims to assess if FC buses can operate at the same 

level as conventional diesel buses in terms of efficiency and flexibility. Additionally, 

hydrogen, from two of the refuelling sites, is produced from sustainable energy sources 

to demonstrate the sustainability potential [D.1] [D.2].  

 

HyTransit (2013-2018) is a project supported by the FCH JU involving 6 FC buses 

operating daily services in Aberdeen to contribute to the assessment for the adoption 

of hydrogen buses in Europe. The project seeks to achieve some technical targets in 

terms of hydrogen consumption, availability and daily operation hours.  

 

3Emotion (Environmentally friendly efficient electric motion, 2015-2019) project will 

bridge the gap between current FC bus pilot projects and larger scale 

commercialisation studies. This project involves the deployment of 21 new and 8 

existing FC buses in 5 European cities. The project aims at enhance the technical side 

of FC buses and move towards cost effective integration in local bus fleets [D.3]. 

 

JIVE (Joint initiative for hydrogen vehicles across Europe, 2017-2022) project will pave 

the way to commercialisation of fuel cell bus fleets through the deployment of 142 fuel 

cell buses across 9 locations, more than doubling the number of FC buses operating 

in Europe. This project is the latest project which has just been confirmed in Jan 2017 

and will be the first large scale validation project of fuel cell bus fleets. The project aims 

to demonstrate the technical readiness of FC buses to bus operators and the economic 

viability to policy makers [D.4] [D.5].  
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Appendix E    

Active FC bus demonstration project  

Table E-1: Active fuel cell bus demonstration project in 2016  

(Reorganised from [E.1]) 

Project Fleet Year Location 
Length 

(m) 

FC 
size 
(kW) 

Battery type 
Battery 

size 
(kWh) 

Drive type 

JHFC 2 2006 
Tokoname, 

Japan 
10.5 180 

Nickel Metal 
Hydride 

Not 
available 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

University of 
Delaware 

2 2007 
Dewark, 

US 
6.7 40 NiCad 60 

Battery 
dominant hybrid 

TriHyBu 1 2009 
Neratovice, 

Czech 
Republic 

12 48 Lithium Ion 26 
Battery 

dominant hybrid 

BurbankBus 1 2010 
Burbank, 

US 
10.7 32 Lithium Titanate 54 

Battery 
dominant hybrid 

HySUT 2 2010 
Tokyo, 
Japan 

10.5 180 
Nickel Metal 

Hydride 
Not 

available 
FC dominant 

hybrid 

NFCBP 1 2010 
San 

Francisco, 
US 

12.2 32 Lithium Ion n/a 
FC APU 

Compound 

Toyota FCHV 1 2010 
Toyota City, 

Japan 
10.5 180 

Nickel Metal 
Hydride 

Not 
available 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

NFCBP 4 2010 
Hartford, 

US 
12.2 120 Lithium Ion 17.4 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

CHIC 8 2010 
London, 

UK 
12 75 Supercapacitor 0.5 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

CHIC 3 2011 Milan, Italy 11.9 120 Lithium Ion 26 
FC dominant 

hybrid 

SunLine 6 2011 
Thousand 
Palms, US 

12.2 150 
Nanophosphate 

Li-ion 
11 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

NFCBP 12 2011 
Multi-city, 

US 
12.2 120 Lithium Ion 17.4 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

CHIC 4 2011 
Cologne, 
Germany 

18.4 150 
NiMeH and 

Supercapacitor 
23 and 

0.6 
FC dominant 

hybrid 

CHIC 5 2011 
Aargau, 

Switzerland 
11.9 120 Lithium Ion 26.9 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

CHIC 5 2012 
Oslo, 

Norway 
13 150 Lithium Ion 17.5 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

NIP, CHIC 6 2012 
Hamburg, 
Germany 

12 120 Lithium Ion 26 
FC dominant 

hybrid 

CHIC 5 2013 
Bolzano, 

Italy 
11.9 120 Lithium Ion 26 

FC dominant 
hybrid 

HyTransit, 
HighVLO 

City 
14 2014 

Aberdeen, 
UK 

12.2 150 Not available 
Not 

available 
FC dominant 

hybrid 

HighVLO 
City 

5 2014 
Brussels, 
Belgium 

12.2 150 Not available 
Not 

available 
FC dominant 

hybrid 

NFCBP 1 2014 Austin, US 10.7 30 Lithium Titanate 54 
Battery 

dominant hybrid 

NFCBP 1 2014 
Birmingha

m, US 
9.8 75 Lithium Titanate 54 

Battery 
dominant hybrid 
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Appendix F    

Development history of London FC bus RV1 

In April 2002, a new route, RV1, began to operate between Tower Gateway and 

Covent Garden via the South Bank. The route is aimed at tourists since the route goes 

past various attractions with the majority of the route having riverside views (thus the 

RV prefix) [F.1]. The first RV1 buses were conventional diesel powered buses 

manufactured by Mercedes Citaro from 2002 to 2004. TfL, as part of the CUTE project 

from 2001, started working with Citaro on development of FC trial buses. The first three 

experimental FC buses went into service in 2004. The first trial FC buses in 2004 used 

a direct electrical FC drivetrain using 2 x 125 kW FCs directly driving the electric motor 

[F.2]. The trial buses operated from 2004 to 2006 and could only be operated in the 

morning due to poor availability and efficiency [F.2].  

 

From 2007, as part of the HyFLEET: CUTE project, the FC bus fleet in London was 

extended to a five bus fleet with the upgraded Citaro system. The five bus fleet was 

operated on route RV1 from 2007 to 2009. Following the completion of the trial (2009), 

the buses were decommissioned and the components returned to the manufacturers 

for further research [F.3]. Following on the assessment of recorded improvement 

during the project, TfL decided to order a full fleet of FC buses which led to the start of 

the CHIC project. 

 

As part of the CHIC project in 2010, TfL unveiled the first FC bus fleet covering a 

complete route, the same route RV1, in the UK. There are currently eight FC buses 

servicing the route RV1 since 2011 and this is the first time a whole route has been 

fully operated by hydrogen powered buses in the UK [F.3]. The eight new FC buses 

have been retrofitted from Wright pulsar/VDL chassis and have proven to be much 

more durable and reliable. From the customer feedback, the only noticeable difference 

between the RV1 FC buses and conventional buses is that the former have reduced 

noise and less vibration [F.3].  

 

Two more buses will be added to the RV1 bus fleet in 2017 which is part of the 

3emotion project. The new buses will be constructed from independent bus designer, 

Van Hool. These two FC buses are hybrid Van Hool A300 model 12-metre bus with 

two axles [F.4]. They are equipped with the latest FC module from Ballard and 

optimised hybrid technology. This project aims at to deliver the next-generation FC bus 
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system offering improved durability and reliability along with significant cost reduction 

for the coming 2020 London ULEZ [F.5]. The details of system design and technical 

information of these new FC buses have not yet been unveiled, so this research will 

only focus on the existing eight FC bus fleet from 2011 to 2016. Figure F-1 summarise 

the London FC bus development timeline from 2001 to 2020.  

 

 Figure F-1 London FC hydrogen bus development timeline 

(Bus photos edited from Citaro, TfL, Van Hool, 2016) 
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Operation and theory of six common FC types 

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell: The PEMFC uses a thin proton conductive 

polymer membrane as the electrolyte. The PEMFC functions at a low operating 

temperatures and has a fast start up time which makes this technology particularly well 

adapted to transportation and portable applications. The solid polymer membrane 

electrolyte can prevent electrolyte leakage risk which is especially important for public 

transportation applications [G.1]. The PEMFC holds the additional benefits of high 

specific power (compared to other fuel cell technologies) and high efficiency (average 

of 50%). However, the catalyst of the PEMFC is typically platinum which is considered 

as an expensive material. The other drawback of the PEMFC is the slow reaction rate, 

which causes significant problem for transportation applications. Another critical issue 

of the PEMFC is the requirement for high hydrogen purity level which creates the need 

of additional fuel processing [G.2].  

 

Direct Methanol Fuel Cell: The DMFC is a similar technology to the PEMFC in that it 

uses the same electrolyte and catalyst. Instead of pure hydrogen, the DMFC uses 

liquid methanol as the fuel which makes this technology attractive. Methanol is a low 

cost liquid fuel that is easily produced, stored, transported and distributed; furthermore, 

it can be supplied with present infrastructure without further significant investment. 

Additionally, methanol can also be produced from agricultural products to make it 

“green” [G.3]. Unfortunately, the DMFC has very low power density and low efficiency 

[G.4]. The DMFC is typically used in applications requiring slow and steady power 

consumption over long periods [G.2].  

 

Alkaline Fuel Cell: The AFC is one of the oldest FC technologies developed for 

aerospace since the 1960s and was used on the Apollo and Shuttle Orbiter craft to 

generate electricity and water. The AFC uses an alkaline as the electrolyte and a 

nickel-based anode catalyst. This reduces production costs compared with the 

platinum-based PEMFC. The AFC has a wide range of operating temperature and also 

high efficiency because of the fast kinetics allowed by the hydroxide electrolyte. 

Because of the high risk of liquid leakage of AFC technology, it is not suited for 

domestic transportation but has been mainly used in aerospace. Potassium hydroxide, 

the electrolyte, is a highly corrosive chemical, which is difficulty to contain as it causes 

leaks [G.5] [G.6]. The common conditions during transportation application, such as 
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acceleration and vibration, could increase the risk of leakage, which makes the AFC 

not well suited for domestic public transportation. Another reason is the AFC requires 

advanced hydrogen and oxygen purification processes to eliminate carbon monoxide 

production which incurs additional cost and complexity [G.1].  

 

Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells: The PAFC technology utilises a chemical reaction 

similar to that of the PEMFC which uses platinum as the catalyst and phosphoric acid 

as the electrolyte. The PAFC was the first commercially available FC and is widely 

used for static applications. The PAFCs are very efficient in terms of generating 

electricity and heat which makes them well suited for larger scale power plants [G.1]. 

However, the PAFC is rarely used in transportation applications for two primary 

reasons. The first one, which is probably the more important one, is that the phosphoric 

acid electrolyte has a freezing point of 42 °C which means the PAFC must always be 

kept above 42 °C to prevent stressing the stack [G.5]. This process will greatly increase 

the operational cost of transportation applications. The second reason is that the PAFC 

has a relatively slow start-up time, which can be crucial for transportation application 

[G.7].  

 

Solid Oxide Fuel Cell: The SOFC uses a solid nonporous metal oxide as the 

electrolyte and operates at high temperature (800-1000 °C). The high temperature 

operation can make the FC achieve very high efficiency (~80%) with cheap non exotic 

catalysts [G.2]. On the other hand, the high temperature operation has also caused 

problems such as safety issues, fuel economy concerns, thermal stress of materials, 

complicated cooling and pre-heater systems being some of the most significant. Static 

applications for the SOFC can not only minimise the problem addressed before, but 

also take full advantage of the high temperature operation [G.8]. However, because of 

the high operating temperature and long start-up time, the SOFC is difficult to use in 

transportation applications, both technically and economically.  

 

Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell: The MCFC uses a combination of alkali carbonates as 

the electrolyte and relies on a molten carbonate salt to conduct ions [G.1]. The MCFC 

also operates at high temperature, around 650 °C which makes the MCFC also 

capable of high efficiency and has no need for a precious metal catalyst. Hydrocarbon 

reformation can also occur in the MCFC which avoids the need for purified hydrogen 

[G.1]. Stephen [G.9] provides a detailed study of the differences and applications of 

the SOFC and the MCFC. The authors summarised that the primary difference 

between the MCFC and the SOFC is that the MCFC requires carbon dioxide 
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recirculation. The MCFC also exhibits the same problems caused by high temperature 

operations as the SOFC. The MCFC also has an extremely long start-up time which 

makes it unsuitable for transportation applications [G.10].  
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Appendix H   

HyPM HD 8 FC system further information 

Detailed technical specifications of HyPM HD 8 FC system have been summarised 

from the installation and operation manual and presented in Table H-1. 

Table H-1 HyPM HD 8 FC system technical specifications (@ 21℃ 101.3 kPa) 

Property Unit Value 

Product information 

Model number  HyPM HD 8 

Part number  1036617 

Physical 

Dimensions (L*W*H) mm 785*446*301 (±3) 

Mass kg 78 (±1) 

Volume (based on inner dimensions) L 105 

  Performance 

Rated electrical power kW 8.5 

Maximum electrical overload  None permitted 

Operating current Adc 0-380 

Operating voltage Vdc 20-40 

Peak efficiency % 51 

Time from off mode to idle s ≤25 

Time from idle to rated power s ≤5 

 Fuel system requirement 

Gaseous hydrogen % ≥99.99 

    CO μmol/mol ≤0.2 

    Sulfur (total, ex. H2S, COS) μmol/mol ≤0.004 

    Total hydrocarbons μmol/mol ≤2 

Supply pressure (absolute) kPa 515-690 

Stack operating pressure (absolute) kPa ≤120 

Consumption L/min ≤130 

Hydrogen temperature ℃ 2-40 

Air delivery system 

Maximum air flow rate L/min ≤800 

Air filtration  Chemical and particulate 

Composition  Ambient air 

    Sulfur μmol/mol ≤0.004 

Air inlet temperature ℃ 2-40 

Operating environment 

Storage air temperature  
(with freeze preparation procedure) 

℃ -20-46 

Ambient air temperature ℃ 2-40 

Maximum FCPM interior temperature ℃ 46 

Relative humidity (operation and storage) % ≤95 

Altitude range m 0-400 

Orientation ° ±30 
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Property Unit Value 

Emissions 

Allowable pressure drop of customer 
cathode exhaust 

kPa ≤3 

Water collected at anode @25℃ mL/min ≤12 

Water collected at cathode @25℃ mL/min ≤23 

Relative humidity (operation and storage) % ≤95 

Noise  
(at full power, measured at 1 m distance) 

dBA ≤70 

Cooling system requirements 

Heat rejection kW ≤13 

FCPM coolant outlet temperature  ℃ 50-60 

Coolant type   

    De-ionised water (DI H2O) % 100 

    Ethylene glycol (EG) / 
    De-ionised water (DI H2O)  

% 40/60 

Resistivity kΩ*cm ≥200 

Coolant flow rate (DI H2O only) L/min ≥30 

Maximum pressure drop of customer 
coolant system 

kPa ≤20 

Maximum coolant inlet pressure kPa ≤170 

Electrical input 

Signal (FCPM enable and E-stop)  12-13 Vdc, ≤1 A  

Start-up  12-13 Vdc, 300 W ≤ 25 s 

Cool down mode  12-13 Vdc, 200 W 

Diagnostics  12-13 Vdc, 300W ≤ 6.5 min 

Freeze preparation  
(if required by integrator) 

 12-13 Vdc, 300 W ≤ 25 s 

Communication interfaces 

CAN Bus v2.0 A (standard 11 bit), Baud rate 250 kbit/s 
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Figure H-1 shows the physical dimensions of the HyPM HD 8 FC. Figure H-2 shows 

the component and interface connection drawing from the underside view of HyPM HD 

8 FC.  

 

 Figure H-1 HyPM HD 8 Fuel cell physical dimensions 

 

 

 Figure H-2 HyPM HD 8 FC drawing from underside view
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Boost converter datasheet and schematics 

 

 Figure I-1 Proposed boost converter datasheet 
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 Figure I-2 Proposed boost converter configuration 
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Plots of FC under large step transient load 

 
 Figure J-1 FC under 0-25% increment load  
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 Figure J-2 FC under 0-50% increment load  
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 Figure J-3 FC under 0-75% increment load  
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 Figure J-4 FC under 0-100% increment load  
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 Figure J-5 FC under 25-0% decrement load  
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 Figure J-6 FC under 50-0% decrement load  
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 Figure J-7 FC under 75-0% decrement load  
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 Figure J-8 FC under 100-0% decrement load  
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H bridge buck/boost converter operation 

A bidirectional buck/boost converter utilised an adapted H-bridge converter 

configuration has been used for the SC buck/boost converter that was produced by 

AEP hybrid. The converter is capable of operating in either buck mode or boost mode. 

The buck/boost converter configuration and its operation modes have been shown in 

Figure K-1 to K-4. 

VloadVsc

+

-

+

-

S1&D1             S2&D2

S3&D3             S4&D4

 

Figure K-1 Bidirectional buck/boost converter configuration and operation 

modes (SC discharge, step up mode) 

In the boost mode during SC discharging, the IGBT S1 will be closed and S4 will be 

switched at a controlled frequency to constantly make the inductor charge or discharge 

to boost the output voltage or current. In this mode, the buck/boost converter operates 

exactly the same as a boost converter.  

VloadVsc

+

-

+

-

S1&D1             S2&D2

S3&D3             S4&D4

 

Figure K-2 Bidirectional buck/boost converter configuration and operation 

modes (SC discharge, step down mode) 

In the buck mode during SC discharging, the IGBT S1 will be switched at a controlled 

frequency. In this mode, the buck/boost converter operates the same as a typical buck 

converter to step down the output voltage or current. Therefore this H-bridge 

buck/boost converter configuration can be operated in either boost mode or buck mode 
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by controlling the switch S1 and S4 in the circuit. Since this converter will be used to 

control the discharge and charge of the SC, the converter would have to be able to 

operate in the opposite way as well.  

VloadVsc

+

-

+

-

S1&D1             S2&D2

S3&D3             S4&D4

 

Figure K-3 Bidirectional buck/boost converter configuration and operation 

modes (SC charge, step up mode) 

During SC charging operations, the power flow would be expected to be going from 

the load back to the SC. In the step up mode of SC charge, the switch S2 will be closed 

and S3 will be switched at a controlled frequency. The buck/boost converter in this 

operation is basically the same as a typical boost converter except the load and SC 

side has been swapped. 

VloadVsc

+

-

+

-

S1&D1             S2&D2

S3&D3             S4&D4

 

Figure K-4 Bidirectional buck/boost converter configuration and operation 

modes (SC charge, step down mode) 

In the step down mode of SC charge, the switch S2 will be switched at a controlled 

frequency. This operation is also the same as in the buck converter modes with the 

power sources exchanged. Therefore this H-bridge buck/boost converter is capable of 

operating in bidirectional boost and buck mode. More details of the derivation and 

calculation of this type of buck/boost converter can be found in literature [K.1] and [K.2]. 
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Buck/boost converter structure for SC control  

The converter for SC is controlled via the PowerPanel software where the reference 

value and control mode can be selected.  

 

 Figure L-1 Power Panel software control interface for the buck/boost converter 

Table L-1 presented the parameters for difference control modes within the 

PowerPanel software. 

Table L-1 Control mode selections of the Power Panel software 

Mode Control Parameter Maximum values 

Idr-Reg Coil current 131-Idr ref value ±150 A 

Uout-Reg Output voltage 135-Uout ref value 70 V 

Iout-Reg Output current 141-Iout ref value ±150 A 

Iin-Reg Input current 134-Iin ref value ±150 A 

Pin-Reg Input power 181-Pin ref value ±6000 W 

 

An overview of the control structure and algorithm with all belonging parameters for 

those control modes can be found. The control structure provided a brief explanation 

of the operation and functions for each control mode. 
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Figure L-2 Control structure of the buck/boost converter for the SC 
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Appendix M   

Simulink generic FC model extra information 

Figure M-1 shows the expanded model schematics of the Simulink generic FC model. 

This section shows the schematics of the calculation of air consumption and fuel 

consumption. The left corner “Cell Voltage” block indicates anther sub-system that is 

being used to calculate the FC voltage which has been shown in Figure M-2. 

 

 Figure M-1 Model schematics of the Simulink generic FC model 
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Figure M-2 shows the schematics of the cell voltage subsystem. In the sub-system, 

the Nernst voltage, activation loss, concentration loss and Ohmic loss have been 

calculated and exported as port connectors. Two more sub-systems have been used 

to calculate the partial pressure and fuel/air utilisation flowrate corresponding to 

determine the real time cell voltage. Further details of the Simulink FC block can be 

found in the FC block description on the Mathworks website. 

 

 Figure M-2 Model schematics of cell voltage calculation 
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Appendix N   

Ballard 85 kW PEMFC product specification 

Table N-1 Datasheet of the 85 kW Ballard FC 

Description Model Ballard FCveloCity-HD 

Technology Fuel Cell Proton exchange membrane 

Performance 

Net power 85 kW 

Operating DC voltage 

range 
280-420 V 

Rated net current 288 A 

Idle power 4 kW 

Physical 

Dimensions 1130*869*506 mm 

weight 
256 kg (fuel cell module)  

125 kg (air and cooling sub-systems) 

Fuel 
Type Gaseous hydrogen 

Composition As per SAE specification J2719 

Operation 

Oxidant Air 

Stack coolant 
50/50 pure ethylene glycol and deionized water 

WEG 60 to 70 °C 

Fuel supply pressure 8 bar nominal 

Fuel flow rate 1.7 g/s maximum 

Safety 

compliance 

Certifications ISO 6469-2:2009 

Enclosure IP55 

Monitoring Control interface CAN bus 

Emissions 
Exhaust Zero emissions 

Sound level Less than 75 dBA 

Support Sub-systems 
Coolant sub-system 

Air sub-system 
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HyFCap bus data collection and analysis 

The data collection and analysis of the bus data collected under the HyFCap project 

was mainly carried out by David Ashmore and Cedrick Lin from UCL. A brief description 

of the data collection and analysis has been provided in this section.  

 

The bus data collection was carried out by an Enviro 400H diesel-battery hybrid double 

decker bus owned by UCL as Figure O-1 shows. The bus usually operates in daily 

service on route 388 and is occasionally driven out for different driving tests assigned 

by UCL. During the tests, various devices has been used to log the required 

information as Table O-1 shows. The bus has been operated on various routes 

selected for different route conditions. The number of passenger was manually 

counted to briefly estimate the mass change during the bus operations.  

      

  Figure O-1 UCL diesel electric hybrid bus                       

Although this bus was constantly operating in London’s daily services, the data was 

not always logged by the bus loggers (because of BAE regulations). There is only a 

limited amount of logged data that has been sent by BAE for UCL research purposes. 

Figure O-2 shows one of the route information from the operation on 03/02/2015. The 

bus operated on the 388 bus route which is a 7 miles (11 km) route from Stratford city 

bus station to Blackfriairs station. The researcher used GPS and a video camera to 

record the entire route to align the bus traffic and route conditions against the logged 

power/speed profiles. Figure O-3 shows the analysis interface of the collected bus data. 

 

Table O-1 Data logging devices    

              for the UCL bus 

Data 

type 

Device Record 

freq (Hz) 

Bus Logger 0.36-0.83 

Video GoPro Continuous 

GPS Phone 1 
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Figure O-2 Data analysis of elevation, route and speed profile of the UCL bus 
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Figure O-3 Data analysis interface of the collected bus data 
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Appendix P   

Simulink sampling frequency justification 

In the peak power profile test, transient overshoot and undershoot has been observed 

in the FC and SC output current and voltage (Figure 6.6 and 6.8). As discussed before, 

the transient overshoot and undershoot are caused by the PID tuning delay. When the 

power changed quickly, the PID controller needs to calculate the new error and use 

the feedback loop to keep the same output. All PID controller in the FC/SC hybrid 

model utilised the same sampling frequency which is one sample every 1^-5 s. 

Increasing the sampling frequency is expected to be able to speed up the PID tuning 

and consequently reduce the transient overshoot and undershoot. To verify this 

argument, a series of test with different sampling frequency has been carried out. Since 

it was found that increasing the sampling frequency will dramatically slow the 

simulation speed, only the first 60s of the peak power profile has been tested with 

different sampling frequencies. Figure P-1 showed the Pfc_out with 1^-5 sampling 

frequency against the first 60 s of the peak power profile. 

 

 Figure P-1 First 60 s of the peak power profile with 1^-5 s sampling frequency 

An initial overshoot has been observed for the PID controller to set the required amount 

of power from the FC (25 kW for this case). Then a number of short transient 

overshoots and undershoots (recovered in less than 0.05 s) have been observed when 

the power profile crosses over the Pfc_out. This is caused by the SC switching 

between charge and discharge which caused a different error on the load side. As a 

result the boost converter for the FC has to reset the new PID value to keep the 

constant output. Figure P-2 shows the same 60 s power profile with different sampling 

frequencies.  
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Figure P-2 First 60 s of the peak power profile with different sampling frequency 

As it can be seen from the figures, the quicker the sampling frequency is the lesser 

transient overshoot and undershoot have been observed. The PID controller is capable 

of regulate the output quicker with a higher sampling frequency. Although the higher 

sampling frequency can provide more stable output, due to the constraint of the PC 

computing power, all the other simulations have to be carried out with the 1^-5 

sampling frequency. The transient overshoot and undershoot should have minor effect 

on the total FC and boost converter output power. After calculating the total energy the 

FC provided for each sampling frequency, it was found the total energy difference 

between the four sampling frequencies is less than 0.6%. This difference is deemed to 

be acceptable in this research.  
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Appendix Q   

Undercharge protection calculation with various 

lower thresholds 

As discussed in section 6.4.1, the equation to calculate the new Ifc_out reference has 

been identified to be: 

𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑛𝑒𝑤 

= 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡 +
120 − 𝐼𝑓𝑐_𝑜𝑢𝑡

(𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 × 100) − 30
× 100 × (𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 − 𝑆𝑂𝐶) 

The new Ifc_out can be calculated if the lower threshold has been provided. Table Q-

1 provides an example of the new Ifc_out references when the Ifc_out is 10 A at 

different lower thresholds. As the table shows, the higher the lower threshold becomes, 

the smaller the increase of rate on the FC and boost converter output. 

Table Q-1 Undercharge protection example 

SoC 
90% lower 
threshold 

80% lower 
threshold 

70% lower 
threshold 

60% lower 
threshold 

50% lower 
threshold 

40% lower 
threshold 

0.9 10 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.89 11.83333 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.88 13.66667 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.87 15.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.86 17.33333 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.85 19.16667 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.84 21 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.83 22.83333 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.82 24.66667 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.81 26.5 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.8 28.33333 10 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.79 30.16667 12.2 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.78 32 14.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.77 33.83333 16.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.76 35.66667 18.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.75 37.5 21 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.74 39.33333 23.2 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.73 41.16667 25.4 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.72 43 27.6 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.71 44.83333 29.8 n/a n/a n/a n/a 

0.7 46.66667 32 10 n/a n/a n/a 

0.69 48.5 34.2 12.75 n/a n/a n/a 

0.68 50.33333 36.4 15.5 n/a n/a n/a 

0.67 52.16667 38.6 18.25 n/a n/a n/a 

0.66 54 40.8 21 n/a n/a n/a 
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0.65 55.83333 43 23.75 n/a n/a n/a 

0.64 57.66667 45.2 26.5 n/a n/a n/a 

0.63 59.5 47.4 29.25 n/a n/a n/a 

0.62 61.33333 49.6 32 n/a n/a n/a 

0.61 63.16667 51.8 34.75 n/a n/a n/a 

0.6 65 54 37.5 10 n/a n/a 

0.59 66.83333 56.2 40.25 13.66667 n/a n/a 

0.58 68.66667 58.4 43 17.33333 n/a n/a 

0.57 70.5 60.6 45.75 21 n/a n/a 

0.56 72.33333 62.8 48.5 24.66667 n/a  n/a 

0.55 74.16667 65 51.25 28.33333 n/a n/a 

0.54 76 67.2 54 32 n/a n/a 

0.53 77.83333 69.4 56.75 35.66667 n/a  n/a 

0.52 79.66667 71.6 59.5 39.33333 n/a  n/a 

0.51 81.5 73.8 62.25 43 n/a n/a 

0.5 83.33333 76 65 46.66667 10 n/a 

0.49 85.16667 78.2 67.75 50.33333 15.5 n/a 

0.48 87 80.4 70.5 54 21 n/a 

0.47 88.83333 82.6 73.25 57.66667 26.5 n/a 

0.46 90.66667 84.8 76 61.33333 32 n/a 

0.45 92.5 87 78.75 65 37.5 n/a 

0.44 94.33333 89.2 81.5 68.66667 43 n/a  

0.43 96.16667 91.4 84.25 72.33333 48.5 n/a 

0.42 98 93.6 87 76 54 n/a 

0.41 99.83333 95.8 89.75 79.66667 59.5 n/a 

0.4 101.6667 98 92.5 83.33333 65 10 

0.39 103.5 100.2 95.25 87 70.5 21 

0.38 105.3333 102.4 98 90.66667 76 32 

0.37 107.1667 104.6 100.75 94.33333 81.5 43 

0.36 109 106.8 103.5 98 87 54 

0.35 110.8333 109 106.25 101.6667 92.5 65 

0.34 112.6667 111.2 109 105.3333 98 76 

0.33 114.5 113.4 111.75 109 103.5 87 

0.32 116.3333 115.6 114.5 112.6667 109 98 

0.31 118.1667 117.8 117.25 116.3333 114.5 109 

0.3 120 120 120 120 120 120 
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Appendix R   

Extra plot of route 388 operating day simulation 

Figure R-1 showed the power balancing of the model throughout the operating day of 

route 388. Although the plot is too compressed to see the details, it can still be 

observed the Psc_out is always slightly smaller than the load power profile. The 

difference is been covered by the FC and boost converter output as expected. 

 

 Figure R-1 Power balancing of the FC/SC hybrid for the entire operating day 

Figure R-2 showed the FC output power (Pfc_in) throughout the operating day. The 

FC output power responds to the FC and boost converter output reference (Pfc_out) 

because FCs are passive power sources. The boost converter has been found to have 

a 97% average efficiency throughout the entire day.  

 

 Figure R-2 FC output power of the FC/SC hybrid for the entire operating day 
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The efficiency of the FC and the hydrogen consumption have been plotted in Figure 

R-3 and R-4. 

 

Figure R-3 FC efficiency of the FC/SC hybrid for the entire operating day 

 

Figure R-4 FC hydrogen consumption of the FC/SC hybrid for the entire 

operating day 

Since no graphs were provided for the 85 kW FC selected for the full scale model study 

in this research, the efficiency and hydrogen consumption of the 85 kW FC can be 

subjected to change. The 85 kW full scale FC model was unable to be validated. As a 

result, the FC efficiency and hydrogen consumption were not included in this research. 

Although the exact numbers might be different, it can be observed the FC followed the 

expected trend addressed in this research. The FC efficiency dropped as the required 

power increased. The increased power would also increase the hydrogen consumption. 

Those two parameters can be analysed as part of the future work once the full scale 

FC can also be validated.  
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